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Reverend King Will Be 
Remelllbe,red By CUNY 
The birthday of the Reverend Martin Luther King, 
Jr. was designated Decemebet· 23, 1969 by the Board of 
Higher Education as an official holiday of the City Uni-
versity of New York. 
The Bernard M. Baruch College 




Twenty-two students have been 
honored by election to Beta Gam­
ma Sigma, the honorary business 
fraternity. There are 1570 students 
in the upper junior·and senior clas­
sification in both the day and even­
ing session and from those stu­
dents, the following eight were 
January 15, has been designated by the CUNY trus­
tees as Human Rights D,ay, to be marked by the closing 
of all university campuses. 
elected: Kenneth August, Marvin 
-�, J. Brafman, Stephen B . .Chaikind, 
Dorian Chui, James R. Heed, Mari­
� a�na Alice Reges, Mich�el Spola-
0-1 nch and Annette Tamarm. 
Five students who were graduat­
ed either in June 1969 or Septem­
ber 1969 were also elected. Robert 
Denis, Stanley Gordon, Steven 
Mannie Kahan, Peter H. Weiss­
bauec, and Joseph D. Weisberg 
were so honored. 
Students of the Graduate Divi­
sion who were also elected to Beta 
Gamma Sigma are as f�llows: Paul 
J. Bamundo, Richard K. Conrad; 
Bennett H. Genzel, Leonard R. 
J i:iskol, Pau1 Kudurshian, Jeffrey 
A. Lasky, Jorge M. Mulhall, Irwin 
L. Neulight, and Frank,· J. Russo. 
Election to membership ,in Beta 
Gamma Sigma is recognized as the 
highest academic honor conferred 
on students of business in American 
A FREE Preu 
Frank Hodges Re1e,liected 
Stude,nt C.ou·ncir· Pr;es. 
With approximately 92% of the votes counted, it has 
been ascertained that all members of the Student Council 
Executive Board have been reelected. Frank Hodges defeated 
John, Richberg for the Presidency and Gary Meisels was re­
elected in a Yes-No vote. Henry Flores defeated Earl Suri 
for _Treasurer. Maddelana Nappi and Michelle Tripolone, 
running unopposed, were elected Director of External Af­
fairs and Executive Secretary respectively. (Final results in 
the undergraduate student council elections will be published 
in the next issue of The Reporter). 
coHeges and unive�ities. The e\igi- ----------------'----------­
bility requirements which include 
superior scholarship, integrity-and 
character a:hd · promise of profes­
sional development are the same as 
those for election to Phi Beta 
1 Kappa in liberal arts colleges. At 
the Baruch College, students with 
an index of over 1.2 are considered 
for election. 
'WBMB · Reorganizing 
For,Spring Semester. 
WBMB is now accepting applications for announcers, 
engineers, and backup personnel. Applications may be ob-
�----------� 1 tained at Room 206 in the Student Center. 
American Mark-eUng S,ociety 
WUI Host Graduate Stud,ents 
The New York Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association will act as host to graduating seniors and grad­
' uate students, both men and women, and personnel recruiters 
from leading companies at the Park Sheraton Hotel, New 
York, on Thursday and Friday, F�bruary 26 and 27. 
THIS WEEK IN 
THE REPORTER: 
POET'S CORNER ......... . 
A selection of the finest 
from Baruch's laureates 
I'D RATH�R BE RIGHT 
THAN .... -----­
Herb Rothman looks into the 
past a� well as the future 
ATTACK ______ 4 
Paul Guzzardo predicts the 
forthcoming T.A. strike of 
1972 
ANOTHER FACE 
Barbara Pick is outraged at 
the worlds' hypocrises 
Tb1� will be the fifth consecutive'• 
. 
CHARASZ'S GEMS 
A general staff meeting will be held Wednesday, Feb­
ruary 4, 1970 at 8 :30 p.m. in the North Lounge of th� 
Student Center. Everyone applying 
I for a position with WBMB is urged 
to attend (refreshments will be 
served). 
NOTE: All applicants will 
have to attend a training session 
the following week -c- February 9 
through 1,3, 1970 - to qualify for 
positions wit� the station/��r".'il_l 
be able to sign 1JP for ,:,i'f:.tr�rnl)lg 
session on Wednesday, February 4 
at our meeting. 
If you are unable to attend the 
Wednesday meeting or have diffi­
culty ip attending the training ses­
siorn,, please communicate with 
WBMB - Evening Session, cl o 
Box 903, Student Center. WBMB Radio Station yea, the chapter has sponsored such ta! Service of New York (Blue The poet turns to humor 
a job get-together, and past con- Cross), Bamberger's, Carnation with his own daffynitions 
fei-ences have worked well for both Company, Chevron Chemical Com- NEW REGISTRATibN R d d T ·' •t F companies and students interested pany, Compton Advertising, Inc., PROCEDURE g . e uce rans/ QfeS in that all important first full- Consolidated Edison Company of Sheldon Sweid turns his 
/ 
time job. This year's event, New New York, R. H. Donnelley Cor- · 1 t d Ca led For' by s A CYork INTRO '70, short for in- poration, Ernie Industries, Fire- ;::c�ei��tiq�ft: owar a . • • • 
dustry's new talent recruiting or- man's Fund American Insurance 
SPECIAL CENTERFOLD 12-13 The Student Advisory Council of The City University of ganization, bids likely to match its Companies, General Food Corpora-
predecessors. tion, Gertz Department Stor:, W.T. Playboy would love to have New York called for reduced transit fares for college students 
Students attending will have the Grant Company, ITT-Contmental this_ eyeful in the metropolitan area. 
opportunity to talk to recruiters Baking Company, Kendall -Textiles, SENSITIVITY ' 
from a wide variety of business ac- Kolpman Mills, Inc. WORKSHOP ____ 16 The S.A.C. action was taken Jan. 5 at a meeting of its 
tivity. Among the firms already Also: Liberty Mutual Insurance Farrel Nesson tells what it Executive Committee representing over 180,000 students in 
signed up for New York INTRO Company Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., was like to be there the 18 college units of CUNY. 
'70, are leading advertising agen- Oscar M;y?r & Company, Metro-
cies, business mµ.chine manufac- -politan Life Insurance Company, PLUS A SELECTION OF According to S.A.C. Chairman, Lesj;er Jacobs of Queens 
.turers, chemical producers, drug Mobil Oil Corp., National Cash ARTICLES FROM OUR College,' "a 50 per cent increase in transit cost imposes an manufacturers, food processors, Register Company, National Lead COAST TO COAST CAM-
g�oline and ?il marke_ters, �s�r- Company, Navy Resale Sys�m Of- PUS CORRESPONDENTS enormous hardship upon commuter stud�nts who are simul-
ance compames, pubhc utilities, fice Northwestern Mutual Life In-I'-------------' taneously being asked by the Mayor to provide support of 
publishers, retailers, both individ- sur;nce Company, Ortho Pharma-
ual department stores and chain ceutical Company, J. c. Penney r===,,,;,,,,=======
= the University's budget through substantial fee increases." 
retailers, an textile manufactur- Company, Prudential Insurance Graduqte Elections 
Mr. Jacobs said that the S.A.C. resolution calling for 
ers. Company, RCA Information Sys- reduced fares equal to those currently' granted public and ' Specific companies represented terns, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com- lnformafi.on 
at New York INTRO '70 include : pany, Royal Globe Insurance Com- private high school students h�d been sent to Mayor Lindsay 
Aetna Life & Casualty Company, panies, 3M Company, United Mer- Page 24 and to Dr. William Ronan, Chairman of the New York City 
American Cyanamid Company, Ar- chants & Manufacturers, Inc., 
mour Dial, Inc., Associated Hospi- (Continued on Page 10) 
Transit Authority. 
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Monday throu&h Thursday. Telephone GRamerc7 3-'17.S or OReaon 3-'1700 Ext. 313. I am SOITY to answer your letter 
F.dltorlal optnlOM are the view t>f The Manaatnll Board and do not necessarily 
represent thoae of the Colleae or the University. National Advert!alna Representative 
The National Educational Advertls1nll Service. 
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2·, 1970 
JAY SIEGEL 
Edito-r-in-Chief 
A Free Press 
of November 18 in reference to my 
"Letter to the Editor'' so late. I got 
it only on December 4 (any prob­
lems with your typists there ?). At 
this so called "jolly season," with 
my job, own clients,, classes and 
unfortunately the once a year cor­
respondence to half forgotten cou-
Sheldon Sweid ____________ _.roduction Manager sins and ancient acquaintances, 
Alfred Charasz eaturea Editor there is hardly time left for any­
Herb Rothman ----------- --� roduction Editor thing else. 







a:� Lawrence Kalish News Editor apart from-your political line I 
Pat Figorito ________________ _,,_A rts Editor appreciate ' the impro-vements that 
Zave Unger �pecial Projects E.ditJQ·r you have achieved with the "Re-
______ •____________ n.Advertising Manager 
porter". I don't quite agree with 
Paul Guzzardo -------�-----Club News Editor !��s
co;;;n:af�/
0:t i�t�erpo�:t:i 
Ilene Mass Office Manager certainly don't intend to follow up 
Ken Weiner _____________ --IJ0usiness Manager the question of the endorsement, 
Harriet Freedman _________ _,,_ "sst. Production Manager although I still feel that you plain-
Val Cavalier Graduate Liaison ly "goofed". Why not, it has hap-
li'd"tor E ·tus pened to famous newsmen already! Lewis Sturm 
"' � �e7: That lapsus of yours however is in Marion Johnston ------'----------"'ditor Emeritus my opinion outweighed heavily ·by 
Burt Beagle li'ditor Emeritus the progressive and, I must say, 




, 1 By the way, as to your lesson in 
journalism, I could not help but 
smile a little. The unde1·signed hap­
pens to be a veteran journalist who 
wrote for over 20 years in Europe, 
South America and here, acted as
director of the former "Stage and
Screen Foreign Press Club" - and 
Our analysis of the Student Council Election is '.that it has interviewed an enormous 
served no purpose other than a popularity contest. Excepting quantity of celebrities such as 
those of you who are reading· this paper, and the students Charles Boyer, Gina Lollobrigida, 









apathetic about the electi,on. We cannot stress the importanc_e ·experience b'as taught me, unless 
·of Student. Cquncil suf�iciently, yet t.\1.e major_ portion of ,the � 11ewsm:1n 1�'!-s a syn�idited, col-





tion results md1cate that students selected the �and1dat.es journalist became a publi"c ac­
listed first on the ballot. Further analysis indicate that countant, a dreary but financially 
Reporter endorsements !}ad a 7% effect on the voting. rewarding profession. Many thanks 
Admittedly it's difficult for students to investigate for your invitation to write a col-








the candidates' platforms which were provided by this pub- days and 6 evenings of work I have 
lication ! to take a raincheck. 
Objective Grading Please 
Many people fe"ll that grades should be eliminated in 
eollege. We do not at this time take a position on whether 
the grading system should be retained, but do believe that 
if grades are used, they should be objective. Since grades 
may affect the outcome of a student's futm;e, students should 
know beforehand how their grades-will be determined. We 
should know what percentage weights will be given to·exams, 
papers, attendance, or any other factor which will affect 
our grades. 
This editorial is not to point out unusual subjectivity 
on the part of our faculty, but instead, that teachers are 
human, and when the human element is involved subjectivity 
is inescapable. 
Dr. Butts Provides Fresh Air 
Because of many r�asons it is unfair to single out any 
one member of the faculty and evaluate him or her. The 
Reporter has maintained this policy. We are making an 
exception with Dr. Butts because of the noticeably fine way 
she conducts her class. But not only because she's good at 
what she does, rather because of the way she· does it. This 
distinction separates her from the other "good" teachers. 
Assuredly, any student, whose brains hasn't been computer­
ized by a slew of mechanical courses taught by mechanical 
teachers, will find DT. Butts' class totally refreshing. 
Dr. Butts doesn't throw away textbooks. We're expected 
to do the required reading. However in class we do not just 
regurgitate what we read. Instead we relate. And our own 
opinions and thoughts are interchanged among the class. 
There are more angles than the self-book-interpretation. 
The debits may not be by the window. The credits may 
not be by the door. But find out for yourself. The course is 
Education 40. (Psychology of Childhood and Adolescence in 
.an Urban Cont!'!xt). 
Have a happy 1970. I hope to 




Attn: Larry Kalish: 
As a Baruch graduate (June 
1969), as a C.P.A. candidate (No­
vember 1969.), and as a graduate 
student in business administration
at Baruch College I am pleased to 
see enthusiasm building to revi­
talize the accountil"\g curriculum at
Baruch. I refer specifically to your 
article in the last issue of Reporter; 
and would like to comment there­
on. 
The Baruch cuniculum in ac­
counting is inadequate in view of 
today's C.P.A. requirements as set 
by the daily practitioner and by 
the uniform examination. It ig­
nores the new role of the account­
ing function, and the C.P.A. in 
today's modern organization. Con­
tinued reliance on the traditional 
texts and meth�ds of teaching will 
find Baruch at a distinct disadvan­
tage with other similar institu­
tions. A reevaluation of the ac­
counting curriculum is a desperate 
need. 
The modern C.P.A. is moving 
out of his role as an information 
source to that of a decision maker. 
He is no longer considered merely 
an independent verifier of finan­
cial statements. The .C.P.A. of 
1969 is expected to possess the 
ability to translate financial data 
into management tools, to advise 
and consent based on insight, pro­
fessionalism, and a working knowl­
edge of the sophisticated tech­
niques employed by today's finan­
cial manager. More emphasis on 
(Continued on Page 4 
Wit :!largnt 
1 
There is no balm? 
My nightmare life· a savage trip 
With gnawing pain a tribute to our· 
love 
That is no more. 
2 
How can I forget? 
I must go on and find my way . 
Even though I wonder why 
I must go on. 
3 
•I am alone! 
With warm memories of sweet moments 
That seem so real, 
But pain tells me "no." 
4 
I liv:e? 
I breathe and eat and seemingly all 
But feel alive for want of you. 
You are not here. 
Wn 3Iait 
.. ·. the eloquence of silence 
in the haze of evening 
-Ian Field 
just before darkness touches us 
with nimble, searching fingers, 
blocking out the screaming misery 
with which your eyes 
plead for lost hopes . 
Alfred Chara.sz 
:!ly 1ltllrrkruh lJZriruh.a 
We shared compassion, warmth, and tears; 
We bared our souls and shared our fears. 
We planned to meet ag;ain to know 
· Just how our friendships truly grow. 
We keep our secrets in our eyes, 
-But no pretense is o"ur disg:uise. _ 
We're acting for the group, it's clear, 
And hope the future brings us near. 
For\ time and friendships pass us by, 
We have no second chance to try. 
Perhaps we'll be, as this week ends, 
Not weekend mates, but life-long friends. 
:_Cathi De Loiar.ro 
No 1£nugrr 3Ju.at a 1J1riruh 
When did you cease to be just a friend? 
When we first met? Last week? 
How do I tell you ? 
Why do I think so much? Why do you? 
Why can't I tell you what I feel? 
Has my past hurt been too great? 
How do I know you won't hurt me? 
Why can't I make you understand what I'm really like? 
Why won't I let you through completely? 
Why the wall ? Am I afraid to fall ? 
Will you find that all I need is a little love? 
Once you know that, my defenses will be down, what then 
Oh, can't you see the agony, the indecision of it all? 
Time, time, the future; why the future? 
Am I too much of a coward to face it now? Are you? 
Don't just listen; please, please look. What do you see? 
Am I not worth more than just things? 
Why don't you reach for me? 
Why don't you face life head-on? 
Do you know who I am? 
Do you know who you are? 
How many of you do I speak for? 
-Maddalena Nappi 
(Continued on Page 7 
Monday, February 2, 1970 
I'd Rather Be Right Than.-.. 
By HERB ROTHMAN 
THE REPORTER Page Thrl.'t' 
Placement· Director at Baruch_· 
S,ees Slow ·Start Recruiting 
It appears that predictions_ are coming true - t�e 1969-70 college recruiting season is 
off to a slow start, according to. Lawrence A. Lansner placement director at Baruch Col-
Happy New Yernr! It is trad·itional tn the world of lege, one of 141 representative colleges and universities participating in the College Place-
jowrnalism for CL columnist to devote h-is f'irst art'icle of the ment Council's Salary Survey. 
N <'1V Yecir either to the ghost of the pnst year or to h-is pro- Early data compiled by the CouDGil indicate that there is a substantial sml11ler num- · 
vhetic vision of the year to come. S·ince it should be apparent ber of offers as well as li slowing-�•>-_-----------------------­
fo my readers that t1·ad·itionabism hcis never been my forte, up in the rate of increase in dollar 
I shall attempt the unvrecedented, and will therefore devote value of beginning salary offers to college seniors, The material has this week's column to both a look nt the past and a vision just been published in the Council's 
In average dollar value of offers, 
there also has been a slowdown. 
The averages have continued to go 
up, but at a slo"'.er rate than in
recent years. The non-technical 
curricula, over-all, have gone up 
4.9% frqm an average of $711 a 
month at the end of last season 
to $746, largely because of the con­
tinued rapid gains of accounting 
majors. The average for technical 
disciplines is up 3.3% from $819
in June to $846. Last January the
percentage increases we1·e 5.3% for 
non-techn'ical and 4.3% for tech­
nical, compared with the previous 
year-end. 
utilities have been the most actin, 
in making offers, followed b�· pub­
lic accounting firms. The aerospace 
industi-y, which traditionally ac­
counts for the largest share of 
volume in Sala1·y Su1·vey reports, 
has dropped to third place. Petro­
leum has moved up from seventh 
to fou1-th, while the electronics 
group has dropped frol)1 third to 
eighth. 
of the future. first of three Salary Survey re-
Fi,?·st let ns look back into thP 7iast: ports for the year, covering actual 
offers being made to mll,le students. 
Once upon a time in a quiet:princedom by the sea, there at all degree levels. 
lived a handsome and gallant leader named John. Prince The Council, headquartered in 
John was not liked by all his subjects. In fact a recent poll Bethlehem, Pa., is the non-profit 
taken by the noted sorcerer Galliupus showed that ·Prince national service organization for the college placement and recruit­John was liked by only 42 per cent of his subjects. This gave ment field, serving, approximately 
By cuniculum, accounting· is con­
tinuing its strong position of the 
last ·two years, during which an 
inc1·ease of 19.5% has been expei-i­
enced. This year there has been a 
gain of 7.2%, by far the Iai·g�st .. 
percentage increase at the bach­
elor's Jeni. Engineering disciplines, 
which, for a considerable numhe1·
of years, had led in JJercentag<' 
gains, as well as in actual dolla1·s 
have dropped off slight]�·. Fi,·e of
the seven engineering disciplines 
show increases ranging ·between 
1 
3.2% and 3.9%. Mechanical en-
the noble Prince's opponents ideas. They would have the 1,300 colleges and 2,100 employers. 
Prince abdicate and then they would seize his royal powers. , In sharp contra�t with the com­
The prince had many opponents, but only two are worthy of parable period last year, the over­
mention here. One was the keeper of the royal monies a fat. all volume at the bachelor's level . · . ' has dropped 20% - most of the At the ·advanced-deg!'ee level,. the 
trend toward fewe1· offers is. car­
ried over in one case but· countered 
in anothe1'. In the case of master's­
degree ca·ndidates, there has been· 
a deci'ease of 24 % , compared with 
last January. 
pompous man, with a temper to match his great round decline experienced in the technical 
stomach. The other was a quiet intelligeI)t member of the areas. Thus far students majoring 
King's court, a knight from the Isle of Staten. The Prince in technical disciplines have re­
who feared neither (in his youth he had be-ei-1,,- blessed by ceived 28% __ fe\\·er offers tha� �t . , the same point last year. This 1s St._ John. the Carson) dec1d�d to _accept_ a challenge from the an even greater drop than the 26% qmet knight. They would fight It out m royal battle at the decline of twc ye:;1rs ago, when 
lists on the field of primarius. college recruiting also got off to 
The battle was set for the seventeenth day of the sixth a �0\t
ar�.h h d th b 







,Tohn the Thesbian, as he was known to the populace, arrived dates is ,·irtually the s.ame as last 
astride a magnificent Spanish steed, black in -color. His year. NzYertheless, this status quo 
armcur was meticulous although slightly dented from the mar he _considered somewhat signi-
The volume for Ph.D. candi,Iates 
is an enigma. Most observers had 
anticipated that, of all_ college re­
cruiting, the ·sharpest cutbacks 
would he at th·e doctoral level. In 
actuality, however, there has been 
an increase in offers of 21 % OYer 
gineering has gone up 4.3%. A year 
ago the increases ·for these same 
engineering disciplines rang-NI 
from 4. 0% to 4.9%. Chemical' en-
. · . I 
. . f1cant s111ce last January the1·e had multiple stnkes he had encountered ·dunng l_lS reign as been a 14% increase 0,;er the pre-
last Januarr, according to reports gineering · majors an! still com­
submitted to CPC. mantling the highest a,·er;ge start-
�overeign. His opponent from the Isle of Staten wore no yfous year. At the bachelor's le,·el, public ing salar�'-
armour (never having entered the lists before, his knowledge ---------------------------------'---------4 
of such affairs was limited), but he canied with him a shield 
made from a metal not tried in the lists befo)·e called Truth. 
The battle raged as fierce as any ever encountered in 
Lhe pdncedom before. The Prince charged relentlessly at his 
noble O\U)Qnent, utilizing every weapon allowed· to· him on 
such a field of battle. ,John's first thrust was· with the·sword 
of Experience. The knight parried this with the Shield of 
Truth. The next was a· charge by the Prince with the Lance 
of Kingly-Interference. This again was deflected b.1 · the 
knight's magnificent shield. The Prince's final charge was 
that of desperation. Sensing that all was lost he hurled 
evithets at his opponent. The brave knight moved slightly 
to the right and avoided-the Prince's blows� The knight then 
removed the Sword of Law from the Scabbard of Order 
which he wore around his waist and raised it to slay the 
old and tired Prince. The knight looked to the populace for 
guidance as was proper in such moments of victory. They 
held their thumbs downward. This was a sign of great de-
�feat for the. once proud and noble prince. Alas, the prince, 
who was never one to acknowledge the will of the pe,ople, 
pleaded for ·mel'cy from the now popular knight. The knight, 
not experienced in such matters, granted' the Prince cle!J1ency 
- AND THfo. T WAS A MIST AKE. 
No·n· that I ha·i·1i a mo??1,ent of -,·ecaptnre.d past, l/'t us 
yaz1, thrnu.r;h 1ny consen·ati-v'ely-tintPd .c1·ystal ball -into, the 
fit.tnre: 
John Marchi checked into his hotel room at 6:00 P.M. 
ln four hours the polls w:ould be closed throughout the state. 
The event; of the past three months had -taken its toll on 
the Senator from Staten Island. It had been a tough decision 
to make. Now with a few hours left to go on primary day, 
he would know if his decision to oppose the incumbent U.S. 
Senator had been a wise one. This time he knew that if vic­
tory were his, it would not be an empty one. 'The party 
would s.tick behind its Senatorial candidate. The stakes 
were too high for them to abandon him again. The minutes 
dragged like hours. 
·At seven o'clock an aide entered and 'paused to talk 
about the past campaign. He thought it had been a lot more 
hectic than the primary victory of the year before. The 
Senator nodded his agreement. Another aide entered. He was 
talking enthusiastically about the future. It would be an 
easy victory against O'Dwyer, the Democratic Party's Sena­
torial standard-be'arer, in the forthcoming general election. 
Eight o'clock came and passed. At nine-fifteen a cam­
paign coordinator from the upstate area said that it looked 
favorable. According to his calculations they should car_ry 
Buffalo by 3 to 1, and Rochester by an even greater margrn. 
Another aide entered the room with sandwiches and coffee. 
, His mood was extremely optimistic. The Senator put the 
finishing touches to his victory statement and turned on the 
television set. The time was now 10:25. With one per cent of 
(Continued on Page 16) 
President Weuver .Meels 
With Evening Representatives· 
By 'GARY B. :IIEISELS 
A meeting with Dr. Robert C. Weaver, President of Baruch 'college, was -held 011 
January 20, 1970 befoi:e the la�·gest repr�sentation of evening students ever. 
Amongst the reiJresentation of Evening students were: Mai·y Ruiz, President of the 
Dante Society; Rueben. Samuel, of Student Council, and Sigma Alpha; Stanier Pomerantz, 
Chancellor of ·Sigma Alpha; Jay• . , 
Siegel, Edito1· of The Reporter; follow-up question of pa�·ment to 
Herb Rothman, President of YAF; instructors,· thinking these funds 
Barbara Pick, Student Council; p1·eviously paid our personal in-
John Richberg, !'resident of S.B.L.; structors. This is not RO, the pres--
F-l'ank Hodges, !'resident of- Stu- ident stated. All instructo1·s a,·., 
d3nt Council; and myself, Vice paid out of State an<l cu;--.;y funds 
President of Student Council. Fae- for lecturers, awl ·are part 'of the 
ulty rnpresentation included, D1·. . budgets
1
, submitted b�- each school. 








these are left up to th<' Depart-





of Evening Session, was 'also in, asked about EYening Tenure Drop-
attendance. The President of the out. We hm·e a hal'(] tim<' finding 
College was overwhe·Jmed with the good instructors a11d hm·e a trc-
EYening students concern for · the mendous amount of just lecturers 
rest of tlie Evening student body. wanting the extra dollar. This was 
With open enrollment drawing onlv answered b,· instrnctors con-
nearer- to September, 1970, the · sta;1taly looking ·for promotions. 
president was approached on the Students are pa,'ing consolidated 
preparation of Barnch College ef- fees, for which the,· do not knn"· 
forts to deal with the problem, where their monies are going to. 
with new and existing students. Dean Dispenzieri, informed the 
The president was informed that 
President Ro.bert C'. Wea'ver meets 
representation that an ad, ·isory 
it had received a report from the panel was bein_g established hy his 
School of General Studies that with students. office to look into and structur,• 
tuition cost for a non-matriculated of additional fees to be gi,·en to 
student· would be raised to $28.00 stituted); more effective tutors the students' use. T am rPfening 
a credit hour, by othe1· campuses. and remedial work planning to to the $2.50 student fees and con­
He stated that he did not receive help the students; and tenured in- sol'idated fees. Student Council will 
any notification from the Board structors for Evening ori a full- act upon this matter to increase 
of Higher Education to this effect, time basis. No elimination of in- the allocation of the consolidated and if raised, not _only our college, structors wi]] be made, and re- fees, and will inform Dean DispPn­but all CUNY campuses woufd be placed by graduat� students, such zieri of its recommendations. The raised. I had to refer to a report as Brooklyn Evening has and will Dean and D 1·. Wea,·e·r were in­
from Brooklyn College School of continue to do. formed about this, and the students 
General ·Studies, which confirmed Frank Hodges asked ab'out the have a right to know where thei1· this anticipated step, when Open use of all non-matriculated' fees dollars are going also. ·Enrollment begins. collected. Dr. Weaver pointed out Barbara Pick asked about the 
Stanley Promerantz asked about that these funds are placed in a Registration prncedures, and its 
teaching appointment ·for the Eve- ·construction fund of the Board of imp1·0,·ement. Frank also wanted to 
ning Session, and more availability Higher Education, for the purpose -know if it can be computerized in 
of faculty members· for. guidance of expansion of our cai:npuses. Dr. the near futu1·e. The 1'1·esident 
and criteria makeup of the Eve- Weaver stated a prime example: statz.d that it will probably be in­
ning Session. The president stated is nonother than our 24th Street stituted in September, 1970, as fa1· 
that plans are-being made now for Center now being renovated; and as the computer goes. But, Pre­
improved curricular g u i cla n c e in the future campus planned in registration will be· possihl<! soon­
(sho1ter appointment dates than downtown Brooklyn for Baruch. I er, since it was successful with 
the 3-4 month waits, now in- stepped in immediately with the (Continued on Page 4) 
Page Four 
ATTACK, 
By PAUL GUZZARDO 
A Joy Ride <'
T HE RE POR TER 
-New
l'ilms
Monday, February 2, 1970 
Budget Cuts Are 
Called Insensitive 
The City University can only register dismay at the 
utter insensitivity to the needs of public higher education 
Young Film-Maker Has Key as reflected in the Draft Capital Budget. The $46.1 million 
To Bald Pate in "THX 1138" of city funds which we regard as essential to move the Everyday there is a challenging contest played by the. The future looks bald. university's construction program ahead at a pace required 
transit worke-rs. It is . a real fun game. Everyone and all At least, that's the way it ap- to meet its needs have been cut• 
who ride the subways participate i·n thi·s game, whether pears in "THX 1138•" the Am












































!��� they know it or not. What is the name of this terrific game? 
The name of the game is "Bust the Balls." The obJ
. 
ect of the that recently completed filming in 







San Francisco. states "Additional facilities must for t e university o etermme 
game is for each transit operator to inconvenience the most You see, "THX 1138" is a sci- be built to relieve the already precisely wllen design work can be 
people. Whoever inconveniences the most people gets to carry ence-fiction dvama about an ad- o
vercrowded C UNY colleges and completed since the architectural 
vanced subterrane'an society which meet future needs," can then at- conti:acts for the work were sub-th picket signs on the bi-annual New Year's Day strike. disapproves of individuality. All tempt to rationalize cuts in an or- mitted to the Budget Director's 
How <:Jo the transit operators play this game? It can the citizens, male and female alike, der of magnitude certain to severe
- Office in ear-ly September and no 
shave their heads right down to ly set back the university's con- action has yet been taken by that start in a two fare zone. (These operators have an advantage the skin. Viewed from above, it's struction program. agency. The university believes it 
over the others because of the increased amount of people difficult to tell the sexes apart, We are overcrowded. But be- has satisfactorily responded to a 











t by t�e b
b
ur-
identical white jumpsuit. does not mean they should ·be eau or a 1tlona m ormatJon ut 
th subway station usually arrive. when the local closes its Among those whose pates actual- forced to study in facilities with has received no advise as to when 
doors. Before the next train comes into the station the sta- ly were shaved for their roles in subway congestion more the norm 
approval of the contracts· can be 
the Technicolor film were its three than the exception. expected. tion must be packed. After about ten minutes anoth.er cattle- stars _ Robert Duvall, Donald Open admissions will bring an 3) 'Project planni
ng for Staten 
crowded car comes in and the push is on, to the delight of Pleasence and Maggie McOmie - additional 8,500 students on ' our l�land Community College (HN­
th b · h h d p· II b 
and 50 · members of _the Synanon campuses, above the , normally 188� and Queensborough Commun-e eammg man w o operates t e oors. ma y after eing House in , Oakland, Calif., who 
planned enrollment for 1970 _ By ity College (HN-212) have been 
crushed and pushed, the local arrives at the express stop. It agreed to work as "extras" to r;iise 1975 there will be an additional eHminated. 
· t th t th . . . f 
. some badly-needly cash for theh: lO0,000 students. Unless the Plan- No funding· for project design is grea a e empty express is waitmg . or the J am- establishment. Synanon received ning .Commission demonstrates a has been provided on the basis that 
·packed local. Suddenly the local doors ·open up and the people $30 a head, which pleased the or- radically different approach than 
· master planning has not yet been 
come storming out, only to watch the express close its doors ganization's. founder, Chu�k Dede- shown in this Draft Capital Bud-
completed and the scope of future 
k 




��� and ta e off. "Boy!" says t9-e motorman of the express, "I hair is worth .$30." .university to perform its mission. 
really inconvenienced all those people. On my return trip at This hairless' vjsion o'f the future. There are three, maJ·or areas 
draft of the Queensboroilgh Plan 
emerges from the. imagination of has just been finalized and.... sent 
the afternoon .rush hours I think I will get the train stuck a 2 5.year-old 'film-maker named where tne university is pai-t:icular- to the printei·. The Staten Island 
for, maybe thirty minutes." This occurs all over the city. George Lucas. Two years ago, while 
ly ·di'Sturbed . by the draft budget Community- College · Pia� is about 
Mr. John I. D'Ote, 'operator on the IND Quens' 'E" and a film student at, th� 
�n_i�e1'§ity of -�:::�mendatJons. They are as fol- two montlis behind the Queens-
Southern California,,Lucas won the.·, .; , , . borough Report. We would appre-
"F" trains has won the-· "Bust the Balls" contest for the Grand Prize" at the National Stu- ,. l)'. The recommendation that ciate an opportunity to meet with 
mon'th of December. What di'd he do to wi·n such a coveted dent Film Festivat°' for his short 
·three ··projects for ,much needed the staff of the commission to pre-
·n ., , , , , , _ film "THX ··1138' '4EB." He silb� senior collegll. �ehabilttation work sent and discuss the draft material 
honqr? First1y, he has closed the door on the most number sequ'ently worked ·as · an · assistan,t and ·one for ·co�p'uter pur�hJsef available with the hope that you· 
otp�op1e' Od his' train were found 16 pocketbooks 7 shoes to director'Francis Ford Copp�la on are ?ropp
e? fro"1,'_the ''budg�_t ,y,it� wlll agree to reinstate project 
, , 1 • , � ,• ' ' "Finian's Rainbow" and as Cop-, the md1cabon t�a!, th�y s�ould be ·plannfng money in the 1970-71 
and' 3 coats 'and one' pair of fals'e· teeth. Secondly, he has pola's production associate on "The funded by the City University Con- Capital Budget. It is anticipated 
made the most noise in going around the curves. Consequent- Rain Peoh�f·;' L . � d. :�:�:t�ounncisu�!; ��=n e���:a��s�i�: !�;�.0°:eJh�abs�:�� ;l��;d:�i;�n c�71� 




:r;g� :t�f1:, '�! the fact that the . C':'nstruction tracts for specific faciliti es can be 
eyeglasses were shattered. Thirdly, he has Inconvenienced a full feature l ength, while ,;;horten- �und t1




tha t ready for execution in th e spring. 
· ing the title to its present "THX ]t wou d not agree to fun t ese A possible two month delay in great number of peopl<:i. Only once out of the month of De- 1138.'.' When Coppola set up his items. Conversations with_ a num- award until July 1, 1970 is accept­
cember was he on schedule. He has also received the greatest Ame1;ican Z oetrope Pro9-uction in b_er �f the fund trustees _ smce pub- able, a further yea
r's delay is not. 
t f d" t 1 b th · · d · t San Francisco the Lucas film be- h
catlon of the qraft budget have The master planning for the Bor-amoun o Ir Y , anguage Y e i��o?vemence ira e p�
s
- came its first 'production to go be- indic�ted � re'aff!r.mation of the ough of Manhattan Community sengers. Mr. I. D Ote also had the dntiest and foulest trams fore the cameras for Warner Bros. fund s earlier position. As a mat- College is also about a month 
in the city; people came out of his train chokiJ?,g, coughing relea·se. Coppola himself is execu- ter of fact, even if the t�·ustees��ad away from completion, but in this 
and gasping for air. John enjoys his work best in_ the sum-• tive producer, with Lucas directing agreed to reve�·�e then· _pos1t1
0n case the commission wisely provid­
mertime when he could pack the trains and turn off the fans' from his own screenplay. Lawrence ther
e_ are ad _d1�1onal !�gal and ed project planning funds in the 
. . . Sturnhahn is the producer. techr:ucal restrictions which would cunent budget. We would hope a�d ge� stu_ck m the murky humid tunnel. Last summer on "THX 1138,, was filmed entirely delay for several months, if not that it would act in .a consistent 
his tram, his passengers had 17 heart attacks, 5 strokes and in San Francisco _ where the tern- entirely prohibit, this alternate way and similarly provide plan­
close to fifty faintings. Can any one peat a ·record like his? peratU1·e never dips low enough to method o� financing. r would_ urge ning funds for the community col, 
Many transit workers are trying to beat this wonderful rec� f,eeze the ears off a bald actor. Y_ou to remstate these funds m th_e leges in Queens and Richmond. , fmal draft budget so that the um- Throughout the budget report, 
ord of John I. D Ot�. . . versity is not left without an abil- appeals are made for greater _state 
The poor transit worker must work an exhaustmg thirty f1
1
k:;:;t ��!��·PJfi;';�7�;�tor ity to renovate its existing facili- and federal support for city capi-' hour week. How they do it is beyond me. I wonder how long· San Juan, Puerto Rico-"Stop!" ties. tal needs. Yet, there seems to be 
the transit strikes of 1972 74 and 75 will be. The record so has started here: It's the new 2 ) Funds for construction of the little recognition of the fact that 
fas is a mere twelve day�. We the 'subway riders feel so Warner Bros. 'film which has gone permanent cam_pus of Kingsbor- every dollar of city funds spent . ' , ough Commumty College have for college construction is matched 
sorry for you, Mr. �ransit operator. Some hope for the future before the cameras under the direc- been eliminated (H-N-190). By let- by a dollar of state funds. Also �p-
will be if the highJ ·ackers.will end their highJ·acking of planes tion of Bill Gunn, heretofore ter to the Plann1·ng Commissi ·on on 1 · d · h f known aif an actor, playwright, parent Y unrecogmze 1s t e act 
and come to the subways, where we really need them. The screenwriter, novelist and stage Novembe:u 12, 1969, the university that although in the highly com­
public will be behind the subway highjackers. To the transit director. 1 
!ndisated it had reassessed its feel- petitive field of federal grants to 























� suppo1-t: construction (where the 
-------------------------1toris1l debut, the 35-year-old Gunn university has already secured $ 2 0 
Weaver Meeting . . .  
joins the very small but growing hattan Beach Campus during 1970- million), this money can only be 
group of black film directors. 71 and reduced its request from made available to reimburse the 
. Gordon Parks, who directed the $48 million to $16.5 million. The city for monies which it has first 
film version of his novel, "The budget lists no construction money advanced for college construction. 
(Co.ntinued from Page 3) of all classrooms, will be insisted. Learning Tree," for Warner. Bros., 
Day Session this past December. upon to fill the gap hours of 2-5 was the first black American to -Letters to the Edhor • A form of pre-registration is now P.M. The President was informed direct a major production for re­
being done with our summer sched- that some students who would like lease by a major company. 
ules. The 24 th Street Center is twilight or late afternoon classes Gunn, whose screenwriting cred­
now being readied to handle all currently are not given the oppor- its include "The Angel Levine" and 
registration by using the offices tunity to take them. The President "Landlord," wrote the original 
available, and convei-t:ing to com· assured us of providing the late screenplay for "Stop!" a love story 
puter. afternoon courses in the fall, but probing the mysticism of the 
Teacher evaluation is practically did not state defir'iitely if Evening murder and rediscovery of a con­
impossible; but Dean Dispenzieri, Students will be allowed to register temporary relations
.hip. · 
and Dr. Weaver confirmed, that for courses given before 5 P.M. If Heading the cast of "Stop"' are : 
more department heads will be we are to be distinguished as Linda Marsh, who appeared pre­
obligated to sit in classes to ob- Evening Session. let's get together viously for Warner Bros. in Elia 
serve the instructors, besides any on some unity of Day and Evening. Kazan's "America America"; Ed­
other student means used. If a student can come earlier, let ward Bell, a member of the Open 
When asked about club hours, him. But, as we mostly come in Theatre; Marlene Clark, whose 
and extra-curricular activities, after 5 P.M., provision should be most recent screen roles were in 
President Weaver stated that stu- made for more administration to "Putney Swope" and "Landlord"; 
dents will have to work out their be retained also. The President told Richard Dow, seen on stage in Le­
own program around the activities us, that starting with our next onard Malfi's "Jack and Jill" and 
wanting to participate in. Also, meeting, he would be made avail- on screen in "Double Sunday"; 
with Open Enrollment, the school able at a later hour, so we all can John Hoffmeister, who has ap­
will be a 9 A.M. to 11 P.M. cam- be at his office, after departing peared in six Universal television 
pus; if not, the new admissions from our jobs. It is a first step for shows in the past year and also at 
would not be taken in, and the use (Continued on Page 7) (Continued on Page 10) 
(Co)ltinued from Page 2) 
these techniques, as employed by 
the C.P.A. is required. 
The use of the computer is 
quickly replacing t'he traditional 
techniques of gathering and stor­
ing information. Because of this 
transition auditing techniques used 
in the past, and taught in the pres­
ent at Baruch, are losing their 
relevancy. More· emphasis on the 
use of and the auditing of com­
puter information systems is need­
ed. 
The inadequacies of the present 
program affect more areas. Cost 
accounting, tax planning and man­
agement, and commercial law 
come to mind immediately as areas 
which need vast improvement. 
However, I do not consider myself, 
or probably any other one individ­
ual as qualified to evaluate the 
entire· curriculum. I do know there 
is a need for reevaluation and pro­
pose the following. 
I recommend that a committee 
be appointed to review the role of 
the modern C.P.A., and the Baruch 
curriculum as it relates to that 
role. In view of the faculty's ad­
mitted concern that the necessary 
practical accounting techniques be 
taught, the committee should in­
clude members of national ac­
counting firms who can give first 
hand accounts of the requirements 
set by them for their own staff 
C.P.A.'s. Membership on the com­
mittee should also be extended to 
the students, both day and eve­
ning, both graduate and under­
graduate. Of course faculty mem­
bers would be appointed also . This 
committee will make recommenda-
(Continued on Page 10) 
Monday, February 2, 1970 
ANOTHER FACE 
Barbara Pick 
Astronaut Al Bean strode across the moon lugging his 
kit of instruments. A few yards away, Charles Conrad was 
exclaiming, laughing, even humming with delight. They 
had eight hours - twice as long as their lunar predecessors, 
ArmstTOng and Aldrin - to eX:plore, set up experiments and 
collect more and bigger rocks. 
Surgery before birth now cuts infant mortality, pre­
vents mental retardation and miscarriages. Soon science may 
even set or change the sex of a fetus. As new tools and 
techniques become available fetal surgery has made great 
strides. _Says Dr. Ronald E. My�rs, chief of the National 
Institutes of Health Laboratory of Perinatal Physiology in 
San Juan, "With more experience the human fetologists will 
be able to look forward to a survival rate of at least 60 per­
cent." As science gains increased access to the developing 
nd malleable fetus, Dr. Jean Rostand, the venerable French 
biologist and philosopher, foresees a new world of possibili­
ties: "it will be a little more than a game to change the 
rnbject's sex, the color of its eyes, the general proportions 
)f body and limbs and perhaps the facial features." 
The advancements made by Dr. Christian Bernard in 
'.leart transplant, and other doctors and researchers in liver 
:md kidney transplants have made major improvements_ in 
;he fields of medicine and science. 
Despite gained knowledge by man, men still can not 
.ive with other men without hate prejudice, war, killing and 
ipathy. _ 
The existence. of widespread hunger in America needed 
10 further proving (it being accepted that 15 million people 
;uffer from hunger or malnutrition). There were the 
VIcGovern committee hearings. In south Florida, the South 
Jakota Democrat brought the wretched faces of the ill-fed 
THE REPOR TER Page Five 
High Lottery Num�ers 
May Not Be .'Safe' 
Young men who dre� high numbers in last month's draft lottery should not consider 
themselves "safe" from the draft, according to David Kendall and Leonard Ross, authors 
of the book, "The Lottery and the Draft : Where Do I .Stand?" It will be published by 
Harper & Row on March 1, 
Different local boards will run through the·numbers at different rates, and some-may 
go through the entire pool. "There'• 
are no safe days," assert the au0 the inefficiency of local boards in 
thors. classifying and processing regis-
Aside from local variations, the trants. Some boards, according to 
authors conclude that the national the authors, reclasify men as 1-A 
average cut-off may be far higher only when necessary to -meet a 
than the number predicted by the draft call. These boards may run 
Pentagon (166). The Pentagon through the entire sequence of lit­
statement that men with the high- tery numbers every/ month, and 
est numbers (244-366) will have a even dip into lower priority groups 
low probability of being drafted of men who have been told they 
may be far from the mark. are virtually draft exempt. Ken-
Kendall and, Ross present an dall and Ross call this up-and-down 
alternative set of predictions, sug- variation in the lottery cut-off 
gesting that if 1970's draft call point the "yo-yo effect." "Many 
is 225,000, then the national cut- men who think they are draft-free 
off point might be as high as 240, may find themselves surprised be-
rather than 166. fore' the beginning of spring." 
K�ndall and Ross list three rea- The Kendall-Ross book warns 
sons for Defense Department over- strongly against "play-ing games" 
optimism: first, the 'Department wtih the draft. Some men with 
assumes that the lottery will have middle and high lottery numbers 
no effect on enlistments, although' have been planning to hold their 
it seems likely that many men defepnents until close to the end 
with high numbers will no longer of the year, then resign them if 
away his deferment. He will then 
be liable for that entire calendar 
year, just like anyone else. 
In their conclusion, Kendall and 
Ross are highly critical of Selec­
tive Service procedures. "The c1,1r­
rent Selective Service procedures 
represent a partnership_ of formal­
ized injustice with random error. 
Like cases are treated differently; 
the rule of law is replaced by the 
rule of clerks." They urge reforms 
along the lines suggested by Yale 
President Kingman Brewster, Sen­
ator Edward Kennedy and the 
President's National Advisory· Com­
mission on Selective Service (the 
Marshall Commissi·on). 
The Kendall-Ross book was writ­
ten with the assistance of a re­
search team of twelve Yale Law 
students. David Kendall, 25, is , a 
second-year low student at Yale, 
a member of the Law Journal and 
enlist while those with low num- their numb�r hadn't come up. Since a Rhodes Scholar; he will be com­bers will not be substantially more they'> w_?ulf:Cno. longer be in· the 
likely to enlist than previously. "prime' a'ge 'grdup" after the end 
Second, the Pentagon neglects the of the year,'they might avoid the 
possibility that many more men draft altogether. But Kendall and 
with low numbers will obtain de- Ross conclude that few local boards 
ferments, ·thus raising the lottery are likely to cooperate with this 
number which will have to be scheme. Simply by sitting on the 
missioned a second lieutenant in 
the Army this June. Leonard Ross, 
24, is a Ph.D. candidate in eco­
nomics at Yale, a graduate of the 
Yale Law School and former Ed-
reached to achieve the draft qQota. registrant's file, a local board can itor-in-Chief of the Law Journal. 
Finally, the Department overl_ooks wait until _the new year to take ije holds lottery number 50. 
·hildren of migrant laborers once again to. the nation's TV 
''Wh ' Wh '' A. 
the Ticker, day session college 
0. � · ," -o-, - ccepts-.creen. And McGovern publicized the fin.dings of Dr. Ar-n.i:>ld 
O 
· · • • 
ne�;!;�-l'\vho Among Students 
�khaefet's devastating survey ,tl;iat show�d nutritional de-
41' Boru·  ch s· 1u· dents ';��
=�ts f�:��
eQu��:;ich College 
'iciencies' put poor children si� months to two and a half Sheldon Aboff of 47-28 213 
rears behind normal growth. Worse, in studying 12,000 Street, Bayside, senior, Sigma Al-
nostly poor people in Texas, Louisiana, New York, and Baruch College students have taken 41 places in the 
pha. 
latest edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Niel Beergman of 36,09 200 {entucky, Schaefer found 15 to 20 percent so malnourished Street, Bayside, junior, Arts Editor 
G 
Universities and Colleges, the annual directory of outstand- of The Ticker, day session n«,_ws-hat they deserved "immediate medical treatment." Mc overn college men and women. paper. 
1imself estimated: "Five million Americans live in families Institutions of higher learning across the country Robert Berman of 102-45 · 62 
.vith less income than that needed for food alone." I11 April, nominated candidates to . Who'_,• R�ad, Forest Hills, senior, Business 
.969, Nixon cut reform of food-stamp programs entirely ou't Who ?n the basis of �heir academic Street, Graduate student, Class of 
Manager of The Ticker. 
st�ndmg, extra-curncu_lar accom- ,70, Vice-chairman -of Graduate Michael Delaney, 45-55 48th S
t., 
1f his projected1 budget; in August, loud complaints, com- phshments, and potential. for per- Students Assn. Board of Governors. 
Woodside, Graduate student, Class 
>elled the White House to include in its welfare program sonal development. At Baru










these students were selected by a Avenue senior former chancellor ,ome provisions for food stamps for the poor - $1,200 Worth panel of fellow students. Who's of Sig�a· Alph; Elinor Elkin of 147-23 72, Drive, 
'or a family of four, they asked: But the President did react Who Among Stude,nts r:iames seven Steve Leventh
.
al of 1081 East 58 Flushing, j1;1nior, Srudent Council 
o the national conce1m by calling the White House confer- Baruch College students from The Street, se!]ior, Editor-in-Chief of Reprzsentative. 
,nee. Behind the scenes, the Administration was taking Bronx: . the Greek Way, fraternity news-
Janet Epstein, 158-43 Jewel Ave., 
Jeffrey Cohen of 1590 Under- Flushing, Graduate student, Class 
>ains to minimize certain voices at the conference - among cliff Avenue, Graduate student, p
a
r::·�e Lipman of 9201 Kings 
of '71, Gr�duate Students Assn. 
hem, one of the foremost voices of the hungry poor. Class of '70, Board of Governors. Board of Governors. 








Fitzgerald, 42-35 192 St., 
· · bl" h 1 t·t t · 1 d yuga Avenue , senior, Camp.us 
Garry Rosen_ erg .0 as Flushing, Graduate student, Class ·acial segregat10n m pu 1c sc oo s was uncons l u 1ona an Rights and Responsibilities Com- 103 Street, senior, Sigma Alpha. of 
,70, Graduat� Students Assn. 
nust be ended "with deliberate speed" was being -turned mittee. '. Samuel Ta,nnenbaum of 68 Mon� Board of Governors. 





u�:e ;t�u:::t� . Luis Frank Hodges, ?1�11 ��-
� schools in which they were the majority and set up pri- mour Avenue, semor, Tutorial Com- ·. B d • f G . mlla St., Elmhurst, semo1, P1es1-
··'te schools when they were in the minority. Mrs. Flonzie mittee. . 
Assn. ' oar o overnors. dent of the Evening Session Stu-· "" Sheldon Isaacs of 140 West 174 Who s Who Among students dent Council. 
}oodloe, elections commissioner in Canton, reflected one Street, junior, Associate and Ad- ;�mesL
two �a:;;_1��- College students Howard �aplan, �17_63 Stewart 
1pinion: "Blacks are not so anxious to sit beside whites, but vertising Editor of Lexicon, the i;r:1ch��:
g
F:ber 0·f 238 West Penn Rosi�
,, Flushmg, sen1?r, Chancellor 
rnless we have integrated schools, black students will con- yearbook, 1970. S Lo B h . . v· 
of Sigma Alpha service and honor 
inue to be short-changed educationally." James McCarthy of 2300 Sedg-
tre:t, ng eac ' semor,_ ice- society. · 
wick Avenue, Graduate student, pres'.dent of student Council. Stewart Karlinsky, 138-55 229 St., The soldier Pfc. Bill T. Terry Jr. had made a last re- Class of ,70, Chairman of the Michael Kii;rash_ of �36 Be_ach Hollis, senior, Sigma Alpha and 
n1est in a letter home from the war zone that he be buried Graduate Students Assn. Board of 147 Street, Neponsit, semor, Editor Beta Alpha Psi, honor fraternities. 
i:1 the Elmwood Cemetery, Alabama because it was· near Governors. 
· of Lexicon, 1970,_ the college year- Gerald Ortell, 34-20' 24 Street, 
11s boyhood home. He was killed in action July 3. When his · William Paxton of 2325 Univer- book. Astoria, senior, Vice-president of 
·amily attempted to buy a burial plot at Elmwood, they were sity Avenue, senior, Chairman of Who's Who Among Students Beta Gamma Sigma ,business 
honor 
the Used Book Exchange. names seven Baruch College stu- society. -�ld the cemetery was limited to members of the Caucasian David Traeger of 2076 Bronx dents from Manhattan: Gil Pena, 51-11 Manilla Street, 
:ace. - Park East, senior, Corresponding Freida F�in of 45 Fairview Ave- Elmhurst, junior, member of 
There is an outrage at the hyprocrisies; outrage at Secretary of Student Council. nue, senior, Sigma Alpha. PRIDE and Student Council. 
ioliticians who try- to enforce order by approving meaning- - Who's Who Among Students Al Heywood of 405 East 105 Re�ben Sai:nuel, 96-10 57 Ave;, 
1 t t d t· 1 t ucture that makes names ten Baruch
 College students Street, senior, President of Play- Jamaica,, semor, Student Council ess aws! OU rage � an e uca _wn� _s r . . from Brooklyn: rads, a theatre group. Director of Communications. 
1eople blmd and mmdless functiona1nes m a system which Valery Cavalier of 359 East 21 Frances Kniffen of 525 East·H Burt Seifman, 144-11 Jewel Ave., 
:hey do not understand; outrage at the war that goes on Street, Graduate student, Class of Street, senior, Sigma Alpha. . , Flushing, junior, President of the 
,-nd on, killing men for a cause that is now an admitted mis- '70, Graduate Students Assn. Board Jordan Levine of 500 'C' Grand House ,P
lan Association. 
:a.ke d · b ·11 · · dollars while mill-ions of people of Governors. Street, senior, Sigma Alpha service Who s Who Among Students • spen ing 1 IOns m Mark Frank of 2770 West 5 and hori.or society. names a Baruch College student 
.I.re hungry or cold. Because of the outrages we must share Street, senior, Student Council. . J_ay Siegel of 242 East 72 Street, from Westchester: 
� conviction that people must love each other not only to Kathryn Gabriel of 186 Amherst senior, Editor-in-Chief of the Re- Glen Davis, 2 California Road, 
� happy, but to Sllrvive. This is so obvious to us it is a cliche. Street, senior, Business Education porter, the evening session news- Mount Vernon, senior class Presi-
out it is not obvious to everyone or we would not be in the Associ�tion. . paper. dent, 1970. 
" . · p l t b · 1 d with their com-
Mane Gavin of 5 Vermont Ave- Joseph Tajcnar of 516 East 82 The Bernard M. Baruch College, 
-!JC �e are m. e_op e mus . ecome invo 
ve nue, senior, Sigma Alpha, honor Street, senior, Tutorial Committee. formerly the Bernard M. Baruch 
PUruty surroundmg� and m others. We must solve our en- and service sodety. David Unger of 515 East 14 School of Business and Public Ad-
iironmental crises ·today. Richard Herzog of 133 Pacific Street, senior, Editor-in-Chief of (Continued on Page 10) 
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• You can test your journaU.stic skills
• I 
• Your chance to s-ee your thoughts in print
• Free instruction on layouts, printing
production, ad composing
• Your opportunity to really tell it like it is
• Diversified activiti,es including photography,
poetry, cartooning, copy writing as well as writing
This tern,·do the write thing •• 
Join THE REPORTER. 1 
, 
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Chorosz's Gems 
(Tongue Twiste·r, Eh?) 
TH E R EPORTE R 
Play Review 
By GARY B. MEISELS 
Page �,•n•n 
Tox Reform Act Moy 
Reduce College Costs 
SP-ek 1n·ogram: We seeketh, but we do no,t findeth. Camino Real, a play by Tennessee 
SPx: It seems to me that during the Victorian Age there Williams, is the present produc-
d I f b tion, being staged at the Vivian 
H. R. 13270 
TAX REFOR:\I ACT OF 1969 
f\' THE SENATE OF THE l l NITED STATES 
AME:\D:\IENT 
was a great ea o sex ut very little talk about it. Today, Beaumont Theatre, at Lincoln .Cen-
there is a great deal of talk about very little sex; the thirty ter. This dynamic play is filled 
times a week mal is slowly becoming extinct. with emotion and self-awareness Intended to be proposed by M1·. Dominick (for him�E>ll; ,;1 <1 Messrs. 
Snbivays: People who stick old ladies with hatpins into of the human individual and his Ribicoff, Goodell, Ha1tke, Allen, Baker, Uay-h, Case, Coti.,n, Cannon, needs in society. Any individual Dole, Hart, Hollings, Inouye, Murphy, Pa<'k\\'ood, l'routy. Thu1·n1<ll1<I their respectable derrieres, in order to gain seats in a sub- can relate in some way to the ac- .and Tower) way car, are not nice. tors, or events brought out in the to I:{. R. 13270, an Act to amend thE> lnconw Tax La\\'�. 
Ea!7tch: A good business school teaches one how to fleece play. The play is centered around viz: On page 546, afte1· line 12, insert the follo\\·ing: 
people in a legitimate way. · human reality, and the fruStration, Sec. 915 TAX CREDIT FOR C8RTAIX EXl'ENSES OF HIGHEH of the individual person. The play_ EDUCATION. 
Nudis·m: People in glass houses should not walk around ce_nters around the ni�in charac�er, (a) In General. _ Subpart A of part JV of �ul!l'hapter 1 ( re-
,naked, unless they are very attractive. Kilroy., portrayed. by Al Pacme, lating -to credits allo\\'able) is ammended b�· i-eunrnhE>ring s<'<'tion 
Food: The Americans love steak·, the Viennese are J)ar-
who engulfed my mtereSt from hrs 4IJ as 41, and bv inserting after s<>ction 8!l thE> l'ollo\\'ing new s<'<'-
initial entry 01  the stage. tion: · tial to whipped cream. 1 am a Vienese, living in America. Kilrny, anives in a dream-like "SEC. 40. EXPENS!'.:S OF HIGHER EDCCATIO:'-i. Therefore I always have whipped cream on my steaks. town square, and is subjected to "(a) GENERAL RULE. _ Th.ere �hall be allowed to an in-





:� dh·idual, as a credit against the tax imposed by this l'haptel' fol' 
ain't easy. makes. He is a frightened person, the taxa
ble year, an amount, determined under subsection ( b), 





society; and find .a directio_n fo!· ,·iding an education abo,·e the twelftth grade for himself or for . . him to follow. During sequences, h · d' · l 1 Final: When a tortured mind turns completely blank. refen-ed as Blocks, in the play, 
any ot er m tvH ua · 
A sf'llfl ' obsl'l'rnfion: Little brothers who take their sisters' I Kilr0y uses himself, to prnject his "(b) LIMITATIONS. -· f I' I t · t f" I "(l) AMOUNT PER INDIV!Dl'AL. - The nedit under birth control pills do not get any babies. 
��-:=�on�\;.:��\t;:elf,n�� r�ac�
n
� subsection (a) for expenses of higher Pducation of any in-
C1·1-dit: Live now, pay never. : pinn'acle. di,·idual paid during the taxable year shall be an amount 
S11/111·1111s: Sens-�tivity training. Manv other characters �re sub- equal tu th� sum of -
- ' · 




of so n)uch of such expenses as 
11ever seem to have anv money. . play to 'Kilroy's; but I fill'! that "(B) 25 percent of so much bf sud, exp,mses as e.x-Child}'(''fl.: John ,Joirn I f�rgot to take the pill. • thl'Ough observation of Kilroy,. the cceds $20il but does not exceed $500, and ' ' · circle can be completed for the 
1 others ·ai·ouncl him. S-ymbolism, "(C) 5 percent of so much o( such expe·nses as PX· 
Corner 
. W�r ®lh ©ump 
On the ol<l farm on top of the hill, 
overgrown, neglected an<l abandoned, 
nature repossessing what onc.:e was her own, 
'midst the wildly growing flowers, 
,,·here 1· onc.e loved Edith, 
both of us children, 
filled with passion and <lesire, · 
on some hot, humid night, 
,,·ith the <.:rickets chirping 
and the world all ablaze with beauty, 
and light, and ecstasy, 
heavy breath and heart pounding, 
and dreams, God, 'A'hat dreams, 
the locket I gave her jingling, jingling 
<loes she still have the locket, my picture'? 
the whispering of the wind, 
with her voice -- gently, gentlr, 
- nothing ever like this, 
nothing ever like this; 
and my children: 
Dad, Dad, you look lost, 
what are you thinking about? 
- oh, nothing, nothing, 
just someone I knew 
long ago. 
-Alfred Charasz 
31llf�rrr ifiillirs �rnnt 
Part of my life 
I left in fields 
Where lilies grow, 
And morning dew 
Touches the gr.ass 
Like kisses 
Of a passioned night. 
' -Alfred Charasz 
po1·trayed by images, is projected ceeds $500 but does not exceed $1,500. 
i by_ human communjcation, of-one's "(2) l'RORATION OF CREDIT WHERE 1\IORE TH.-\:>.' 
\selt. Kilroy, a man \\'ith a Jiuge, ONE TAXPAYER PAYS EXPENSES.-'-- If expenses of high·-
! resistence of defeat, contains him� er education of an individual are paid by nmre than one tax-
1
1 
self, within, �nd when he h·a'.s al- :payer during the _ taxable yea1', the credit all'o\\'able to ead1 
most become apart of the inner such taxpayers _under subsection (a) shall be the_ same po1·-
I
' circle, he retreats, and \\'OUld fall tion of the credit determined under parngl'aph (1) \\'hich tlw 
back to being absorbed \\'ithin his amount of expenses of higher education of such indiYidual' 
I reality. 1 paid by the taxpayer during the taxabl? year is of the tota'l 
·
, 
The purpose of this play is to be amount of expenses of higher education of such indiYidual 
a\\'al'e of our conscious and uncon- paid by all taxpayers du1·ing the taxable· year. 
I scious minds, through d 1·eams and ''(�) REDUCTION OF CREDIT. - The c1·edit under :suh-
1 (mages, witho.ut the usage of real- section (a) for expenses of higher education of any indiYidua.1 
; 1sm. The setting alone. makes one paid dui-ing the tax3bJe ;\·ear·, as dete1·n1inecl under para-
: wonder where you really are. The -graphs (1) and (2) of this subsection, shall be reduced hr an 
I cloud-like, mountainous sensation, amount equal to 2 percent of the amount by which the ad-
! \\'ith heaYy condensation of fog, justed grnss income of the taxpayer for the taxable yl'ar 
J covers the stage to give you the, exceeds $15,000. 
: feel ol a_ dream taking place. This "(c) DEFINITIONS. - For purposes ,of this section -
!.sensation is wild and untamed, in- "(1) EXPENSES OF HIGHER EDUCATION. - The I voh·ed in another world, and in a term 'expenses- of higher education' means -
I separate existence. Just by becom- ''(A) tuition and fees requi1·ed fo1· the enrnllment 01· i in'! part of this feeling, makes the attendance of a student ·at a leYel aboYe the twelfth grade 
I audience feel every move the ac- at an institution of highe1· education, and I toi·s try to communicate to you, and 
I \\'ith J:owe1iul results. There is not 
I a moment lost within each se­












ing �f ones' i�ner p:rsbn. 
\ In the end Kilroy, lets go of 
I himself, by escaping from within, 
! and becom·es a hero, rather than 
a defeated soul, with recognition 
by others finally achieved, only 
after his death. But the life in the 
play, is what each individual in 
the audience ta�es home with him. 
Weaver Meeting ...
(Continued from Page 4) 
him to acknowledge us, but a good 
_ one. We already have the Dean of 
Evening Students, Dean Dispen­
zieri; and now 1'1·esident Weave1·, 
to hear from us in the Evening 
Hours. I only hope more of the 
faculty can be available in thei1· •' 
departmental offices in the evening, 
since we outnumb2r day students 
by over two to one. Students are 
"(B) fees, books, supplies, and 'equipment required 
for courses of instruction above the twelfth grnde at an 
institution of higher education. 
Suc)l t�rm does not include any amount paid, dirnctly or in­
directly,. fQt' meals, lodging, ·01·· simil:11· personal, Jh·ing, 01' 
family expenses. In the e,·ent an amount paid fo1· tuition 01· 
fees includes an amount for meals, lodging, or similar E'X­
penses which is not separately stated, the· portion of su<'h 
amount which is attributable to meals, lodging, 01· similar E'X­
penses shall be determined under 1·egulations prescribed by 
the Secretary or his delegate. 
"(2) INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION. -
ThE> te1·m 'institution of higher education' nwans -
"(A) an ·educational institution (as cl1>fi1 wcl in see­
tion 151 (E) (4) ) - , 
"(i)' which regularly off1>1·s educatio)1 at a leYel 
above the twelfth grade; and 
"(ii) cont1·ibutions to or fo1· the USt' of whil'h 
constitute charitable contributions within the mean­




constaritly requesting this, and are 
I" not being complied with. We can-
"(B) a business or trade school, 01· technical insti­
tution or other technical or Yocationa!' sehool in any 
State, which (i) is legally authorized to pro,·icle, ai,;l 
provides within that State, a program of postsecondary 
vocational or technical education designed to fit individ­
uals for useful employment in recognized occupations; 
an<! (ii)· is accredited by a nationally recognized accred­
iting agency 01· association listed by the United States 
Commissioner of Education; and (iii) has been in exist­
ence for two years or has been specially acc1·edited by 
the Commissioner as an institution meeting the other 
requirements of this subparagraph .. 
'(3) STATE. - The term 'State' includes, in addition to 
the several States of the Union, the Commonwealth of l'u�rto 
Rico, the District of Columbia, Guam, Anwrican Samoa, the 
Virgin Islands, and the Trnst Territory of the Pacific Islands. 
"(cl) SPECIAL RULES. -
HOW TO GET A 
DOCTOR· OF DIVINITY DEGREE 
.not reach them in the daytime, 
sinc2 we are employed, and have 
no time to see them. 
• 
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Univer<al Life Church, along 
with .a 10-lesson cour<e in the procedure of setting up and operating a 
non-profit organization. For a free will offering of $20 we will send you, 
immediately, all 10 lessons in one package along with the D.D. certificate. 
As a member of Student Council, 
and interested in the Evening Stu­
dent in all aspects, let us all think 
about the futui·e of the College and 
help solve these problems together; 
and in turn make a better educa­
tional institution of our campus. 
It is not only the Administration, 
"(l) ADJUSTMENT FOR CERTAIN SCHOLARSHIPS 
AND VETERANS' BENEFITS. - The amounts otherwise 
taken into account under subsection (a) as expenses ot; high­
er education of any individual during any period shall he re­
duced (before the ,application of subsection) ( b) by any 
amounts 1·eceived by such individual dui-ing such pe1·iod as -
' 
- URCH 
but the students who are apathetic 
UNIVERSAL LIFE CH _also to Evening Session, who let it 




"(A) a scholarship or fellowship grant (within the 
the meaning of section 117 (a) (1) ) which under section 
117 is not includible in gross income, and 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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Baruch Student -Proposes 
New Registration Protedure 
By SHELDON SWEID' 'register' first; Lower Seniors, further processing, and that par-
To dream the impossible d1'eam; next; and so on . . . ticular card will be registered for 
and then' to face the reality . . . In actual practice, how might the course listed on the second line. 
without a nightmare! This should this be done? A student might We are then ready to 'register' 
be our goal. fill out the regular Registration the second line of courses which 
No student has to be reminded card and list his courses alphabe- have been submitted by the stu­
of the inconveniences, the conflicts, tically, in sequence, after having dents; the exception, of course, be­
the time-consuming procedures, consulted the program guide and ing those cards which were incap­
the disappointments,' once havirig establishing what his requirements able of being ·registered for their 
assembled a sensible program, and might be. It would then be be- first lines. 
after having waited patiently un- holden upon the Registration Com- After the cards have been gone 
ti! it is one's turn to get 'allocat- mittee to have advised the stu- through for the first-line registra­
ed,' to find that the big board has dent in advance of Registration tion, they are put back in alpha­
suddenly decll;tred your courses if any hierarchy of courses is re- betical order, and then registered 
off-limits. · quired of him, so that he would be for their second line; after the sec-
After the 'foul,' the whole pro0 guided accordingly. Having · filled ond line has been 'registered,' the 
cedure has to be gone through all out h!s course card• he wou!d then cards are then put back in alpha­
over again. And what guarantee sub�it the c?urse _ card with the betical order and are registered 
does one have that disappointment reqmred re�irs�ratwn fee, only. for their
.third line, and so on, un­
will not greet you again when you M); suggeSt10n is that �ourses be ti! all lines have been registered 
approach the finish line ? paid for only when confirmed and or 'closed out.' 
One of the ironies attending the that the student has been admitted - Next, the 'closed out' cards go 
School of Business Administration �o them. Alternate procedure: Pay to a central headquarters - but 
is the awareness that we are being m_ a�vance for �II co�rses, togeth- only after the entire class has been 
taught - by competent teachers er Wlth the regiStrati?n fee; a re- registered. If it is decided that al­
and administrators - the values bate would th�n be given for each ternate courses be listed at the 
of efficiency and economy in ad- course to whi�h the student has bottom of the registration card 















sometimes comes up with a vivid , Let us assume that all Registra- thl student has made no choice 
demonstration of exactly the re- tion car?s have been submitted to for substitution, the Registrar 
verse practices we are su_pposed the Registrar. They are then seg- could make the substitution· or 
to emulate: 
· ?"regated_ by Offical . Class - this the student· could be contactJd • b; 
Maybe I expect too much - and 18 the fll'st separat10n; the cards mail and be advised of what hap­
why shouldn't I?, and why should- are_ then fur_th�r subdivided :.lpha- pened. He then would have approx­
n't you? _ but my expectations beticall)'. w1thm each grouping. imately one week to make a de­
are not exactly ephemerally mo- Once this has been done, the cards •ci'sion or loose his free choice. This 
tivated: My expectations_ are based a�·e ready for the n�xt step. The detail . of school policy could be 
on what I have been promised. highest (Upper �emor) class is worked out in ·advance. Further, 
And if you promise me something, then ready to re11:1ster. The cards the important thing might be to 
I expect you to produce or to give are then put in cubby-holes to coordinate any regfstration pro­
me · some reasonable explanation 
as to why you couldn't. 
What happened to the IBM ma­
chine, f_or instance? :And why 
weren't we advised of its non­
feasibility at an earlier juncture, 
so that perhaps an opportunity 
could have been given to devise a 
substitute plan? 
I have been discussing the prob­
lems of registration and mulling 
them over with several of the stu­
dents and it· seems to me, - and 
I hope I might not be ·wrong -
that if we applied some of the 
IBM programming techniques to 
Registration, even if IBM or some 
other data-processing procedure 
were not available, we could have 
human hands and human mjnds 
do exactly the same thing; it 
might take a li�tle longer, but the 
procedure could yield the same 
beneficial results. 
And what are these benefits ? 
No student, except a lower Fresh­
man, need ever again attend regis­
tration! It's all done semi-auto-
matically, impersonally, and fairly, which legends have been appended 
by the use of the equivalent of detailing the names of all of the 
the IBM card and a sufficient courses being offered that partic­
n,umber of boxes: 'cubby holes' ular semester to gether with the 
with slots for interchangeable number of permissible students fqr 
legends, so that we can economize th1at particular course: If there are 
on the number of boxes and limit ten courses, each with two see­
the physical work area needed for tions, that means that twenty cub­
the registration process. bY_-holes are needed for this separ-
First, before we begin the� ac- at10n; I� there are twenty courses, 
tual Registration process, we must s?me with one, two, or t�ree sec­
establish certain rules of opera- t10ns, the number of cubicles re­
tion. The same priority for regis- quired would be the sum of the 
tering can be usetl as is now in total of all the available sections 
effect. Further, we might establish for each particular course, etc. 
a system, such that once it has The first line of each Registra­
been in operation without the use tion card is then 'registered,' for 
of the IBM keypunch and pro- the Upper Senior official class, 
gramming apparatus, is easily only; .since these cards have been 
3.daptable to it. So, of primary im- alpliabetically arranged, they will 
portance, are the answers to the then £all alphabetically within 
.;iuestions When do we start regis- each course selection. As the cards 
tering for the following term ? And are put in the coUJ;se cubicle, the 
what priority. system is to be registration card could be append-
1sed? ed with a number showing how 
In answer to the first question, many students have been register­
, would say that allowing for any ed up to that point and, when that 
nnovating difficulties we may en- section has been 'filled,' we pro­
;ounter in _installing a new pro- ceed to allocate further requests 
:edure, about one month would for the same course, to the next 
,e required before the end of one sections, etc., each time detailing 
emester to initiate the new pro- on the student's registration card 
edure. Then, with actual exper- the number already registered for 
ance behind us, one could then that particula1: course section, until 
ut down on the time which elaps- the available seating has been ex­
s before the start of a new semes- hausted. 
er. Priorities ( in answer to the In the event that a course has 
econd question) would be estab- been filled for the first line, a no­
,shed on the same basis as they tation is made on the student's 
re now: Upper. Seniors would card, so that it can be flagged for 
t, 
cedures with cross-referencing to 
a student's actual scholastic rec­
ord, so that course sequences, pre­
requisites, and graduating require­
ments would be taken into account 
by knowledgeable Registrars. 
As_suming· that Upper Seniors 
have already been fully registered, 
registration would then proceed 
for Lower Seniors; then for Upper 
Juniors; and so on, right on down 
to Upper Freshmen. Lower Fresh­
men, of course, would register in 
person and, after their first se­
mester, they, too would be regis-
tered automatically. ·, 
Regarding counseling, appqint­
ments might be arranged well in 
advance of the Registration pro­
cedure and, based on decisions 
made between the counselor and 
student, notations could be made 
on a tentative Registration card 
for the guidance of the Registrar. 
Assuming that there are 4500 
students attending Evening Ses­
sion, such a Registration proced­
ure, without IBM, would mean that 
on an average about 550 cards 
would have to be processed for 
each Official Class grouping; as­
suming that Evening .Session stu­
dents might be taking an average 
of 2¼ to 3 courses, this means 
that 1100 to 1375 cards would 
have to be worked through for 
each Official Class. The next log­
istical problem, then, would be to 
ascertain just how much staff is 
(Continued on Page 9) 
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American Cancer Society 
Predicts 208,000 .Saved 
Approximately 208,000 Americans will be saved from 
cancer next year, the American Cancer -Society's New York 
City Division reported in "1970 Cancer Facts and Figures," 
issued this week. However, an estimated 104,000 cancer 
patients will probably die in 1970 • 
/ 
who might have been saved by ear- Cancer of the colon and rectum 
lier and better treatment. strikes 75,000 Americans annually, 
For example, when cancer of the more than any other type of can­
colon and rectum is treated in an cer except skin, and it occurs 
eai·ly stage, there is 70 per cent equally in men and women. Some 
five-year survival, but only 37 per 46,000 persons will die of it in 
cent survival when the cancer has 1970 although almost three out of 
spread. Skin cancer - which will four patients. might be saved by 
afflict 112,000 Americans in 1970 early diagnosis and prtiper treat­
- has a 92 per cent survival rate ment. Proctoscopy as part of. the 
when treated early. health checkup is the method for 
The new edition of "Facts" re- early diagnosis. 
ports a skyrocketing lung cancer 
death rate for American men, !'Cancer Facts and Figures" also 
some 51,000 deaths, more than can shows- the geographical differences 
be attributed to the population in- in the incidence of cancer: for ex­
crease. _ The traditionally lower ample, breast cancer, so great a 
]u!}g cancer death rate for women hazard to American women, is 
is also showing a steady increase. comparatively rare in Japan. 
"Facts" states that the Depart- An estimated 330,000 Americans 
ment of Agriculture now "spends will die of ·cancer this year, ex­
$1.8-million a year to support the ceeding tbe previous year's death 
price of tobacco, $28-million a year toll by 5,000. 
to subsidize its export . . . and In 1937 there were only 240 ap­
$30-million a year worth of to- proved cancer programs , in this 
·bacco is sent overseas to develop- country and Canada, whereas 19'70 
ing countries through the Food for boasts some 880 programs p1us ex­
Peace Program . . .  " pansion of teaching, research and 
Wh'ile, lung cancer continues to treatment centers. The ACS has 
be the chief cause of cancer death invested more than $200,000,000 in 
among American men, breast can- research since -1946. Now,. more 
cer kills more American women than ever before, curtailment of 
than any other form of the disease. federal suppo1t for research causes 
In· 1937, uterine cancer was the scientists to seek help from the 
greatest cancer hazard for Amer- ACS. 
ic.an women but since then -
thanks to the Pap test and im­
proved treatment - the d�ath rate 
has been more than cut in half. 
Chemotherapy, almost nonexist­
ent in 1937, has become a major -
research attack resulting in more 
than 25 useful drugs, extremely 
impo1tant in the treatment of 
leukemia. 
The facts on the breast cancer 
problem point to an 83 per cent 
five-year survival rate when breast 
cancer is treated befo\·e it spreads. 










in stomach cancer. A slight de­
crease in the colon and rectal can­
cer death rates is also reported. 
This year cancer will take the 
lives .of approximately 4,000 Amer­
ican children under the age of 15. 
Almost half of them will die of 
leukemia. The different forms of 
leukemia will probably i-est\lt in 
15,000 deaths of adults and chil­
dren. 
English Department· 
Has New Elective·s 
EN GUSH DEPARTMENT - ELECTIVE COURSES, 
SPRING 1970 ,i'\ 
English 72.1-10 Film in So�iety 1' 
Monday, Wednesday, 5 :50-7 :05, Room, 802, ,23�·d St. 
Miss Ma$s , , . 
An introductory course in the_art·of film. A history of 
film from 1880 to the present will The offered with an em­
phasis on the development of the fiction ·film in America 
from its origins to its present role as 'the dominant art of 
the twentieth century. Films will be �hown and studied in 
the classroom;; they include Potemkin '(Eisenstein), Birth of 
a Nation (Griffith), She Wore a Yellow Ribbon (a John 
Ford Western), Citizen Kane, a Hitchcock film, and others. 
English 160-25 American Literature from 1890 to the 
Present 
Tuesday, Thursday 7 :15-8 :30, Room 825, 23rd Street 
Professor Denne 
The course will proceed on the assumption that some 
definiti9n of the American experience is especially crucial 
now. To that end, selected works by American ,novelists, 
dramatists, and poets will be read and discussed iri class to 
?et_errnine whether or not they provide meaningful insights 
m_to our own time. The writers include Dreiser, Henfy James, Fitzgerald, Faulkner, Hemingway, Frost, Stevens, Cummings, 
and Arthur Miller. Anyone with more questions than answers 
about America should register for this course. 
English 177-B20 Afro-American Literature 
Tuesday, Thursday, 5 :50-705, Room 825, 23rd Street 
Professor Black 
The course will begin with a careful reading of the 
novel Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison to discuss the use of 
symoblism, the idea of the persona, and other fictional de­
vices and also to introduce the history, culture, and heroes 
of Afro-America. 
The course will then proceed to an historical treatment 
of Afro-A!Derican literature: Dunbar and Chestnut, the "Har­
lem �enrussance" of the 1920's Langston Hug.hes, Wright 
(Native Son a_nd Black Boy), several works by Baldwin, the 
plays of LeR01 Jones, and recent fiction and poetry. 
[If 
,,! 
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The Board of Higher Edu-
cation named Mrs. Jacqueline 
Grennan Wexler as the· ninth 
president of Hunter College 
of the City University of New 
York. She took office on Jan-
Professor Mortimer Feinbeerg (Psychology) discussed 
his article, "Conflict Between Executive Pressures and Fam­
ily Life," in the December issue of Today's Health with 
Margaret Truman on WOR-Radio, December 5. On Decem­
ber 5. On December 1, Dr. Feinberg lectured on "Personnel 
Challenges in the '70's" ... The,<o•>-------------­
national meeting of the alumni as- Thomas Atkins (Library) attend­sociation of the Fels Institute of ed the 55th Conference of Eastern State and Local Gl)v�rnment �e'.1rd College Librarians at Columbia 
Di:, Arthur ,,L. LeV1ne (�o_h_t1c�I University, November 29 ... Mr. uary 15, 1970, as the college Sc1e�ce) on . ?radu_ate _Training in Albert Zucker (Economics and Fi­Public Adm1m�tra�10n 111 the New nance) has just completed the re­York Metropohta": Area," October quirements for his Ph.D. in Co­ll. ... Profess?r Laura Parma- lumbia's graduate program in Eco­lee Far_r�r (English) s�oke on The ·riumics . . . Prnfessor Maurice �umamt1es at the Na�1on�l Coun- Benewitz (Economics and Finance) �11 of Teache1·s of English in Wash- notes with no small degree ·of pride ington, D.C., November 28 · - · that two former Baruch Economics 1:he Mode!·n . Language Associa- majors, Neal and Catherine (Van­
begins its centennial year. 
Hunter, �pich has 21,000 stu­
dents, occupies a 16-story 
building at 695 Park Avenue. 
- In announing the appoint­
ment of Mrs. Wexler, Mr� 
t1011 has invited Professo!· Con� derman) Palomba, have received Frederick Burkhardt, chair­stance Ayers Denne (English) · to Ph.D.'s in the field of Labor Eco- man of the Board of Higher join the editorial board of its edi- nomics _ Neal Palomba from the Edt£cation, 'said, '!The enthu­tion of the novels of James Feni- University of Minnesota (Prof. more Cool?er ... Profes�or Ed- Benewitz's doctoral alma mater) siasm of the board in appoint­ward Martin Potoker (English) has and his wife Catherine from Iowa ing Jacqueline Grennan Wex­been named a. founding member State University where Neal is a !er to the Hunter presidency 
of the International Platform As- Prnfessor of Economics (whew!!!). stems from her innovative sociation of the U.S.A., and. re- The members of the Buildings spirit, her, proven capacity as elected Beadle of The Andirnn and Grnunds department held a Club of New York City. The April buff�t luncheon on Dec. 19 in honor ;i. college president and. her 
�. June 7 and Novembe�· 1, 196!'> of Mrs. Veronica Kennedy who energy in fostering educa­tssu:s of �aturday �eview have retired on Dec. 31 after many years tional research - all reqtiisite car!·ied renews by lum · · · A of faithful service to the co)lege ... qualifications for City Univer­series of letters - between Pl'Ofes- the June 1969 West African Jour-sor William Turner Levy (English) nal of Education contains an ar- sity leadershi15." and Norman Rock\\'ell is on dis- ticle "The Utilization of Intellec- Mrs. VVexler's name was play out�ide the. English Depart- tual 'Powers," co-authored by Pro- presented to the board by the ment office . - . Dean Andrew Lav- fessor Frank Macchiarnla (Law) five-member Committee to 
�nde1· (Englis!1) repr:s�n�ed Ba- ... Abraham N. Ha\\'il (Account- Seek a President for Hunter 1 �ich College '.n the "01 kmg ses- ancy) conducted a seminar on op- C l · . d b M, B ·k­swns at the �3rd Annual ConY�n- portunities in Accounting held by ollege C 1a11 e _Y l. lll t10n of the Middle States Associa- the New York State Societv of hardt. The committee was ad­tion of . Colleges . and Se�ondary CPA's for high school and co
.
liege vised by three faculty mem­Schools rn A tlant,c City, Decem- advisors on Dec. 11 ... Prnfessor bers two students, and an her 4-6 . _ . _- .
Pro�essors _Ha.ny Rud- �en Israel (Education) has been alu�ni representative. man, Be, n.11 d C\ane, Mich.tel B)ack invited to sei·ve as 1·esource con- · - . · aild Frances Barasch (English) sultant for the 1969_70 conference As vice p1esident of the will attencl the December com·en- of the National Acaderriv for -the Academy for Educational De­tiot: o_f the Mndern La,iguage As- AdYancement of Learni�g, span- velopment, since June df thif", so�,ah�n '". ?en.vet· · · · '!?rofess?r �ored b�, the_ Nation�l Aerospace year, Mrs. Wexler has been F,anc_s _Ba, a�ch . (English) has Foundation, m Washington, D.C., encracred in research studies on !wen eletted to-cha11 man of The January 26-2\l; Prof. Israel re- . 0 0 • • • • - • Brnoklyn Music School's parent�· ceiYed ·th<.> academv's 1968 a\\'ard innovat10n In highe1 �duca­organization. The Nornmber Com- for his directorship of the Talk- tion with particular-reference '?'entary contains a le�t_er by Pi·�- ing Typewriter Project ... On Dec. to the problems of large uni­fessoi· �arasdi app.i·at�rng Monrn 16 196!) Professor Max Zimering versi-ties and ,higher education Heedges sho1 t sto, Y Thanksgl\ - ( Accountancy) was presented a ing" which app�ared in the preYi- plaque bv Israel's labor minister syStems . . ous _issue ... Assistant Re1;istra1·, Joseph Almogi, fot· outstandin� The academy s�rves as a David D. Feldm�n, attended. the participation in the Israel BomL consultant to vanous educa-3f>th annual n:ee�rn� of the Mi�dle prngram; Prof. and Mrs. Zimel'ing tional or�nizations and gov­Stat_es Asso('tat10n: of Collegi�te will spend the wintei· vacation in ernment agencies, including Registrars and Officers of Adrnis- Israel and a lecture in Tel AYiv U · 'a· St t Off f sion at Atlantic City's Hotel Den- is plannzd . On Dec. 10 Pro- the n_1te _-- a es !Ce O nis, December 2-4 ...• Victo1· S. fessm· Philip Hanis (Management) Education� �xelrnad (Speech) has been sen·- spoke on "Ethnic Participation in Before joining the Academy mg as consultant to the Barnch 'Fi·anchised Businesses" in. public for Educational Development. C?llege_ Fund ·,: Pr
ofess�1 .. 0. �- hearings condu_ctei: by the New Mrs. vVexler became national-Dial dis_cussecl Compute1 lnfo1- York State Diviswn of Human . 
mation Utili�ies and Social �h.o_i<;e " Rights at, l:lrntherhood-in-Action, )Y known as, 
t�e dynaI)'l.JC pre _s-· 
in a �yrnpos1um at the Unn·ers1ty N.Y.C.; Prof. Hal'ris' article, "The 1dent of \\ el:ister College 111 
�f Chicago, Decembet· 1-3 . ·. · Pro- Influence of Institutional Factors St. Louis, Missouri, from 196!'>fessor Selma C .
. 
Be�Tol (History) I ?n Arbitration Awards," app�ared to 1969. She had. joined the �onducted a te.1ch-rn at Temple 1111 November's Labor Law Journal. f It th t ·]' · Emmanuel of Lynbrook, Long Is- The spring 1970 Albany Law Re- acu Y e:e en year eai 1e1 
land, Dec. 11. He1· article "Im?1i- view will cany Professor Frank as an Engl!sh teac)1er and as­grants at School: New York City, Macchiarola's (Law) article "The sistant to the president, serv-1900-19'10'' appeal'ed in_ the October Theory and Practice of State and ing successively a vice-presi­lssue _of U'.·ban Edu':ahon . - . Pro- Local Government Relations in dent for development, and ex-fesso1 Ab1 aham B11loff (Account- New Yol'k.'' ... Professor Edward . . . :rncy) addressed the Annual Ac- Cole (Law), program director of ecutive v1ce-pres1dent. 
eountant,s' Day Banquet and con- the Northeast Regional Business Mrs. Wexler holds a bach­
·ducted .a seminar on " Distortion in Law Association's conference at the elor's degree cum laudP from 
Accounting for Land Development Hotel Commodore, January 24, an- Webster College where she 
Companies" fo1· faculty _and _grad- nounced t�at three from Baruch's majored in English and math­uate students, at the Umvers1t)'.' of faculty will b� present: Pro_fessor · t· d M ter of Arts Washington Dec. 4-5 Pro- Henry Landau (Law), speaking on ema JCS, an a as . ·t· f � ' · · · ed p 20) decr ee from the Umvers1 y o IE:ssor Frank Crnguemam and Mr. (Contmu on age ·, N;tre Dame. She holds hon-
S.A.C. Is Supporting 
Chairmen Appoi_ntments 
orary doctorates from six col­
leges and universities: Car­
negie Institute of Technology, 
University of Michigan, Colo­
rado College, Skidmore Col­
lege, Brandeis University, and 
Franklin and Marshall Col-
The Student Advisory Council of The City University lege. 
9f New York supported appointment of departmental chair- - Mrs. Wexler succeeds Dr. 
man by i;he . college presidents, providing a faculty-student Robert 
-
D. Cross who . left 
search committee be convened to aid in the.choice. Hunter in July 1969 to become 
The group declared that its resolution was reached "in president of Swarthmore Col­
the best interests of the university and sound labor-manage- lege. Dr. F. Joachim Weyl, 
'ment relations." It further declared that "the student mem- dean of science and mathe­
bers of such a committee shall be selected in whatever II\an- matics at Hunter, has been 
ner deemed appropriate by the student governments of the acting prsident. 
:particular college." (Con_tinued on Page 15) 
Page Nine 
Imaginative Play Has 
Premiere Showing 
"The Disintegration of James Cherry" by 21-year-old 
Jeff Wanshel was given its premiere showing on Thursday, 
January 29 by The Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center in 
The Forum. Wanshel's wildly imaginative play, his first to 
be given a full professional pr_:>duction, is the second in The 
Forum the chamber theabr be-� 
neath the Viviane·Baumont main-. his play, Mr. Wanshel will only 
stage. . say that it concerns "the culinary 
The company of twelve, directed preferences of pigs and cl'Ocodiles." 
by Glenn Jordan, features Stephen Born and raised in Larchmont, 
Stvimpell in th3 title _ rnle, with New York, the young but prolific 
Ca�hy Burns, James Cahill, Carnlyn Mr. Wanshel graduated recently 
Coates, Jacque Lyn� Colton, Jay from Wesleyan University in Mid­
Garner, Margaret Linn, John Me- dletown, Connecticut, and cunent­
rensky, Priscilla PGintel', James ly is wol'king on his M.F.A. at the 
Ray, Raymond Singer and Robert Yale Drama School. He has written 
Symonds. The actors play such out- two one-act plays, The Rhesus Um­
landish characters as Little Tuba ·brella and An Honest Gringo, and 
Onion, Mendacious . Porpentine, most recently, The Advertiseinent, Tunbunny, Nicotine Flightpath a·nd which is one minute in duration. 
Erasmus Pygmy. James Chert·y He has had his own rock band, 
was initially given two performs made t�\'O 16 mm films, received a 
ances as a "production without de- Hallmark Poetry· Prize, ,and is at 
cor" in The Repertory Theater's .present working on his Collected 
experimental Monday Nights At Poems Including Roast.ing the Dog. 
The, Forum seri"?s earlier this sea- 1 Director Glenn Jordan is 'the 
son. founder of Channel 13's prestigious 
The setting has been 'designed New York Television Theater and 
by Douglas,-W. Schmidt, costumes has produced and directed over 
by; James Hart Stearns and light- forty plays fo/ this award-winning 
ing by John Gleason. series. He made his directo1-ial de­
. Young Wanshel completed the but off-Broadway with Ano.ther 
fit-st draft of The Disintegration Exening With Harold Stoones, 
of James · Cherry ten days after 
1 
\\'hich staned Diana Sands and 
his twenby-first birthday. His play Dom DeLuise and introduced Bar­
chronicles, with devastating humor, bra Streisand to New York 'Audi­
rare perception and theatrical im- ences. 
agination, the manner in \\'hich a Both Wanshel's The Disintegra­
young I)'lan copes with his angers tion of James €heny and Camino 
and guilts. When asked to describ� Real will run through February 21. 
Tax Reform 
-:/ 
(Continued from Page 7) 
"(B) education and training allowance under chap­
ter 33 of title 38 of the United States Code or educational 
a·ssistance allowance unde1· chapter 35 of such title. 
"(2) NONCREDIT AND RECREATIONAL, ETC., 
COURSES. - Amounts paid for expenses of higher education 
of any individual shall be taken into acco,unt uncle,· subsec-
tiol'l (a) - ,, 
"(A) in the case of an individual who is a candidat<­
for a baccalaureate or higher degree, only to the extent 
such exp3nses a1·e attributable to courses �f instruction 
necessary to fulfill, requirements for the attainment of 
a predetermined and identified educational, professional, 
or vocational objective. 
"(3) APPJ,I CATION WITH OTHER CRE DITS . - Th· 
ci:edit .allowed by subsection (a) to the taxpayer shall not 
exceed the amount of the ·tax imposed on the taxpayer fo1· 
the taxable year by this chapter, re.duczd by the sum of the 
cr�dits allo"'.able under this subpart (otl-ier th;rn under this 
section and section 31). 
"(e) DISALLOWAN CE OF EXPENSES As DE DUCTION. -
No deduction shall be allowed under section 162 (r2lating to trade 
or business expenses) for any expense of higher education \\'hich 
(after the application of subsection (b) ) is taken into account in 
determining the amount of any· credit allowed undei· subsection 
(a). The· preceding sentence shall not apply to the exp_e,�ses of 
higher education of any taxpayer who, under regulations pre­
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate, elects not to apply thP 
provisions of this section with respect to such expenses for the 
taxable year. 
"(f) REGULATIONS. - The Secretary or his delegate shall 
prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out thE' 
provisions of this section." 
(b) Clerical Amendment - The table of sections for such 
subpart A is amended by striking out the last item and inserting 
in lieu thereof the following: 
"Sec. 40. Expenses of higher education'. 
"Sec. 41. Overpayments of tax." 
(c) Effective Date. - The amendments made by this section 
shall apply to taxable years beginning aftei· December 31, 1971. 
Registration 
(Continued from Page 8) 
go directly to the instructor; the 
student would therefore receive 
only his validated registration
card by mail. 
, How does this sound to you? 
needed to accomplish this and how 
long it would take to complete the 
entire job within a specific period 
of time. I.--------------, 
Coincidentally, a student might W A N T E_D 
make a request for a particular 
instructor and this request could CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE 
be granted, based on the student's No ��!�;�:�.��':
m
t:�:�!vork prio1�ty ratings. 
To simplify Official Class sep- Write for information to: 
arations, each Official Class' Reg- Miss Barbara Kumble 
istration Card would be issued in College Bureau Manager 
a different color. Record Club of America 





�:�k IOOl6 filled in by Registrar and would., ________________________ ......., 
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Company Will Tour Shows. t-etters New Edition of (Contin·u.ed from Page 4) 
For Colleges and Universities 
it£:ei��ls�1
u
i;0Fr:�:!��>;� English Progr�llls Gordon Crow.e has formed the Off-Broadway Contem- this committee's study, a standing Ed t· b-porary Theatre Company, Inc.; which will tour off-Broad- committee, of the. same general The Institute of International uca 10n announces pu 
way shows exclusively'to colleges and universities. The Com- make-up must be instituted to pro- lication of a riew edition of English Language and Orienta-
pany will begin operations during the 1970-71 season and has ���-�ic�lu���
a�ee?�te
ti:!
er�,a��� tion Programs in, the United States. This dire�tory describes secured the touring rights to two of off-Broadway's greatest ing accounting function. English language and orientation courses available to for­recent successes, Bruce Jay Fried�· Thank you for your time in eigners in the U.S. It also contaim infor;mation on programs man's "Scuba Duba" and . Jules The Company will be engaged in reading my comments. I hope that Feeiffer's ''Little Murders." Mi- surveying and researching this with a little effort on our pa.rt, to train teachers of Engl_ish as a· chael Alpert will serve as Ex.ecutive market. It will be a totally con- and a little concern on 'the part foreign language. gistration, fees, living expenses, Director of the project. Klaus Ko\- temporary Company that eventual- of the faculty, a change can be Since .the end· of World War II, housing, etc., and the name of the mar, president .of Kolmar-Luti1, has Jy hopes to expand fts influence effected which would. benefit the the number of foreign students person or office to. contact _at the been engaged as the exclusive into the film and concert a·i·ena. students, the accounting profession and scholars m the Umted States school for further i_nformatwn . booking agent for the tour. Gordon Crowe, who will serve as and the Baruch College. 1 ·· Each entry on degree and cert1-The Off-Broadway Contemporary the Executive Producer for the Very truly yours, has set a new rec_ord every ye�r- ficate programs in TEFL con-Theatre Company, Inc. has been Company, is a leading industrial Vincent R. Dipentima The need for English-language m- tains the names of the degrees and formed to meet the ever growing, show producer and has served as struction and orientatfon for for- certificates offered, admission re-almost insatiable demand for en- co-producer of "Oh, Calcutta," eign. nationals has • increased pro- quirements, information about the tertainment in th, college market. "Scuba Duba' 'and "Lovers & 0th- Dear Jay: 
pQrtionably. So has the need for length and content of each course The Company recently undertook a er Strangers." As you know my admiration for IT d t t h of study and about foes, financial survey and found that there are Michael Alpeit is one of the 
the Reporter is profound and most people who
 are qua I ie O eac 
























b d f h $10 000 Th I d. ll b k" · r t tily point out a rather grievo1Js have "'oi·ked to meet th�se needs school for fu1·the1· 1'nfo1·ma"t1"on. u g,t o more t an , · e ea mg co ege 00 mg specia is error carried on the front page of " Off-Broadway· Theatre Company in New York. your December 17th issue. There, by developing and expanding their The Institute of International 
will provide this market with high- The Board of Directors of the under the splendid photo of our English-language and orientation Education," founded in 1919, is a ly publicized, pre-sold attractions. off Broadway Contemporary Thea- much admired Professor Edward programs and their programs to private, non-profit . organization It is the first company ·ever formed tre Company, Inc. consists of Jack Rothman, you indicated that I had train teachers of English as a for- which develops and administei,s to supply the university market Berekman, President of Rustcraft resigned as Secretary of the Ba- eign Janguag,, The results of their programs of educational exchange " 
with a.continuing flow of this type Broadcasting; Evan William Man- ruch School Faculty. In the sense efforts - almost 500 programs for foundations, private organiza-of programming. Witq_ the rapidly de!, Vice-President of Revl.on; Rob- .that I have been barely elected, it - are described in the Institute of tions, governments, colleges, uni­changing conditions in universities, ei,t Yamin, motion picture producer 
would be most disconcerting foi· International Education's revised versities, and corporations in the not only do stud,nt tastes change and Michael ·Stein, President of me to step from office so quickly. directory, English Language and United States and abroad. Approx­quickly but so do student audiences. the Bali Company. 
In truth the details are t ese : Orientation Programs in the United imately 8,300 students, teachers, States. t,chnicians, and specialists from 
Dr. Weaver!s Portrait­
Unveiled · in Washington 
December 12, 1969 found President Weaver witnessing 
the formal unveiling of his portrait as first Secretary of the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Following 
a cabinet tradition_ HUD commissioned artist William Draper 
to do the painting which will hang 
1
. Secretary George Romn�y pre­
"in th anteroom of the Secretary's sid,d at the c�remony, which was e 
. attended by friends and former top uffice in the HUD building in aides of Dr. Weaver and other 
Washington, D.S. high government officers. 
·"Who's Who" . . .
(Continued from Page 5) 
ministration of the City College, 
became an independent unit of the 
'City University in July, 1968. The 
'College offers undergraduate and 
graduate programs leading to de­
grees in business and public ad­
ministration. It has initiated a gen­
eral liberal arts· program leading 
to the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor 
,:,f Science, and Master of Science 
degrees. Presently headqua1tered 
in a Hi-story building at 23rd St. 
Marketing ... 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Washington National Insurance 
Company and Xerox Corporation. 
Registration and resume forms 
maybe obtained by writing the 
New York.Chapter American Mar­
keting Association, at 527 Madison 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. 
The Chapter processes resumes in 
quantity and sends them in ad­
vance of th"e conference to par­
ticipating companies. 
1. As of now Bar�ch College has The new edition contains infor- about 110 countries study· or train 
three deliberative bodies: mation on 301 academic-year offer- through these programs each year. 
(a) School of Business and ings of English:languag(j,_. courses, Through its counseling and infor­
Public Administration a two-thirds increase over th, mation services and its publica­
previous (1964) edition, and 125 tions the Inst.itute assists thou-.(b) School of Liberal Arts summer offerings, a 40 per cent sand� of individuals and many or­
increase Information on degree gan-izations with matters of inter-( c) The General Faculty 
and certificate programs in teach- nation.al education here and abroad. 
Professor Rothman is Seci'etary of ing English as a foreign- language Single copies ,of English Lan­the first, Ptofessor Abraham �lein (TEFL) at 44 institutions is also guage and Orie1itation Programs 
holds a similar post in the second, included. · in the United States cost $1.00 and 
and I am the factotum in the For Engli'sh-l;nguage courses may be obtained by writing to the third. 
· 
and orientation pi·ograms, each Institute of International Educa-Would you be inclined to set listing contains information -about tion, 809· United Nations Plaza, matters aright with your readers? -the length, content, and intensive- New York, N.Y. 10017. There a1·e 
'Cordially yours, ness of the course and about re- discount prices for bulk o1·d ,·s. 
Walter E. Na\lin 
Chairman 
Department of· Music 
A tuition tax credit proposal to 
ease the college tuition burden for 
parents, students and ot_hers - has 
been approved 53-32 by the United 
States Senate as an amendment to 
the pending Tax Reform Bill. Un­
der this amendment , tax payers 
would be able to subtract from 
New· Films . . .
(Continued from Page 4) 
the New York Shakespeare Fes­
tival, and Anna Aries, whose film 
credits include "Boys in the Band" 
and "The Kremlin Letter." 
Paul M� Heller is the _producer 
of "Stop!" He previously produced 
"David and Lisa," "The'Eavesdrop­
per" and "Secret Ceremony." 
for Warne,· Bros., to be releasec\ in 
early 1970. Dirk Bogarde and In­
grid Thulin star in the screenplay 
Visconti wrote- with Nicola Bacla­
lucco and Enrio Medioli. 
Bogarde portrays "a modern 
Macbeth" who ruthlessly gains con­
trol, of a steel empire during 
Hitler's ascendancy. Miss · Thulin 
depicts Bogarde's equally rnthless 
and conniving lover. 
their Federal income tax payments Underground Novel 
at least part of the money spent "Woodstock," Warner Film of To Be Warne� 'Film 
on college tuition and fees. Festival, Now Being Edited HOLLYWOOD-"Stranger in a 
'!!'.'In addition, large numbfi.·s, of For Early 1970 Strange Land," science-fiction writ-scholarship funds can be ·tl'eated · More than a quarter-million feet- er Robe1·t A. Heinlein's paperback since any person paying tuition for of color film of the Woodstock novel which has been a campus 
a student can obtain a tax credit. Music and Art Fair are being edit- favorite and a , popula1· topic of ' The Tax Reform Bill with its ed on an around-the-clo.ck basis underground .discussion, has been 
tuition' tax credit amendment (a under the supervision of young purchased by Warner Bros. copy of which is enclosed) has now film-makers Michael Wadleigh and The story, set in the future, de­been committed to a joint House- Bob Maurice .. Warner Bros. will scribes the return to Ea1th of a Senate Conference Committee release their eagerly �waited film, son of Earth parents who grew to where this amendment will face its "Woodstock," eady next year. manhood 2mong the Martians, and last major congressional hurdle. Ohio-born director Wadleigh has his surprising sexual, religious aod The purpose of this letter is to seek been an active film-maker for political views. your endorsement of this proposal 
three years, making his profes-by editorially urging your fellow sional directorial bow with "The students and their parents to con- Vanishing American Newspaper,"
tact President Nixon, their con- followed bv 11 other full-length 
gressmen and sena"tor for th(l pur- documentai;ies for N.E.T.-TV. He pose of. seeking their support. It is since h:l:s staged three filmed Men· suggested that you send a copy of Griffin television music specials. such editorial fo your own Con-
gressman and Senators. In addi- Producer Bob Maurice, who has 
tion, if you will send me a copy, it a B.A. in history from C.C.N.Y., 
will be of assistance in other con- met Wadleigh a few years ago, at 
tacts which will be made in this which time the two planned a 
effort. "cinema of the future" in Los An-
Thanking you in advance for geles. When a California plan for 
your cooperation in this matter, a new freeway overran their chosen 
I am, sincerely yours, site, they formed a new partner­
ship for the production and release 
Student Riot Perils 
John Wayne Troupe 
DURANGO, Mexico-A student 
riot here endangered the lives of 
several members of Warner Bros.' 
"Chisum" troupe filming in the 
downtown area. John Wayne, star 
of the film, was not working at the 
time, but his co-stars, Pamela Mc­
Myler and Lynda Day, were 
sheltered by storekeepers during 
the fracas. 
0. C. Carmichael, Jr. of documentary, shoit and full-
Editor's Note: See Article About length feature films. �!��/�;
g
�a��:.:: 'f?;:r�::�ance" Tax Reform Act. 
and Lex.i"ngton Avenue; and a grad-
I 
ew Visconti Film, "The Damned," uate center at 57 Park Avenue 
Spotlights Eve of Nazi Takeover South, Manhattan, the College is 
scheduled to plan and build a new Internationally famed Italian 
campus as part of the Atlantic See Page Six film director Luchino Visconti Terminal urban renewal project, probes the German soul on the eve 
near Downtown Brooklyn. It cur- of Nazi power by focusing on the 
rently has approximately 2,900 full- members of a German industrial 
time day students and 10,000 eve- dynasty in "The Damned," his 
ning students. . L------------------------- powerful new motion picture drama 
• Mick Jagger, winding up a 
tdumphal tour of the United 
States, will be seen here again 
early next year in "Performance," 
the Warner Bros. motion picture in 
which the lead singer of The Roll­
ing Stones makes his· debut as a 
dramatic actor. James Fox stars 
with Mick in "Performance," the 
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY 
AT YOUR NON-PROFIT 
BARUCB. COi.i.EGE BOOKSTORE 
(IN THE STUDENT CENTER BUILDING) 
BE SURE •.• 
• ·:··of the Correct Editions as Ordered by Your Professors
• Of the· Lowest Possible Prices in Accordance With
Our Non-Profit Policy
• Of Our FULL �ETURN -�olicy on Textbooks ·
Now you can buy early - even before you go to class ••. with 
assur�nce that you can obt�in a FULL REFUND;1on textbooks. 
A'ytime until February 20 -: on the first few days· of class some 
delay may be requir,d due to Ioele of space. 
YOU. MUSJ'I HAVE YOUR SA't.ES RECEIPT AND BURSAR'S CARD. 
ABSOLUTE[Y NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES AFTE!l FEBRUARY 20 
And We ca·rry Just About �Everything 
• ACCOUNTING PADS • DIVIDERS • REPORT COVERS
• A TT ACHE CASES ·• FILE FOLDERS' • REVIEW BOOkS
• BINDERS • GYM SUPPLIES • SPORTSWEAR
• BOOKENDS • HAND ADDING MACHINES • SPRING BINDERS·
• BRIEFCASES • INDEX CARDS • STATIONERY
• CARRY ALL. BAGS




• lEGAL PADS 
I· 
• STENO PADS 
• SWEAT SHIRTS
• THESIS PAPER
• DESK LAMPS • LIT NOTES • TYPING PAPER
• DESK SHARPENERS • OUTLINES • ZIPPER PORTFOLIOS





. IMP-·RINTS - � - - -
1•.
l 
T SHIRTS GYM SHORTS SWEAT SHIRTS-
1, 
,, 
. NOTE BOOKS POPLIN JACKETS 
IMPRINTED LINED JACKETS 
I 




MONDAY, FEB. 2 ____ 9:00 A.M. • 10:45 P.M. 
TUESDAY, FEB. 3 ____ 9:00 A.M. - 10:45 P.M. 
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4 9:00 A.M. - . 9:00 P.M. 
THURSDAY, FEB. 5 9:00 A.M. -. 9:00 P.M. 
$9.9 5 and up 
•[' 
_J. 
137 EAST 22 STREET 
..... 
FRIDAY, FEB. 6 9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 
NOW 4 CASH REGISTERS TO SERVE YOU 
. ;:•�· 
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WELCOME .. BACK 
The following examination is brought to you as a s·pecial get-back-in-the­
groove pubHc service by 
BARUCH ·C.OLLEGE YO.UNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDO.M 
PART I 
Multiple Choice: 
1. I think the Selective Service System is:
a) A good idea.
b) Great! Everyone should be drafted including mothers and dogs. 
c) Completely unconstitutional. The draft is just another name for 
slavery. 
d) O.K. for everyone but myself. 
2. I think- the government has the right to legislate: 
a) Everything, including how many times I should brush my teeth 
daily. 
b) How I should spend my money, because as any Fullbright scholar 
knows, I'm �ot smart enough. 
c) On]y matters pertaining to National defense and the security of 
our country. 
d) Nothing, government is not needed at all. 
3. I believe that the Black people should: 
a) Be all sent back to Africa. 
b) Be given all public monies available because they were slave� over 
100 years ago, and I'm supposed to feel guilty about it. 
c) Integrate (not assimilate) completely into our society and em-.. phasize Black capitalism. rn 
d) Be made slaves again because "good help is so hard to find 
nowadays." 
4. I believe that abortion should be: 
a) Completely outlawed. Don't ask me why, I stopped thinking for 
. myself when I was Baptized. 
b) Made legal under certain conditions. This way_ only those that 
could afford to bribe officials would be able to obtain it. 
c) Made legal without any conditions. What gives the government 
the right to legislate a woman's body. 
d) Completely outlawed. If God intended for women to have abor­
tions, he would have put a plug in their navels. 
5. Baruch College Young Americans for Freedom is a:
a) .Fascist, ultra-right wing, pig-infested organization of com­
munists. 
b) Communist, ultra-left wing, neo-nazi organization of fascists. 
c) Moderate conservative libertarian organization working for the 
good of the school and the community at large. 
d) Waste of time, because all school clubs and activities ai:e for the 
birdi I I f(f 
PART II 
True or False: 
6. The government should not be allowed to limit an individual's per­
sonal freedom. 




8. The Black people are too lazy to succeed on their own without wel-
. fare or other government subsidies. 
9. Only a fetus has the right to have itself aborted. 
IO. Baruch College YAF is a hard-working, libertarian conservative or­
ganization. 
RATE YOURSELF 
All the multiple choice answers are (c) and the true and false answers are: T - F - F - F - T. If you 'scored ,.90% or above, and meet the qualifica­
tions listed below you will be eligible to join Barn.eh YAF. If you scored less than that, we're terribly sorry - come back in 1984. 
(i)UALIFICATIONS FOR. BARUCH COLLEGE YAF 
1. You must have scored at least 90% on the above test. 
2 . .You must be a member of the human race. Didn't you know that all 
conservatives are racists. This is the only one we recognize (at 
present). 
3. You must take an active part in Baruch Y AF activities (if you are 
apathetic, do yourself and us a favor - join. Student Council,. they 
need dead bodies for quorem calls). 
THE BARUCH COLLEGE Y AF PROGRAM 
• EN.D THE SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM 
• HELP LEGALIZE ABORTION
•ENCOURAGE AND DEVELOP BLACK CAPITALISM
Plus Exciting Forum Discussions on: 
• MARIJUANA - SHOULD IT BE LEGAL? 
• VIETNAM - WHAT ARE WE DOING THERE? 
• THE CENSUS - IS IT CONSTITUTIONAL? 
INTERESTED? Fill out the application below and drop it off at the Student Center 
BERNARD BARUCH COLLEGE 
YOUNG AMEIIICAHS FOIi FREEDOM 
137 East 22th Street 
STUDENT CENTER 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
' NAML _____ _ 
ADDRESS .... 
TELEPHONE ........... . ------.. ·----- ... 
AGE ...... .............................. OCCUPATION .. 
TIME AVAILABLE FOR MEETING ... 









"ACTIVISM IN THIS BARUCH ORGANIZATION, 
HELPS TO FORMULATE TOMORROWS LEGISLATION" 
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Campuses Across the . Country 
Williamstown, Mass. (I.P.) - The Williams College Center for 
Environmental Studies has been awarded a grant of $200,000 by the 
Rockefeller Foundation to sustain and expand programs of the center 
for the next three to five years. 
The Center for Environmental Studies was established by Wil­
liams College in Octobe1·, 1967, as an interdisciplinary research and 
educational facility. 
Professor Andrew J. W. Scheffey, ce�er director, said the grant 
will be used to support three major activities - undergraduate educa­
tion, reseai:ch, and the Berkshire Panel for the Public Environment. 
the seminar members, who may number anywhere from 6 to 30. The 
s,minar's focus may change several times during the semester. Inde­
pendent work is given heavy emphasis. 
Dr. Williams is enthusiastic about the Johnston College curriculum. 
''The cur1;culum is practically alive. It changes with the growth and 
development of the members of the community;•• he said. 
He observed that because the curriculum is subject to sudden 
change, it could become like a Free University if carried too far. "The 
contract plan makes the difference," the vice · c;hancellor declared. 
Page Fifteen 
Hunter ... 
(Continued from Page 9) 
At Webster College� her 
initiative and ability to find 
financial support placed the 
900-student liberal arts col­
lege in the front rank of cur­
riculum research and innova­
tion, and of involvement in 
urban problems. Major grants 
supported the� Webster Insti­
tute of Mathematics, Science, 
and. the Arts and the "Mad-
Plans are in progress for a new undergraduate program in environ­
mental studies which will enable students to take a balanced selection 
of courses in various departments while majoring in an established 
discipline. The center will co-ordinate the program and offer a sequence 
of core courses. 
Crawfordsville, Ind. (I.P.) - Dr. Lowell Hildebrand, director of ison Project," an experimen­
institutional research at Wabash College, recently released his major ta! pr,ogram in the production 
research project of the 1968-69 academic year, "A Survey of Class- and trial of mathematics 
ro-om Testing Pi·actices at Wabash." materials for elementary 
Research activities of the cen�r will deal pl'imarily with the 
metropolitan hinterland - regions ?)ear Ol' between metropolitan cen­
ters where environmental stress occurs because of. urban expansion. An 
example is Berkshit·e County in Massachusetts, where Williams is 
located. 
Findings: schools. 
Tenured faculty taught most of the courses surveyed. Slightly 
less than half of the course instrnctors spent le�s than 10 per cent Through her .years at Web­
of their time orr matters of testing during the semester under study ster, Mrs. Wexler was widely 
and,approximately one-fourth of the respondents stated that they dis- sought as a conference and 
cussed testing· matters with others members of their department. committee member. 
Jn over 90 per cent of the cours,s the instructor assumed complete 
On the national l�vel she Redlands, Calif. (J.P.) - Students at Johnston College, the new responsibility for the students' final grades. In lecture-lab and lecture-
experimenting college at the University of Redlands, will negotiate quiz courses the principal lecturer assumed responsibility for evalua- has been a member of the 
their own "graduation contracts" rnthe1· than meet standardized re- tion though evaluation by assistants in these courses rnutingly con- President's Advisory Panel 
quil·ements. tributed to determination of final grades. on Research and Developm�nt Individual "contracts" drawn up between students and faculty A mid-semester or several full-period examinations were given in Education, the President's will se1·ve as the measure of each student's academic progress, accord- in over 80 per cent of all courses. When a mid-semester test was 
ing to Di·. Edward Willaims, vice ,chancellor. · given it accounted for less than 40 per cent of th, course grade in Task Force on Urban Educa-
The mechanics of the contract plan have· been worked_ out by a 79.4 per cent of the courses. The mid-semester test accounted fo1' more t'ional Opportunities, U1e 
faculty committee headed by Di·. William McDonald, professor of than 407,- of the final grade in on,-fifth of the courses. - , 'American Council on Educa­
English literature. In a report to the Board of Overseers, Dr. Mc: Final examinations were administered in 81 '/r of all courses sur- tion's Commission ·on Inter­Donald asserts: "The principal concem of the faculty in formulating veyed. In approximately one-half of the courses, the final .examina-. national Education, and a niteria for graduation from Johnston College is to preserve the flex- tion a,ccounted for 40 per cent or more of the final grade. In only one 
ihility and relevance which characterize om· curriculum." course did the final count for 100'1/r 9f the final grade. member of the Board of Di-
The "contract" concept takes full advantage of Johnston College 's Course instructors generally write their own tests. Tests which rectors of the Advanced Com-educational philosophy which encourages students to establish thei1· were totally or primarily subjective accounted for approximat,ly three- puter Techniques Corporation. 
own educatjonal objectives. It is similar to procedures followed in fourths of all tests given while objective tests were given in about She has a1so served as chair-graduate schools at some uni\'ersities, Dr. Williams said. · one-fifth of all courses: 
Johnston College opened in September with a first-yeai· enroll- -For major examinations the material to' be covered, length of test, man of the Board· of the 
ment of 180 students and 18 faculty members. The first cluster col- type of test items, �nd the weight of the test on students' final grades Central Midwestern Regional 
lege within the Uni\'ersity of Redlands, Johnston College will gl'Ow were explained to students in !]early all courses. Seventy per cent of Educational Laboratory and, 
to an ultimate 600 students. course instructors expected students to make use of some referenc� in .St. Louis, as a member of Dr. Williams explained that the contract plan .is being extended sou,rce for samIJ,le items in preparing to t::ike classroom tests. - the Board of Directors o:ti the into classroom pl'Ojec-ts to pnscribe studeiit workloads for each class. Most course instructors were well satisfied with the environment 
Students and faculty contract with ea('h other in their seminars and in which tests wei·e administered. Better lighting was mentioned most Arts and Education Council 
tutodals to complete a certain amount of work, to attend class reg- frequently among the few who felt conditions were unsatisfactory. Members of the board com­































· to Mr. Burkhardt, Mr. George ' 
covet· a full program leading to a bachelor of a,·ts degree. No Jll'e- Three fou,·ths of all cou1·se instr
ucto,·s said they believed thei1· D. Brown, Mr. Porter R. 
c\,termine<I set of graduation rE>quirements \\'ill be forced onto any students had not cheated on examinations. When cheating was reported Changler, Mr. Jack I. Poses, 
:student, T:r. Williams emphasize,\. it was most frequent in classes of 21 to 50 in Division II and taught and the Rev. Robert Ross 
Each student will be directly 1·esponsihle for negotiating liis by assistant professors. _ Johnson. The advisory panel graduation requi1·ements. It is entire!,- possible that no two students It was also 'in this same bracket of class size that course ins
truc-
will have exactly th i same requirements . .-\.s a freshman, the student tors repoi;ted · most frequently not knowing if, cheating occuned. Ap- consisted of the Hunter Col­
selects an advisor who then becomes the chairman of the students' proximately twice, as many instances of cheating were reported on lege faculty representatives, 
graduation redew committee. In his sophomore year, the stU<lent mid-semester/full period t2sts as on final examinations. Professors' Blanch Blank, Pe­
chooses· t\\'o additional faculty members from diffel'ing academic disci- ' On, about one-third of the tests reported-on· letter grades were ter ·caws, and Natl'ian Reich; 
plines to servr on th<" committee. . not assigned. Of those who used lette1· grades, most course instructors -the Hunter College student The student will present a written pl'Oposal to the co_mmittee base,d examination grades on a pre-detern1ined standard and most of 
<lescribing in as n1uch detail as- possiblE> his educational objectives and the remainde1· used a distribution.of test scores as a basis for det�rm- representatives, Miss Marilyn 
his plans for meeting those - objectiYes. The committee must operate ining grades. . , Marcosson' and Miss Gail 
within the guidelines of an ll-point checklist for graduation contracts. About one-third of the instructors who used subjective tests made Pressbereg; and Mrs. Fred-
,,- Graduation crite1·ia express concern that students should consider prnvisions to preserve student anonymity, irrespective of the size of erick Winsch, ifresident oCthe the need fo1· a foreign language, undergo a physical edt'cation program their classes. 7 · 
including mastery of at ieast_ two sports, de',elop an awareness of In general students were informed adequately about their specific Hunter College Alumni As-
contemporary problem, master sernral learning methodologies and'ex- fest.·results though not always as promptly as might be desirable. In sociation. 
perience a large measure of ind�pendencE> in their studies. 89 instances reports of test results were made in from one to two lV[rs. VVexler was born Jean 
Other crit,ria relate to meeting state rPquirement� for special weeks after the tests were given. ' 'Marie Grennan on August 2, courses, satisfying the student's 1Ji'ofessional objectives or plans for With the exception o{ finals virtually all course instructors re- . 
post-graduate education, and prn\'iding for integration of a wide tumed test papers to the students and most allowed students to 15:eep 19Z6, on a 250-acre farm m, 
breadth of kno\\'ledge. . the papers. Posting of test results occmred· mostly on finals. In 12 Sterling, Illinois. After grad-
The graduation contract must al�o delineate a "concentration" of courses, examination results were not reported to students. uation from college she joined 
study. Each student should decide on a major emphasis for his work. In approximate\y one-half of a]] courses reported on, methods of the Sisters of Loreto, as Sis­
When the student is convinced that he has fulfilled the terms of his performance other than tests wen considered in student evaluation, ter Jacqueline. She was grant­contract, he may ask his committee to certify that h<: h�s done so.. the most prevalent being chssroom discussion, recitation or perform-
The certification may take whateve1· means the committee thinks ap- ance of several kinds, reading assignments, and written reports or ed a .dispensation from her 
propriate. It may involve written 01· oral examinations or the preserita- papers, in that order, with laboratory prnblems and problem sets VOWS in 1967 at the time that 
tion of a proj,ct. nex·t most frequently used. ¥.'ebster College, controlled by · 
Dr. McDonald cites several advantages to the graduation contracts. Conclusions and lmpli°cations: the Sisters of Loretto, was He believes they allow maximum flexibility in education for both fresh- The evaluation of student achievement was found to be based given canonical permission to m,n and transfer students. overwhelmingly on their performance on class tests, and especially 
Other advantages are: ( 1) the contrncts respond to student ·de- on infrequent, Jong tests such as mid-semester and final examinations. tranfer · the college to lay 
mands for relevant education because they make student initiative Many of the faculty expressed interest in teaching students but this board of trustees. 
and responsibility central to formulating obj1ctive, (;2) the lock-step interest. was coupled with some disinterest' or dislike for evaluation 
�pprnach to graduation requirements is avoided, (3) · guidance is of- of lheir performance. 
fored by faculty members from diverse disciplines, and ( 4) traditional Relatively little -time was spent on testing or in discussion of 
(!eadlines for graduation ai;e removed. A program may take ,two 01 · testing problems among faculty members. Slight variation was found 
three 01· five years depending upon the abilities of the student. in the administration of tests from class to class although the com-
One disadvantage associated with the program involves the amount bination of types of items used in tests varied consideraQly. 
Hunter's new president was_ 
married to Paul J. Wexler in 
June of 1969. The couple lives 
in Tenafly, New J.ersey. 

































fufld · · • 
interested in efficient education - mass lecturing and the like - but and testing were found to be associated with class size. (Continued from Page 20) · 
�ecause they wen committed to an · educational policy· which treated Implied and expressed disinterest in or dislike for evaluating stu- Public Health Association, Dr. Al­
the student as a full member of the academic community. The faculty dents was reported by some of the faculty. Because almost all course vin Poussaint, of the Harvard 
[!:i eager to experiment with the program," Dr. McDonald s_aid. instructors are responsible for evaluating their students in some man- Medical School Admissions Com-
In its first semester, the Johnston College curriculum included .ner,. these negative attitudes are important. mittee, and Dr. John Holloman, 
�1 special interest seminars, 34 tutorials and 9 Quest for Meaning To the extent that these attitudes result in inadequat, attention former president of th'e National 
�efminars. Subject matter covered a wide range of traditional courses to evaluation, they are unfafr _to the students and if they should re- Medical Association. Workshops 
such as ln..dians of the Southwest and Hi.story of World War II, as well suit in distaste for teaching it would be unfortunat, for both students were held on problems of. admis­
as several off-beat courses such as Witchcraft, Psychodrama, and ESP and faculty. . . sions, finances, envir'>nmental and 
�nd Spiritualism. The great majority of the faculty informed students about the political aspects of a medical edu­
•·
· 
Seminars on cont�mporary issues including the Arab-Israeli con- nature and importance of forthcoming tests, retumed test results· cation, black students in the grad­
gict and cultural implications of over-population are also offJred. reasonably promptly and discussed t,sts in class. These practices serve uate science schools, black dentis,ts ' The Quest for Meaning seminars are the "most personal" of the to enhance the examination process. and pharmacists, and black women 
ilducational experiences for Johnston College students, according to Information about the nature and importance of forthcoming in medicine _and science. Featured 
Rr. Williams. The QFM seminar is "the axis around which the cur- .examinations can help to rel;ieve excessive anxiety as well as help stu- on the closing day was a tour of 
ciculum _revolves," he said. Content is determined by the. interests of (Continued on Page 21) Harlem Hospital. 
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Human R·eloUons Workshop 
Is Eff eclive With Strangers 
By FARREL NESSON 
There were so.me who casually knew others; even tw9 For the third year; The New School in association w_ith 
or three married couples among us, but for the most part, Choreographers Theatre will offer a wide range of modern 
we started out as strangers. By the time the Human Rela­dance courses. These "Workshops in Master Classes," are tions Workshop had finished,· we had all undergone one of conducted. by outstanding choreographers, teachers and _lee- the greatest emotional experiences . of our lives. I cann'0t turers �ith the o�portunity f�r students to participate in a imagine anyone who a�tend�d the. cross-section of appioaches and a 
workshop not being deepl_y mvolv- to open ourselves up. We we1·e variety of viewpojnts in each course indjvidual creativity through per- ed and effected by that weekend. trying to communicate, but the offering. sonal disc_overy of movement. . The key elements were sensi- going was rough. By the time we Laura · Foreman is Dh-ectoi:· of "Experimental Dance Workshop tivity trust and communication. broke for lunch, we were not .much The New School's Dance Depart- for You�g Adult_s" _meets for fif- Thro�gh communication we learn- better. ment in association with Choreo- teen s�ss1ons begmnmg Februar)'. 4 ed to trust. When we trusted, ·we -In the afternoon, more T-gro�p graphers Theatre. from I :30 to 9 p.m. Teachers m- could communicate even deeper. meetings, more progress, but. s_t1ll Courses include Modern Dance elude Florence Peters, Stuart Hodes Like an �xpanding spiral. with too many long agomzmg 
Sampler, a workshop in modern and Charlotte Honda. Our sensitivity was intensified silences. .dance technique; Experimental "Experimental Dance Worksh?P through various exercises in the That night_ we met -again. The 
Dance ·workshop in .two sections, for Young Adults" meets for_ f1f- main hall. Lying down, we were silence was sheer tort:ire. So�e­one for adults ·and the other for tee� T_hursday afternoon sessions, told to concentrate on different thing would hsive to give. It did. teen-agers, which explores ifinova- begmnmg Februa_ry 5 from 4 to parts of the body and different" Our inability to communicate to?k tive improvisational and composi- 5:30 p.m., and. 1s conducted by functions. We concentrated on our its greatest toll on the same girl
tional methods; and Dance Pano- Laura Foreman. . . hands and arms, feet and legs, our who the night before had be_en so 
rama a seminar and survey course Dance
_ 
Panorama 1s a se1!11:1ar stomach and diests, ou1:: breathing angry. She got out of her cha!r in dance history methods, and ma- cours� m moder� d?nce or�gms, and heartbeats. Standing with our and almost left the room. She did 
terials of teaching dance which is theories, and applications ?e�1gned eyes closed, we held another per- not leave; she just stood a few feet being offered for the first time. A for dancers, teachers, and mtere?t- son's hands. At first we were gen- from the .door. It was now that we -complimentary Performance Work- ed layme_n, an? . for students m- tle with. our partners, then we were would all lear1; of the meaning ?nd
·shop concerned with the direct and teres�ed m gammg a broad an_d told to get angry, to yell, scream power of non-verbal commumc_a­immediate involvement of· the ,per- functional_ background �s a basis and curse. Many of us laughed as tion. The leader suggested the girl former in experimental approaches for learnm!,?' and teachmg move- we cursed, being unable to \get lie down in �he corner of the room. to the creative process is also avail- ment matenals. . legitimately angry, but for at least When she did, a few of the group able. "Dance Panorama" \�Ill meet_ for 
one, the exercise elicited some very g€ntly touched her arms, le-s, All courses may· be taken for twe)ve. Thursday evenmg sessions J:eal and frightening reactions from caressed her head, and, through the academic credit and non-credit and ?egmmng February 5. Teachers 
within. · . power of the human touch,. showed -are open both to participants and mclude Jack Anderson, Jeanette -S. Communication was verbal and her that we cared. She· broke into -observers. Roosev�lt a:1d B_ohnie �ird. S�1:1- non-verbal. In the main hall · we, te,a1�9, tears we all felt. When she Modern Dance Sampler provides dents 1_n this course will receive ·practiced the art of non-verbal com- stoppe_d, another girl rushed up to a unique opportunity for students a specially pre11ared syllabus of munication. We were told to mill her, crying, pleading for forgive­
to participate in a cross-section of baekgi·ound source materials as around the hall and communicate ness for not having fel.t anything approaches to modern dance tech- \�ell _as .havjng ,the opportunity of in many ways, but mainly through for her before. They embraced. We nique. The initial session with each v1ewmg · open dance rehearsals the human touch. First, we greeted were jelling. The intensity of the instructor also includes introduc- of Choreo-Concerts Experimental a person we didn't know by shak- emotional scene was devastating; tory background material on -�he Workshop held at St. Peter's ing hands, then we moved on to it destroyed our defenses. Weform to be covered. Ch�rch on Wes� 20th Street. . another person. After a couple of were suddenly tog(;!ther, sharing a Teachers include Manuel Alum, Th� Perfor.'?mg Workshop �viii minutes of this, we were told to warmth as intense as the sun. Beverly Brown, Moss Cohen, Alice expe:·1ment with the _explorati_on, greet by shaking elbows. After a Everyone was on the_ floor-almost.Condodina, Karen Kristin and Mar- shap�ng,_ and structurmg of 1m- couple of minutes of this, we It i·emained for one person, still got Parsons. · proVIsat10nal movement sources greeted by touching hips. Then we sitting on his chair, to jo_in the rest. "Modern Dance Sampler" will mto dance works. Students from were told to communicate in any J had tried to commumcate to the meet for twelve Monday evening the Workshop may be invited to manner we wished. Many of us group that tense Friday night, but sessions and twelve Wednesday participate as performers in relat- embraced one another. We em- it seemed that no matter how I 
evening sessions. Section 1 (for ed Choreo-Concert Experimental braced people of the same and op- tried, I couldn't do it right. So 1 
new and beginning students) meets Workshop programs. posite sex. There was laughter in had resolved not to say anything to 
from 6 to 7:30 p.m.; Section 11 The "Performing Workshop" will the room as an occasional remark anyone in the group if I_ could. help 
(for intermediate and advanced meet for ten to twenty sessions was made. It felt weird for we were it. I was not going to be hurt 
students) meets from 7 :30 to 9 p.m. beginning Saturday, February 28 violating· basic· principles society again. Classes begin Monday, February from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and Tues- had taught us: You don't embrace When I saw the emotional sc_e�e 
2nd. Section III (for. new and be: day, March 3 from 7 to 10 p.m. a total stranger, especially jf you with the two_ girls, I wanted to Jorn 
ginning students) me_ets from 6 to The Workshop will be conducted by are of the same sex. Little did we _in and become part of the together-
7:30 beginning Wednesday Feb- Laura · Foreman and Choreo-Con- know at the time how effective and ness. Yet, I felt that while I would 
ruary 4. certs participants. powerful a means of communica- be sitting on the floor with the 
Experimental Dance, Workshop Further information msiy be ob- tion we were learning: the to·uch others, I would not really be a part 
-and Experimental Dance Workshop tained from the Registrar's Office, of one human being upon another. of the group.' •I stayed in my ch:air 
for Young Adults is designed for New 'School for Social Research, We separated into groups of The others would not allo,w this. 
·all students interested in the po- 66 West ,12th Street, OR 5-2700. about a dozen, called T-groups. My They arose, lifted me gently but 
tentialities of modern dance and In person registration is open from group had 11 in it, plus· two lead- firmly from my chair. Resist as I 
concerned with the development of January 12th to February 14. ers. We went to a smaller room would, •T was helpless. They sus­
---------------·----------- together to learn how to commu- pended me horizontally, totally sup­
ON THE RIGHT . · . .
(Continued from Page 3) 
the state's .Assembly Districts reporting, C. B.S. had con­
ceded the Republican primary to John Marchi. At 10:43 the 
N. B.C. election analysis computer also gave the election to 
Marchi, and at 11:04 A.B.C. did, too. Pandemoni1:1m broke 
loose at Marchi headquarters. A telegram arrived at 11:35 
from Charles Goode) conceding defeat and pledging his sup­
port to Marchi - AND THAT WAS NOT A MISTAKE! 
Etc .... Etc .... 
Joke of the month department: Mayor Lindsay kept his 
campaign promise . . . the transit fare did not go up to 
twenty-five cents. 
Apology Department Part I: In proofreading the Another 
Face column in the last issue of the Reporter I inadvertently 
left out a paragraph. Since it did not affect the article ad­
versely, I can only attribute this to that author's qualifica­
tions as a good writer. I hope she doesn't PI CK on me in the 
future. 
Apology Department Part II: To the Department of 
Student Life's Ron Bruse, for prejudging the sensitivity 
training weekend as a waste of student funds. From the 
reports of all those who attended I can only conclude that 
it was a MAJOR success. (See F. Nesson's article on this 
page.) 
This month's ONWARD INTO THE SEVENTIES 
.award goes to the school administration for once again giv­
'ing us a pre-nineteen forty registration procedure. I thought 
this was a business school. Apparently Weaver & Company 
never heard of computer _registration - Well, at least not for 
.us poor, inconsequential, evening school students!!! 
nicate verbally, and to learn the porting me. Now they swayed me 
meaning of trust. What happened back and forth telling me to relax. 
to the other groups I don't know. To resist was futile, so I acceded. 
I can only report on my own. In As I did, I started to feel some­
some ways, it may be typical, in thing I had never known before. 
others not. It was as though each person had 
Within two minutes after we sat given me part of himself, that a 
down, in the smaller room, one part of everyone was now in me. 
girl issued a loud attack. Pointing I found· myself surrourded by a 
to the student across the room, she dozen people, all saying, "I care," 
said, "He turns me off." . She had with words, with human contact. 
been very upset by the anger ex- Each said it in his own way, but 
ercise and he, not realizing how she he said it. I had never known it 
felt had inadvertently aggravated was possible to be surrounded by 
the ' matter. While she continued so much love. 
her assault, he did his best to keep Between the time the first broke 
his cool. When this failed, he down into tears, and the time I 
abandoned his cool and told her was lowered and finally allowed to 
off. The confrontation was finally sit up, a great transition had, oc­
resolved when she approached hlm, curred. No longer were we 13 
took his hands, lifted him gently sh-angers, afraid of each other. We 
from his chair and embraced him. were one, each with a deep trust 
She had applied non-verbal com- in the other. 
munication, and it had worked. When we had met that Saturday 
For these two, the issue had morning, someone had said, "Into 
been resolved, but the tension and the valley of death rode the 13." 
hostility from the exchange had When we met Sunday morning, tne 
made the rest nervous. They were word of the day was Excelsior. 
afraid. They tried to open up, but From the incidents of the night be­
were too defensive. The T-group fore had come trust , a trust which 
was tense t.hat night when we opened the doors for the deepest 
broke off to go to our rooms to get kinds of communication. They made 
some sleep. possible some of the most beautiful 
Saturday morning saw \!S alter- expressions of trust and communi­
nating between the T-groups and cation I had ever known could even 
the main hall, where we did some exist. 
more verbal and non-verbal com- There was the Cool One. He 
munication. Although ·we had felt would not be phased, effected, hurt. 
comfortable in the main hall, in He could go to bed with a girl yet 
the T-group there were too many remain uninvolved. If she got hurt, 
long silences that were deafening. that's the breaks. Just as long as 
Some of us took risks and tried he wasn't hurt. Most of us were 
Monday, February 2,_ 1970 
sitting on the floor. The leader 
was sitting on a chair behind. him. 
She put- her hand on his shoulder 
and told him: "I believ� you are a 
warm person. I believe you are 
very sensitive. I .believe you care 
and want others to care." As she 
continued, hls face around his eyes 
st-arted to turn red. I was sitting a 
couple of feet away from him on 
the floor. I put my hand on his arm 
and said, ''I care." He broke down 
and cried. The Cool One cried tears 
of one whose hard shell had been 
penetrated, an·d the soft insides 
gently touched. It was beautiful. 
We turned to one of the girls in 
the group. A Soul Sister, she had 
been pretty quiet, speaking rarely, 
only to help different members of 
the group. I asked her, "W-hat can 
we give you? What. can I give 
you?" 
"You can't give me· anything.'" 
"But you must want something." 
"Nothing anyone here can give 
me. Besides, why wq,uld you want 
to give me ·anything?" 
"You gave me something. When 
I was sitting on the chair last 
night, alone·, you gently touched my 
leg. You gave · me 'the feeling I 
was not really as alone as I 
thought." 
"So you're just · returning a 
d�bt ?" 
"It's more than that. I like you. 
What you did intensified that.· So, 
I want to do something for you to 
show it. Besides, have you ever 
wanted to give someone something, 
only to be turned down. You won­
der, 'Is there something w1·ong 
with me? Why won't he accept 
my · gift?' That's how I feel now. 
I want to do something for you 
now. I want to give you something. 
What can I give you?" 
She S/lid nothing. Al�ost as I got 
the idea, but before I could act 
upon it, one of the other students 
got up. He walked' over to ,her, took 
her by the hands, lifted her gently 
to her feet, and embraced her. He 
held hel' for a fe.w seconds. When 
they separated, another did the 
same. When he l'eleased her, 1 
embraced her, tendel'ly, firmly, to 
show her I cared. When we sepa­
rated, 1 saw her eyes filled with 
the most beautiful tears I had ever 
seen. We 'had given her something. 
We had gh·en her love. 
By the time our T-group rejoined 
the rest of the workshop, seven or 
eight of us had poured tea1=s, ,tears 
which reflected the \\'armth, love 
and trust· each of us felt for the 
rest. 
It was good up in Cuddeback­
ville, but what would happen when
we got back to New York City? 
Would the lessons of the weekend 
stay with us when we resumed our 
lives in Fun City, or would they 
leave · us as we left the bus t�at 
brought us so begrudgingly back 
to 23 Street and Lexington A venue 
that Sunday night? Perhaps what 
happened to this reporter within 
minutes after leaving that bus, will 
provide a clue. Just as I was board­
ing the train, another student from 
the workshop was putting his token 
into the slot. I held the door open 
for him. When we had met in the 
main hall Friday night before the 
T-groups were formed, the vibra­
tions between us were somewhat 
hostile. No� we talked on that 
train, each saying, "Maybe you're 
not so bad." When we got off at 
Grand Central, we exchanged 
phone numbers, agreeing to get 
together soon. Before we split, we 
embraced, right on the platform, 
like two brothers. Although we 
had been members of different T­
groups, and had been involved in 
different experiences, we had 
learned about trust and communi­
cation, and were able to apply this 
knowledge back home. 
In the weeks that have followed, 
I have met manyl o the friends 1 
made on that weekend. And the 
feelings are still ther�I 
Cuddebackville lives!!! 
NOTE TO THOSE WHO 
WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND A 
WORKSHOP: Another workshop 
is being set up. Date is in the air, 
but Easter tjme seems most likely. 









o you want to be an accountant-Mmmm
ntroduce yourself to us 
N
ext term is too late-DO IT NOW 
AND 
THE 
At last, a chance to'change your stereotyped image
U nlock yourself, turn-on to the Accounting Society 
t·:.·;.-
. D �n't you know your personality is ,the ke� to wealth,
fame, and fortune - man - you are in a service 
Business 
Page Seventeen 
·:r ndividuality is no longer the in-thing -
. GROUPS 1 'ARE GROOVY • f .,(; ,d 
. ' T uesciay night Clate-ish) is Our meeting night 
· 0 ooooh! jhill feel so good 
· .: R �member, it ain't all debits alldcredits
f' )) 
I 






CLIP AND DROP IN ACCOUNTING SOCIETY BOX NO. 416 AT THE STUDENT CENTElt 1 
,_ _________ _ '---"'---------'---�-----J 
T 
�- ... 
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USED BOOKS 
Ne11V Books at Reduced Rates 
Hunting. lo,- Texfhook 
Ba-,gaina? 
Monday, February 2, 1970 
CHOOSE YOUR OWN BOOKS 
FROM A' COMPLETE STOCK OF 
USED AND NEW TEXTBOOKS 
FOR CITY COLLEGE STUDENTS 
FREI BOOK COVERS .••. 
BLOTTERS ••• 
PROGRAM CARDS 
TOP CASH PAID .FOR YOUR TEXTS 
Paying 50% of List for All 'Texts Used This Term 
.. �-i Cornplete Line ot Notebooks -
k,- College Revievv Books - Pens -
Markers - and .many Other items 
New Type Studio Cards for All Occasions plus Baruch College T Shirts .......................................... $2.49 
Baruch College Sweat Shirts .... :...................... 2.89 
STORE HOURS 
Monday - 8:45 AM - I 0: 15 PM 
Tuesday - 9 AM- 10:15 PM 
Wednesday - 9 AM - 9 PM 
Thursday - 9 AM - 9 PM 
Friday - 9 AM - 7 PM 
Saturday - IO AM - 4 PM 
Barnes & Noble, Inc, 
132 EAST 23rd STREET 
(I FLIGHT UP ON THE CORNER OF LEXINGTON AVENUE) 
YOUR MOST COMPLETE - BOOK STORE 
Catering to All Your College Needs 
Completely Air Conditioned For Your Shopping Convenience 
Monday, February 2, 1970 THE REPORTER Page Nineteen 
Fact Sheet Given� 
Draft Lottery System 
whom to call second, and whom not name and, if necessary, first name) tliis. outlook. 
to call at alL whicn will be arranged in a ran- The Department of Defense has, 
Under the authority of the re- <lorn sequJnce to be established by however, prepared certain esti­
cent amenedm,nt to the draft law a supplemental drawing also to be mates based upon the best ayail­
(P.L. 90-, Nov. 26, 1969) Presi- conducted on December 1. able information at this time. These 
dent Nixon has authorized the Di- Draft eligibles in the "first estimabs,. on the attached table,· 
rector of Selective S,rvice to place priority" age group whose numbers show the projected military man­
into effect a simple random selec- have not been reachod at the end" power requirements from the pool 
tion procedure for this purpose, of the year, will be placed in a of men, age 19-25 years, who will 
based upon a random sequence of lower order of call next year and be available for induction during 
the 365 or 366 days of each year. will be vunerable for induction 1970. · This pool is estimated at 
This fact sheet describes the major rev1s10ns in the 
draft selection system placed into effect by President Nixon 
under the authority of Public Law 91 - November 26, 1969. 
-It describes how this system will work and presents infor­
mation on the draft outlook for young men in 1970 under
An initial drawing to be held on only if the First Priority Group for .850,000, including about 500,000 
December 1, 1969 will establish this next year is exhausted. 19-25 year olds who will be im-
random listing of birth dates fo1' The Dr'aft Outlook for 1970 m,diately available at the begin-
individuals who will be in ages 19 Young men who will be vulner- ning of the year, if fully examined 
through 25 years on December 31, abl.e for induction next year will and processed, and an additional this system. 
Major Changes 
This new system accomplishes 
the following major improvements 
in draft selection procedures: 
1. It reduces- the period of prime 
draft vulnerability - and the un­
certainty that accompanies this vul­
nerability - from up to 7 years, 
under the previous system, to only 
1 yea1·. 
2. It establishes this vulnerabil­
ity for a fixed time in each young 
man's life, which will b2 much less 
disruptive to him in terms of his 
personal planning. 
3. It establishes a fair and easi­
ly understandable method of ran­
dom selection ·among such young 
men, if they are found by their 
local boards to be available and 
qualified for service. 
These changes are presented in 
greater detail below. 
1. Limited Vulnerability - Un­
chr the previous draft procedure a 
young man began his time of 
maximum vulnerability to the draft 
at age 19 and, if he did not volun­
teer for service, remained in .that 
status until he was drafted or 
1·eached his 26th bil'thday. Selec­
tion of men in this age group who 
were found "available and quali­
fied" fo1· service by their draft 
oal"Cls was on an oldest-first basis. 
LJndel' recent conditions of rela­
U vely high draft calls th� age of 
nvg/untary induction has been low, 
,1·e1·aging about 20 ½ yea!'s. How­
•ver, when drnft calls wel'e much 
1malle1·, as they were during the 
•a rly 1960's, the ave!'ag � draft age 
·ea ·heel nearly 24 years. This 
1·eal cl a long pe1·iod of unce,·tainty 
·o,· young men und handicalJp�d 
na/i'y of them in attempting to get 
obs or training. This situation 
nade it difficult for individuals to 
,Ian their liv"s intelligently. 
Under the revised system a 
'First Pl"ior-ity Selection Group" is 
.stablished -which will nol'mally 
onstitute the only group ,from 
,•hicl1 men ";ill bJ called involun­
al'ily into service, other than those 
elinquent in theii· obligations i.m-
er the Jaw, or medical, dental, and 
!lied specialists (who are subject 
o special calls after they complete 
heir pl·ofessional training). 
Those l'egistrants who are not 
elected for induction during their 
2smonth period of exposu1·e will 
�en be placed into a lower prior­
:y cat�gory and nol'mally will ·not 
e vulnel'able for induction except 
nde1· the unlikely circumstance 
��t the First Priority Group is 
.:hausted. Thus, under no1·mal con­
jtions a young man will receive 
,:; earlier and mon decisive an­
"'er to his question, "Where do I 
:and with the draft?" and will be 
ble to plan his life accordingly. 
The New Order of Call 
Under the new system, as under 
i, previous procedure, the first 
riorities for induction in any draft 
iard will consist of registrants 
l,9 are delinquent in their respon­
.Jities unde1· the law and young 
�n volunteering for induction. 
The principal of "First Priority 
�!ection Group" for involuntary· 
3:jµction will, however, be limited 
"ter 1970 (the initial transitional 
,ar) to draft eligible men in their 
!th year of age at the beginning 
: the year and· to those men be­
��en the ages of 19 and 26 whose 
·ferments expired during the year 
�n- completion of ·school or for 
her Feasons. 
The new procedure thus estab­
;hes a "youngest first" rather 
�n "old.est first'' priority for in­
::,;tion. This will result in a stable 
,f. predictable draft age period 
i.· each young man - either in 
i! year following his attainment 
· age 19 or in the year after he 
1969. This sequence will apply na- want to know: Once the birthdafe 350,000 who will become available leaves school or otherwise ceases to tionally to the order of induction drawing has taken place, and a during 1970 when their deferments 
be deferred. to be followed by each local dr.aft random sequence has been set, w!-iat expire. 
In 1970, however, beginning with board this coming year. are my chances of being _drafted The Department of Defense has the draft call to be filled in Jan- Thus, if June 21 is th3 first day next year? further estimated that a total of uary 1970, this First Priority drawn then those in the first prior- · The,- actual chances of b,ing 550,000 , or 64% of this group, will 
Group will also ii;iclude all draft ity group, available for induction,- reached ·tor · induction for draft- be required for military ser:vice eligrble men who are in the ages whose birthdays are June 21, will eligible men with a given position either as volunteers or inductees. 
20 through 25 at the beginning of be the first to be ordered for in- on the birthdate list will depend This projection is based on a cur­the year, so that no individual duction involuntarily in January upon many factors, particularly rently planned military end 
eligible for induction under the 1970 following delinquents and upon future military strength re- strength of about 3.2 million on 
previous rules will escape vulner- volunteers .. If Januai·y 12 is the quiremelits as we progress in our J_une 30, 1970, -and a11 assumption ability simply because of the n,xt date drawn, individuals with efforts to Vietnamize the war and that this strength level will be 
change to the ne'f system. that birthday would be second in upon the rate of voluntary enlist- maintained during the period July-
3. Random Selection order of call in their respective ments and re-enelistments. December 1970. 
Since more men are classified as draft board's. Any possible changes in draft Based on past experience it _is 
available for service each year In the event that two or moJ"e deferm,nt policies or procedures, expected that 290,000 of the total 
than are required to fill cunent or men have the same birth date resulting from the current reviews number required from this group 
expected draft calls, a fair and within a local board their sequ,nce within the Administration or from will volunteer for either active or 
understandable procedure is need- ,of induction· will be determined by Congressional- reviews scheduled reserve �2rvice. The remai11ing re-
ed to determine whom to call first, the first letter of their names (last for next year could also affect (Continued on Page 22) 1 
IWANI(, u�c.-w. Ql1trih\lr. 
Our far East policy­
_br1ngs people 
- together:_
The Jade East manifesto. Its aim: to 
bring men arid women all over the world 
closer together. 
Our policy would allow for all sorts 
of skirmishes, territorial gains and conquests. 
And still keep the peace. 
Just put some Jade East on your face 
and n�k. And ar-iywhere else. If you've got 
a girlfrie,nd, take her out as planned. If 
you're seeing a few girls, do whatever it is 
you're doing. 
Now comes the best part. Since all 
girls are different, all reactions will be 
different. Some will be aggressive. Others, 
submissive. But whether our policy- leads to 
final agreement or 'not, one thing's for sure. 
The negotiations alone will be worth 
the price. 
Jade East 
Make love, not war. 
Jade East After Shave and Cologne. 
Hofstra Uni1v,ersi1ty Sponsors, 
'Seminar On N.ew Music' 
THE REPORTER 
· Volkswagen Delivery Room
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS-, N.J. company for "helping prove there's 
Jan. 20 - Thirty-one babies helped always· room for one more in a 
set a new record last year when Volkswagen." 
With more than 20 internationally known composers, they turned their parents' Yolks- Sometimes pa.rents commemorate 
performers and teachei;s of contemporary music par�icipat-
wagens into mobile delivery rooms the unusual birth by including 
by being born in them on the way VW's initials in their babies' 
ing in panel discussions .and workshops, and with the public· to hospital maternity wards. nhmes. Vicki Wyn Owens is such a 
invited to "see and_ hear" the evolution of new works from The previous record high for baby. She was born in her parents' 
babies-born-in-beetles was set in VW last Aug. 1, almost in front manuscript through rehearsal and performance by a_ fully: 1968. Twenty-eight VWs wer� of her father's plumbing shop 
professional orchestra, a 4-day turned into fast-moving baby-car- while the Owens couple was en 
"Seminar on New Music" will be Maestro de Carvalho, and at 2:l5 1fages then as the same number route to a Wheeling, W.Va., hos-- sponsored by the Pro _Arte. Sym-. ·on Tuesday afternoon there will of harried fathers-to-be aimed their pita!. phony of Hofstra University - on be another free public orchestral cars for maternity wards only to Ricky Franklin VW Rayfield is February 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th rehearsal at . the Cathederal con- find that they had started their another who won in VW's "bonds­next. centrating on works of Richard trips anywhere from a few hundred for-babies-born-in-beetles" sweep-
Nine sessions - for 7. of which Arnell and Iannis Xenakis. At both yards to several miles too late. stakes. He was born Nov. 18 in 
admission will be free of charge - these rehearsal sessions slides of Last year's 31 victories in VW's the bask seat of a· VW beetle in 
are planned in the Monday- the ·scores will be projected on a baby sweepstakes not only set an Stockton, Calif., as his father drove 
through-Thursday scheduh for the screen and the composers on hand all-time record for "Mr. Stork," toward a nearby hospital. 
Monday, February 2, 197� 
Faculty No·tes . .  t 
(Continued from Page 9) 
"Legal Difficulties in International 
Sales Transactions," Professor 
Maurice Benewitz (Economics and 
Finance), with a speech entitled 
"Have the Sins of the Father Feen 
Transmitted to Public Employment 
Bargaining ," and Professor Leon­
ard Laiken (Law), a panelist on 
the law section of the CPA exam 
. . . Professor Samuel Levey 
(Health Care Administration) re­
viewed M. N. Zald's "Organizing 
for Community Welfare," in the 
August 1969 Social Science and 
Medicine . . . Professor He):bert 
Arkin Statistics spoke on samp­
ling at the Milk Market Adminis­
trators Conference in Hollywood, 
Florida, last December 9; "Samp­
ling in Internal Auditing " will be 
the topic of his address J.anuary 
28 to the Sacrament, California. 
Chapter of the Institute of Inter­
nal Auditors. 
Seminar, which is being presented will work with the conductor and but brought to more than 150 the Even in the bloom of youth, how.­
in anticipation of a pair of regular Orchestra. number of little ones who arrived ever, the penalties of age be­
subscription concerts on Saturday ,Pn Tuesday evening , at 8 the 
- bafore their parents' VWs did - come apparent - at least where 
and Sunday evenings (February Pro Arte Symphony League will since Volkswagen of America be- V W's "bonds-for-babies-born-in-
7th and 8th), at the Hofstra Uni- pi:esent the third of its regular 5 gan keeping track in 1964. beetles." is concerned. Bonds are 
versity Playhouse in Hempstead pre-concert lectm:es by Gabriel Babies whose storks beat the awarded for babies born in VWs I
""==========="" 
and the Hunter Colle ge Assembly Fon'trier, Music Critic of the Long 
beetles are eligible for $100 in U.S. during or since 1964, regardless 
Hall in Manhattan respectively, in Island P,ress and Professor of Savings Bonds, given jointly by of when proof of the birth reaches 
which- the Pro /Arte Orchestra will Music at Queens College. Tickets 
members of the VW organization. the VW organization, but babies 
present world premieres of works for this lecture, ·priced a.t $1.50, Their pleased parents also receive born before the start of the pro­
REREAD PAGE SIX ! ! 
by Richard Arnell and Iannis Xe- will be availii,ble at the door of the _
co_n..::g:_r::..:at::..:u:.:..:la::..:t..:..:o1�·y_:l:.:e.:..:tt:.:e1:..:·s'...___'.f:_:r_:om:.:..:__ :t.:..:.h::_e �g:.'.1::.·a.:..:.m:.._.:..:.in�l:'.:96�4�a1'...'.:·e�no"...'.t:_e:'.'.l�ig�ib'.:'.'l'.:.e:__. -�============, nakis, the U.S. premiere of a piece Garden City Cathedral. 
by Ernst Krnnek and the New On Wednesday, February 4th, at 
York premiere of an· Arnold 10:00 A.M. the discussion by the 
Schoenberg composition. participating composers, perfor!Jl-
Messrs. Arnell, Krenek and Xe- ers and educators of "Contempor-
nakis will _participate personally ary Music: New Sounds for a New 
in the 4-day Seminar preceding the Decade" will continue at the Gar­
concerts, as will El'eazar de Car- den City Cathedral in another free 
valho, Music Director and conduc- admission session. This will be fo-1-
tor of the Pro Arte Symphony; lowed by a 12:30 lunche�n for 
and Joey de Oliveira, the Brazilian which reservations will be avail­
pianist and, composer and Irene able at $3.50 per person. Guests at 
/ Jordan, the American soprano, who the luncheon will have an oppor­
will be soloists on the Saturday and tunity to chat informally with the 
Sunday night programs. ,Others panel participants. At 2:30 on 
participating in discussion panels Wednesday afternoon a. unique 
and workshop demonstrations will workshop session is planned at the 
include Stephen Albert, Roque Garden City Cathedral, where pia­
Cordeero, Arthur Custer, Mario di no t �achers of the metropolitan 
Bonaventura, Gabriel Fontri3r, Lu- area will have an opportunity to 
kas Foss, Benjamin Lees, .Nicholas work directly with Iannis Xenakis 
Nabokov, Raoul Pleskow, Claudio and Joey de Oliveira on "Interpret- , 
Santoro, Gunther Schuller, Ellie ing the Notations and Intentions, 











Monday, February. 2nd, at 5:30 sal at the Garden City Cathedral, 
P.M. in the Drawing Room of the concentrating on music of Xenakis 
Cente{· for Inter-American Rela- and Schoenberg, with slide projec­
tions at 680 Park Avenue, New tions ·of scores and explanatory re-­
York City (corner of 68th Street). marks by M�ssrs. Xenakis and Car­
With Mr. Siegmeister as moderato1', valho. The final event of the Semi­
there will be a ·panel discussion on nar. on Thursday will be a 2:30 full 
the subject "Contemporaxy Music: dress rehearsal at the Hofstra 
New Sounds for a New Decade." Playhouse..i.!). Hempstead of the Sat-
On Tuesday, February 3rd at urday-Sunday conceit program. 
9:15 A.M. registrants in the Sem- Those wishing to ah:)nd - the . 
inar will be invited to attend a full Pro Arte Seminar sessions are 
orchestral rehearsal of the Pro asked to apply promptly for regis­
Arte Symphony at the Cathedral tration cards by mail or pl)one to: 
of the Incarnation, Cathedral Ave- Pro Arte Symphony Orchestra, 
nue, Garden City, Long )sland, at Axinn House, Hofstra University, 
which works of Charles Ives and Hempstead, Long Island 11550. 
Ernst Krenek will be rehearsed by Phone: (516 ) 560-35:28. 
Fred Hampton Fund 
Assists Block Students 
The National Conference -of Black Students in Medicine 
today announced the establishment of a Fred Hampton Me­
morial Fund to assist Black students aspiring to medical 
careers. They also announced the establishment of a national 
central clearinghouse to effectively channel medical school 
applications of Black students. The,• 
decisions resulted from the group_'s schools. The Memorial Fund is 
first three-day conference, held m named for Fred Hampton in honor 
New York from December 19-21. of his selfless and humanistic com-
Paul B. Simns, president of the mitment to the health needs of 
sponsor Black Science Students 01'- Black people. Brnther Hampton 
ganization at City College of New was involved in establishing a free 
York said, "This conference has clinic and free breakfast program 
provided an important forum for on the South Side of Chicago. Sup­
interchange between undergrad- port for this fund will be solicited 
uates, medical students and faculty, from major ·foundations across the 
and high school students and coun- country." 
selors. It has pointed up the dif- The three-day conference, held 
ficulties and discouragement young at City College, was attended by 
Black people face if they aspire to some 300 representatives of .one­
graduate work in medicine or the third of the country's medical 
sciences. schools. High school students and 
"The �entral clearinghouse for counselors also attended. The con­
medical school applications will be ference was addressed by Dr. Lloyd 
established to assure that every C. Elam, president of Meharry 
Black person applying will receive Medical School, Dr. Paul B. Corne­
an optimum chance for acceptance ly, president of the American 
at one of the. nation's medical (Continued on Page 15) 
Some office jobs · . 
are more interestinCJ 
than others. 
ln'the old day� if a man wanted to be an executive or roll at 1,400+ mph, tr.y for Officer, Training 
·,�and craved adventure too, he could skipper a,'" School after you graauate ·from college. Also, re-
clipper ship. member the nice idea of yourself. an Air Force pilot, 
Today ... the ·clippers are gone... captain of all you comma�d. getting to visit foreign 
but the supersonics are here. And ports like the clipper captain of yore. 
swashbuckling executives still get An flir Force·officer's life i� a great life! 
their chance. Why just be skipper of a desk? 
That's· maybe a mi.Jlion bucks r-----------
--------7 
worth of plane. And when I UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
. 
I 
you fly it the responsibil- I ����lg��\·r f;r�:�ase, Texas 78148 I 
ity's all yours. I · · I 
I NAME AGE I If you'd like to mull 
I PLEASE PRINT I that over every 
I COLLEGE I time you bank I I 




I STATE ZIP I 
I I UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OBLIGATION. l 
UMITED STATES AIR FORCE . I 
______________ J 
,,I 
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Colleges Should Use 
.Black tactics - St.okes
Baruch's first computer-orient-
PER@Y SUTTON I ed registration was launched last WASHING TON - Strategy and tactics used by the 
In s�tting the boundaries of new Manhattan school dis- Monday and a pleased Dean Lester black community should be put to use by evening college 
tricts, the New York City Board of Education has shown Rosner reported at week's end that students, a black educator, Dr. Olivia Pearl Stokes told a 
all Seniors and virtually all juniors 
an insupportable lack of courage which casts a questionable had been run through the maze group of students. 
light on its commitment to the goal of encouraging com- on the first floor of the 24th Dr. Stokes addressed the United States Evening Stu-
munity participation in our schools. Street center with a minimum of dents Association, meeting as part&>-�------------
The Board's decision to retreat - the traditional mob scenes. He of the 1969 Galaxy Conference on ing structures that affect their· from its earlier position and to community wishes. The creation of 
credited joint efforts by the Reg- Adult Education. The Galaxy Con- lives." 
defy the wishes and aspirations of an East Harlem district was a 
istrar's Office, Office of Admipis- ference consfsts of t"'.ent! national "Students must be�ome political the overwhelming majority of Man- genuine response to the d�ire of 
tration, and the Departmerit of �?ult_educat1on organizations meet- in dealing with academic struc­hattan's parents seems to have a large community for its own 
Statistics, with easing the crush mg simultaneously. . . tures and learn how to influence been prompted by political,' not ed- school district. 


























cl�::�. v'ation in the school system, name- by the mandate of the Legislature 
still being installed and not op- ?ents are ". . of a second-class room be torn down in order that ly the three experim_,ental school 
that each district have a minimum 
erational until 60 days ago. image as a . student; of a . power- the world becomes the prime source districts, the Board has thrown the of 20,000 students. I agree fully 
less . group �n the academic com- for learning." . entire Borough of Manhattan into 
B • s II 
muruty· of ll'relevant courses and 
chaos and confusion. with Isaiah Robinson that this ,g ma curricuia for preparation of a job, 
This year, s_tudents from all o�er 


















�:n�:!� responsibility to draw district lines and that its sole purpose is to de- Car Sales or 11:i!W careers; of being victims �n advert1smg, ascountmg, ch_em-.vhich would (1) encourage great- stroy the experimental districts at of evening instructors who teach 1stry a�d geolog?7, da�a proc�ssmg, >.r community participation in the LS. 201, Two Bridges and Ocean to pick-up 'some exb:a.' ,, economics, �ngmeenhg, fmance , peration of our public schools; Hill-Brownsville. Statement by J. Stuart Perkins "If these problems are to be cor- law, marketmg and market re-:2> unite and bring together local Experts from across the .country President rected," she said, "the association sear�h, ma_nagement, personnel, 
:ommunities with similar educ,a- have testified that the experimen- Volkswagen of America, Inc. which you are members of will · publ!� �elatw�s, sa�es a�d 0ther ;ional conditions and goals, and tal districts should be allowed to Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey have to learn tlie 'lesson the Black spec1alt1es. Pnvate mterviews can '.3) encourage a minimum of ad- continue. It is a crime to cut them We expect small, imported ve- Community iii riow t'e a c h i  ,i g be arrang�d ·on the spot. . . ninistrntive and community dis- off just when the promise of qual- hicles to account for more than one America. The Black" Community Louis Petrocelli, Director _of ·uption in the period of transition ity education for all students is million sales during 1970 and be- has made America forcefully aware Commerce and Industry A,ssoc1a­·rom the old districts to the new. about to be realized. lieve that Volkswagen will account of the fact · that the· rights a'nd tion's Managemen� Education Djvi-In creating new districts for Thl'Oughout the Board's delibera- for 600,000 of the total, Among pri,vileges of an individual rest sion,, offers this ,ti_P to un?ergrad-/lanhatta'.n, the. Board has unfor- tions about the experimental dis- that number we expect 560,000 to upon the status obtained by the uates : "A c�nfe�ence_ with '!1en unately violated all three of these tricts and new district lines, one be VWs. The remaining 40,000 will group to which he belong!,."• an1 women work1�g m the f1_eld mportant guidelines. It has creat- member- has consistently main- be, we believe, Porsche sports cars Technological training is sec- can answer qU:est10ns regardmg d a redistricting plan which tained an honest and · unshakabl'e. and Audi sedans which· will go on ondary to the need ·of educat.�on· cour�{!s, that: provide Jhe best p_rep-(1) tears _apa1t smoothly work- concern for community wishes and sale in January through the new for social responsibility, J?,r. St.okes aration �s '\'{ell as d1�feren� views ing adn:iinistrative qnits in for quality education - Isaiah dealer network of our Porsche Audi · said and students "must have a on the kmd ,of \VOrk m which you. 
existing school distl'ic�s; Robinson. Mr. Robinson is the lone Division. gre;ter part in the decision-mak- .are· 'intereste�{ _ · , .. ' . · : 
(2) destroys the working rela, '_dissenter to the Board's unjustified The Volkswagen 'dealer network, , . it , , tionships of parent and com- and il'rational scrambling of Man- which' increased to over 1,100 1 , !' munity groups who over the· hattan's districts. dealerships in 1969, will contin,ue Campuses Across th·e Cou·ntr:Y • • • �- ,· \ •:, · '<'1' · , , . years have learned to work At this point, it",seems 'that•the to expand in or<;ler to make Yolks- , ; , , .. , , , .. . , . ,, 1 together eitectively for. bet- only way that a fair decentral'iza- ,wagen service even more conven- ·(Continued from Page' 15) ·,, _ i 
' ' -�' ·';'.: /' ',' :,, ter schools in their neigh- tion. plan can be,,· achieveq 'is, i'i�nt throughout the country. Now dents organize their review ·of• course content. _!lipid_ return ot :te!\t. borhoods, and through the abolition of the 20,000 employing :40,000 Americans, it results and discussion of tests can aid stutlents m their· -evaluation. ol · 
(3) throws together in single pupil limitafion on districts. I in- represents a total investment of their general performance and can help to confirm or correct their 
districts local communities tend to go to .Albany at the· be- $350,-000,000 to assure VW awners specific responses. _ 











aJu���; ae:O�';!;:���:�e:�s; s"uoc':ir:�rr:;i5:i-;;,:t;�; tiona\ goals and pro ems. leagues about the need for a change . Volkswagen has always empha- as having student names written on the back of answer booklets. 'this plan ignores the pleas of in this arbitrary and destructive sized service and our success has Such efforts cause no undue effort and are commendable in that iousands of parents who turned provision of the decentralization been built on that concept. This they remove a possible sourc_e of bias in the evaluation of essay work. ut at public hearings this month- law. I will do everything in my year our nationwide dealer organ-
arents who are wealthy, midtlle power to see that Manhattan is ization renewed its commitment. ,t9 Those instructors who preferred subjective to objective teSts 
did 
ass and poor; Catholic, Protest- not carved up contrai·y to the ed- providing the most efficient service so 1because they felt that subjective testi; offered superior inStruc-nt and Jew; parents from Green- ucational needs and community, de- possible by introducing a nation- , tion;il _'11/l,lu,e. . . ich Village, Washington Heights, sires of' Manhattan's neighbor- wide system of electronic diag:nosis.,,. With the larger classes seemingly to be associated with more ie East Side, the West Side, Har- hoods. the first in th.e industry. ,We are emph�sis on examinations in the evaluation. of stude_nts, _th� use of 
m Inwood, Chelsea the Lower But my effo1ts alone cannot' be pleased that just as YW led in more objective examinations, and concern wit�- cheatmg, it is to �e 8st Side. The plea of all these 
enough. I call upon clear-thinking developing the small-ca� market in hoped that class size at Wabash :will keep wit�1n the bounds that wi)l uents is the same - keep the 
and educationally-concerned citi- America, it is leading in providing· be permitted by adequate financial means and concern for the ult1-
stricts as they\now exist. zens, Black and white, to come this most mode1:n concept of auto- mate educational outcomes of our program. -The Board's plan not only dis- forward, to join me in the fight for motive service. ,gards community sentiment, but l:ietter education for our children. ------
also insures that ·a long period I call upon the news media of 
confusion and dislocation ,vill our city to explore the possibre in-
1w take place. And this has oc- jury to our school system done by 
1rred at a time when stability and the new and callous plan of the· 
•der are needed to guarantee the Board of Education and to initiate 
,ccess of school reorganizing un- editorial comm,mt to publicize ' the 
!r the new decentralization law. facts and to stimulate public sµp0 
There is one outstanding excep-, port for a more realistic ·plan for 
�n to the Board's refusal to heed Manhattan's school districts. 
�· .-----------�--------, 
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM ';, 
:, 
I, Programs for American students-1970-71 
(Som• Scholarships and Fellowships Available) 
• �N� YEAR PROGRAM-for college sophomores and t
Juniors. 
• GRADUATE STUDIES- toward Master's and h
Doctoral degrees. 
• REGULAR STUDIES-toward BA and B.S. degrees. 
• FRESHMAN/PREPARATORY YEAR-for high sc�ool 
graduates. 
• SUMMER COURSES-given in English. 
- · For applications and information: 
OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS/ AMERICAN.FRIENDS OF THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY 






Students from the City Univer­
sity of New York captured· the 
major share of 1970 State Regents 
Scholarships for medicine, dentis­
try, and osteopathy, it was an­
nounced today by CUNY Chancel­
lor Albert H. Bowker. 
Of the total 124 awards, CUNY 
students received 23, or 18 per cent. 
Second-place New York Univer­
sity received 13 awards, and run­
ners-up Yale University and Cor­
nell University received 9 awards 
each. 
In a congratulatory letter to 
tne winning students, Chancellor 
Bowker said, "It is particularly 
gratifying to me that during this 
difficult period for the university, 
CUNY students nave again been 
awarded the major portion of these 
scholarships. It is students like you 
who will insure that City Univer­
sity maintains its standing as one. 
of the ·leading academic institutions 
in the country." 
Each schola,rship holder receives 
an award of between $350 and 
$1,000 a year while attending an 
approved medical or dental college 
or college of osteopathy for a pe­
riod not to exceed four years of 
professional study. 
1 
Berkel,ey, Calif. (LP.) - The greatest threat to American high�r 
education today is not student riots but rather the dang2r of standardi­
zation according to Dr. E. Lee l,jcLean, Coordinator of Special Projects 
for th� nine-campus system of the University of California . 
Dr McLean said federal funds can have the effect of forcing col­
leges a·nd universities info the same fold. "Federal funds a.re tied to 
certain foi'mulas . in ·most instances and our universities must follow 
these formulas in order to get the money," he said. 
, · However, Dr. McLean reported, these funds have been ''literally a 
.salvation to many institutions" during the _last decade. 
"One of the great strengths of American higher education tradi­
tionally has been its diversity," Dr. McLean continued. "As a nation 
we should never have a system in which every student learns pre­
cisely what every other student learns. This is the hallmark of total-
itarianism." 
The major impact of the student disturbances has been that pub­
lic confidence in American universities has seriously eroded, he said. 
"Paradoxical as it may seem, I am convinced that the' tremendous 
and terrifying problems which now face higher education are the most 
fortunate developments in a quarter-century. They make it manda-. 
tory for us to examine educational philosophy, to adopt new methods 
and adapt old ones, to find new resources in teachers, facilities and 
finances." 
Milwaukee, Wis. - (LP.) - University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
Student Government issued a statement recently urging that mech­
anisms be established to prevent explosive disruptions from occurring 
here. According to the statement, the actions proposed will: 
Insure the safety of the student body 
Insure that classes will not be -disrupted 
Prevent "outside agitation" 
Protect the right of free expression for students and campus 
organizations. 
USG critized the administration here for its "inability to compre­
hend and general disbelief of the potential problems that could arise 
on this campus and in this city." 
The administration here, the USG report stated, is prepared to 
deal with a situation after it occurs. USG's goal is to establish a mea­
sure that WO)-lld prevent "explosive situations" from occurring. 
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quirement of about 250,000 _would, 
therefore, have to be met through 
induction. This represents approxi­
mately 45¼ of the residual man­
power pool in 1970, excluding those 
who will have volunteered for 
· service. 
In view of the many uncertain­
ties inYolved in these estimates, 
our best judgment at this time is 
that registrants whose birth dates 
will appear in the top one-third of 
the random birth date sequence 
will have a high probability of be­
ing drafted; and those in the bot­
tom one-third, a relatively low 
probability of being dl'afted; and 
those in the bottom one-third, a 
relatively low probability of be­
ing reached fo1· induction. 
Table l 
SELECTIVE SERVICE .MA!\POWER POOL PROJECTIONS FOR 1970 
UNDER, PROPOSED PRIME AGE GROUP RANDOM 
SELECTION SYSTEM 
1. Estimated Selective Service Manpower Pool, Ages 19-25 
as of January 1, 1970 Total-
(Age 19) 
(Ages 20-2�) 
2. Net Entrants into Pool daring 1970 (deferme-nt ex­
piring) 
3. Total Pool Available for Serevice during 19701 (line i & 2) 













5. Pool Available for jnduction during 1970 (line 3 - line 4) 
6. Estimated Inductions from Pool during 1970 
;'\ot Required for Ind1.1ction, Placed in Lower Priority 
Categ\>rY on J. January 1971 
8. Total )lilitary Accessions as Percentage of Total Pool 
,(ines 4 & 6, as percent of line 3) 







Selective Service Manpower Pool (line 1). Estimated number of 
registrants in Class I-A, Available for Sen·ice, ,"·ho would be found 
•qualified for sen·ice if fully examined. Excludes I-A registrants whose 
reclassifications on appeals are pending. 
;'{et Entrants into Pool (line 2). Forme,· students and other regis­
trants reclassified from a deferred status to Class I-A during 1970, 
less registrants reclassified from I-A to a deferred or exempt status. 
Volunteers from Pool. Includes regular enlistments for active serv­
ice, officer candidate enlistments and enlistments into ,reserve or 
National Guard units from Selecti,·e Service pool. Excludes voluntary 
e!)tries into service of indiYiduals below age 19 as of Janua,·y 1, 1970, 
as well as accessions into active sen·ice of individuals, ages 19-25, 
"·ho were in a deferred status at tim� of entry, e.g., ROTC graduates. 
ESTDIATED )lILITARY SERVICE STATUS OF'l9-YEAR OLD 
)(ALE ·roPULATIOl'\ AS OF JANUARY 1, 1970 
1. Total male population aged 19 (born in 1950) 
· In Thousands 
1,890 
2. -Less: Not qualified for military service 
3. Estimated qualified for. service (Jin� ·ii. - line 2) 
4. Full-time students and other deferments 
5. Ente1:ed service prior to January 1, 1970 
6. Available for service as of January 1, 1970 
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Any radio. TV set. 
cassene or 
tape recorder wi1h 




Complete and ready to play. 
.newuro• 
, · Simply plug our bag, ,nto your thing to obtain 
precision record playing capability. 
Play 7", 10", 12" records at 331/,, 45, or 78 rpm. 
The X-1 0 ,s complete with matched stereo ceramic i cartridge, diamond stylus, base and dust cover. S52.50. 
See ,t al your high lidellty dealer or 
Garrard write Garrard. Di?pt. CS589, Westg1Jry, • New York 11590 lor literature. 
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Is Senator ,McGo.vern _Still 
Running- for the Presi�ency? 
Remarks by Senator George McGovern, (D-S.D.) before The National Press Club, 
Washington, D.C., Monday, January 19, 1970. 
"The beginning of the new decade, with the Congress reconvening and the Administra­
tion starting its second year, is a good time for a man in public life to speak to the National 
Pre·ss Club. 
As we enter the 19"i0's, our na­
tion is in trouble, primarily, I be­
lieve, becau·se we still follow a 
leadership focusing its major ener­
gies on external fears instead of 
internal neglect. 
For thirty years - since the 
traumatic shock of Pearl Harbor, 
we have been preoccupied with war 
and preparation for war. Most of 
our nation·a] energy, most of our 
federal taxes, most of our national 
debt, most of the inflation, most 
of the dissension - all of these 
have been the handmaidens of war 
and the arms race. 
Meanwhib, the nation's most se­
rious internal weaknesses have 
been allowed to fester until they 
threaten our survival as a society 
of dignity and freedom. In the 
name of rstional defense, we have 
been exhausting the sources of na­
tional defense. 
The key question of 1970 is th_e 
same one I raised as a freshman 
Senator seven years ag'o: Can we 
turn away from endless war and 
contain the military monster that 
is devouring our resources so 
greedily as to disarm the nation 
agai_nst ,its most serious dangers 
at home. 
The first duty of a public ma_n in 
1970 is to recognize that if we do 
not seriously address ourselves to 
this question with a radical new 
urgency and restructuring of our 
policies and institutions, we may 
well lose our sense of communitv 
and nationhood. · 
Yet, the present Administration, 
like its ·predecessor, continues to 
govern the nation as though ou ,. 
chief dangers were from ab1·oad 
1•ather than at home. 
Thus, in. 1969, the President 
fought for new billions to build 
the ABM · and a whole range of 
doubtful new weapons systen;is. 
N'ow he has vowed to veto the 
Health, Education and Welfare bill 
b�cause the Congress has added a 
billion dollars more than 'he re­
quested. This is done in the name· 
of fighting inflation, although the 
Congress cut the !'resident's mili­
tary requests by nearly $6 billion. 
Instead of vetoing urgently needed 
education funds, the President 
should abandon his expected re­
quest for another $1.5 billion for 
additional ABM sites. 
It is true that our President has 
expressed concern about the na­
tion's problems. -in his 1968 cam­
paign, he dwelt on four of them 
- crime, inflation, division and 
Vietnam. But 19(>9 again offers 
clear proof that mo!·e than rhetoric 
is needed to heal the nation's 
troubles. 
The President kept his µledge to 
fire Attorney General Ramsey 
Clark as a prescription for law 
and orde1·. But the crime rate in­
creased another 10% in 1969 and 
nose even more alarmingly in the 
Nation's Capital. 
Inflation now races ahead at the 
highest annual rate in 20 years, 
and interest rates are at an all­
time high. The 1969 cost of living 
advanced nearly 6%, as compared 
to 4% in 1968. 
The southern strategy has further 
divided blacks and whites, while 
the harsh indictments of the Vice 
President and the Attorney Gen-
eral have widened the gap between 
the nation's idealists and their gov-
ernment. 
Meanwhile, the war in Vietnam 
continues with another 11,000 
Americans dead in 1969 - with no 
end in sight. 
The Administration in its first 
year has dealt not so much with 
our problems as with the politics 
of those problems. It has sought 
not to end mistaken policies and 
priorities but to end criticism. lts 
satisfied citizens of the nation, is far more interested in the instru­
while claiming to_represent the na- ments of political manipulation. 
tion's majority interests. than the instruments of justice. 
The hallmark of this Administra- The alternating techniques -
tion is the politics of manipulation, blandness and divisiveness - go 
when what ·is most needed is the hand in hand. They are the prime 
reconciliation of the nation behind ingredients of a politics of mani-
more constructive goals. pulation. 
There is both an official, front- Each is indispensable to the other. 
door policy and an unofficial back- By itself, an . official policy of 
door policy. blandness could not hope to long 
The official policy has been to hold popular support in a period 
elevate a cheerful blandness to the _of problems and tensions. Similar­
status of a national virtue. Voices ly, an open strategy of divide and 
are lowered, silence is encouraged, conquer, by itself, would soon repel 
earnestness is emphasized, contro- an American people who are basic­
versy discouraged . ally idealistic and principled. To-
Studies become a substitute for gether, however, these political 
action. Conferences are more im- strategics - and that is what they 
portant than programs. Decisions are - complement each other in 
take a back seat to coordination. securing a teiriporary popularity. 
Policy councils beco.me ends in But this kind of leadership re­
themselves rather than preludes fleets a retreat from responsibility. 
to action. Public relations replaces Appearances are placed above real­
performance. ity. Form is exalted above sub-
The official theme is, thus, or- stance. Values play second fiddle 
dered sweetness and light. It seeks ·to techniques. Principles yield to 
to allay the fearful and disarm the strateg.ems. , 
conc�rned. What ! object to· most strongly 
But the bland face of the Ad- is the method the Administration 
ministration also sen-es to distract has chosen to repress the inte,·­
attention from jts unofficial policy. action of dissent and response that 
And that policy is anything but is so Yitai to the· sun·ival of a 
blnnd. . • democratic· sYstem. I 
It wiH ks the backstreets. Lt seeks The Pr�sici'.,nt summons forth in 
to discredit those who disagree. It his support what he calls the silent 
sets group against group. It tries majorit�· - an exe1·cise that pre­
to frighten the news m�dia, turn sumes silence to he a virtue and 
old against young, and isolate those outcry a sin. It µresumes fu,·ther 
who oppose its ·war policy. that silence is ,·espectable and 
While the ]'resident walks the protests the threatening howl of 
high ground, the Vice !'resident and the mob. 
the Attornev General exec.-ute the The Vice President. us ahnt�·s, i:-; 














band regarded the liberals of effect, Americans are asked t,o 
America as Communists whom we choose sides - against each other. 
would be better off trading for the We a-1·e asked to eliminate those 
Russian ,·arietv. We were told that who dissent too vigorously as we 
the Atfornev ·General wouM have would rotten apple� in the bai·t·el. 
phrased it i;, more restrnined Ian- The President's µledge "bring us 
guage. The evidence of that c.'t.lme together" now appears a determi- . 
this past weekend when Mi·. Mit- nation to bring the right people 
chell refened to the you1rge1·, lib- togethe1·. And the right people, µre­
eral members of his own party as sumably, are those who are content 
"little juvenile delinquents." 1 with things as they are and hostile 
leave it to you to judge the relative to those who would change them. 
restraint of the Mitchells. It follows that the wrong people 
The Attorney General is the acl- must be those who are dissatisfied, 
mitted political strategist of the who seek change. 
Administration, just as he was the Some might find c:omfort in 
top sti-ategist of the !'residential polarization, but it frightens me. It 
campaign. He has filled the key frightens me that ":e are witness­
posts of the Department of Jus- ing the beginning of political apa1·­
tice - · not with eminent lawyers, theid in this country, which casts 
but with shrewd political manipula- the silent as Brahmans and those 
tors whose chief public experience who dissent as untouchablet 
like his own, is �n the management That the administration con­
of political campaigns. Little won- sciously imcourages one citizen to 
der that the best law graduates of dispute another's right to clirec·t 
the natioi. who were attracted by involvement in the affairs of this 
the leadership of former Attorney nation is both dangerous a11cl 
General Ramsey Clark are now thoughtless. 
avoiding the Department of Justice. In recent months, the news media 
The Attorney General, unlike his - and most particula,)y televi­
i::redecessor, has told us that his sion - was guilty, by Administra­
Department's mission has nothing tion standards, of excessive cri­
to do with policy; rather the De- ticism. The media has the µowe1· 
partment of Justice is simply a to resist Administration intimida­
lawyer for its client - the United tion aimed at the concept of a free 
States Government. Any proper· press. 
view of the De-pa1tment of Justice Unfortunately, the young who 
would hold that its clients are the oppose the war - and the poor, 
American people, and especially the black and the brown who op­
those who have not achieved a full pose their continuing exclusion 
measure of justice. But Mr. Mit- from this most affluent of all soc-
chell gives clear indication that he (Continued on Page 23) 
WBMB ON YOUR 
RADIO DIAL 
goal has been to isolate the dis-,._ _________________________ , 
l 
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by ILENE BONNIE MASS ieties - do not always have the 
F t p · tte b B 
power or the skill to defend their 
11 The ron age, wri n Y en Hecht and Charles Mac- right to question policies or priori-
lrthur, takes place in 1928 in the city of Chicago. This ties. And day by day, their activ­
hree-act comedy (all of the action taking place in the press ities are distinguished as a little 
·oom), is an extremely entertaining play that not only de- ����ti��
spectable, a little less pa­
�ghts the audience, but also portrays the newspaper life as 
t th M A th d H ht d"d 
If the demands of dissenting was en. ac r �r an � ec I not have to rely on Americans were injust or ignoble, 
1�search or second-hand mforma- • · then we could turn away. But what 
on; they were once newspaper- there is the underlyiqg issue of they seek is an end to a foolish 
,en themselves, graft and corruption in the gov- war, an end to racial injustice, an 
The main issue presented is the ernment. The desperate actions end to hunger and misery and ugli­
:inging of Earl Williams, his es- taken by the Sheriff and Mayor ness and pollution. They seek, in 
ipe and capture. He admittedly reveal how tenuous the officials short, to probe the nation's con-
1ot and killed a Negro policeman, positions are (True today!.?). science by underscoring the gap 
nd since this is a city with a It is interesting to note that the between rhetoric and reality. 
lrge Negro population and elec- only moraliz1ng and dramatic dia- Is not this coalition of conscience 
on time is nearin_g, the Sheriff logi,ie comes from the lowest (sup- on higher ground than the coali­
nd Mayor are anxious to see the posedly immoral) characters in the tion of silence? 
1urder avenged. As the curtain play - Mollie Malloy, the whore, Let us understand that the con­
pens, we see the reporters pass- and Earl Williams, the murderer. sequences of spurning the legiti­
,g the time un�il the scheduled The play is superbly acted and mate claims of the young and other 
:,ur of _ the ha�gmg. Most are en- provides a very enjoyable evening disaffected citizens of our land 
�ged )TI _ playm_g ca1·ds. The �u- of theater. It provides fresh, hon- would be enormous. America was 
tence ls 1'!1med1ately s�ruck with est comedy and ce1tainly can be conceived and developed . by the 
1e cold, mhuma11 att,tu�e that appreciated by )(0Ung and -old alike. idealism and driving energy of the 
1ese_ men assume concern�ng the The Front Page is not attempting young, combined with the efforts 
angmg. The atmosph�re IS gen- to relay a message to one particu- of the dissatisfied who settled the 
·a!ly a raucous one with the men Jar group, rathe1· it successfully country. We need to ponder what 
,kmg. amuses and informs all. Although it means to live in a society that 
tematic removal of all our forces. 
Even if Vietnamization brought 
military successes by means of 
massive U.S. sponsored bombard­
ment in support of the South Viet­
namese mercenaries we have re­
cruited, trained and paid, we should 
still oppose this policy. This con­
cept of war by proxy is itself bar­
barism that uses our technology to 
increase the slaughter in a civil 
struggle that can only be resolved 
by the Vietnamese people. 
The President could have ended 
the war ir. 1969. There is nothing 
to _be gained by indefinitely pro­
longing it. 
(2) A reduction in the military 
budget of $50 billion in the next 
three years with a c�t of $20 bil­
l.ion in the coming year. The time 
has come to discard the ·notion that 
Russia is about to roll across West­
ern Europe, or that a primitive 
China barely able to feed itself is 
about to conquer the· world. We 
could begin by withdrawing five of 
our six divisions from Europe. The 
Europeans are now perfectly ca­
pable of providing their military 
manpower. We should also abandon 
the ABM, MIRV, AMSA a·nd other 
needless new weapons systems. 
(3) We should establish a Na­
tional Economic Conversion Com­
mission to assist the transition of 
our economy from war activities 
to peaceful pursuits. I introduced 
such legislation seven years ago 
and have reintroduced it in this 
Cong;ress. 
Hildy Johnson (Be1t Convy), a it is a revived play, it is not up- has lost th_e confidence, the en­
,porter for the .Herald Examiner, dated: therefore, one sees how thusiasm, and the contributions of 
'fers a subplot for the play. Hi!- early theater was handled. It is es- yearning minds. Let us remember 
,, a younger, more vivacious and pecially interesting to see such a that this nation was conceived, its 
,nsitive man, is planning to leave realistic portrayal of a way of life independence won, and its Consti­
te newspaper business, many that is unfamiliar to most people: tution constructed by a vigorous 
eggy Grant and pursue the ad- The closing lines of the first two minority who carried the day 
i1tising field in New Y9rk. He is acts are dynamic and surprising, against the hostility or apathy of 
>t totally resigned to this deci- which does not seem typical for a-lthe majority. (4) We should create a Council 
on, and throughout the play we comedy, but serves to maintain the , What would it cos� our natio
1
n of Soda! Advisers comparable to 
1e a man torn by conflicting de- audience's enthusiasm and interest. now for dissatisfied Americans to the Council of Economic Advisers 
res. His boss, Walter Burns, And the final scene of the play turn away from participation in who would draw up social goals 
ayed by Robert Ryan,. reso1·ts to leaves the audience with a bit of our public life because of disillu- for the nation to be measured in 
,ceit in order to keep Hildy on app1·ehension. · sionment over our political pro- an annual repo1t. Those goals 
e staff. Perhaps seen as the vii- The fast lines of humo{ the cess? would include an adequate diet, 
in by Peggy G.-ant, Walter confusion of the Williams' e;cape, Conversely, silent majorities have housing, education, and health 
.irns' cleverness_ illustrates a and the unexpected conclusions of not always been right, as witness care for our citizens. They would 
,l'ewd schemer 111 a humorous each act keep the audience alert Hitler's debauchery of the German include a "Second Chance Peace­
•in- and constantly absorbed in The nation while the people applauded time G.I. Bill of Rights" for every 
The play is largely comic, but Front Page, or stood silent. This was the same American to permit any adult a 
----------------- ------- I nation that produced Beethoven, 
new opportunity to change or im­
;,aduate Elections ... 
Majoring in International Business. Goethe, and Einstein. History is prove his career by going back to 
Sitigle. Age 21. Editor of high filled with the wreck.age of foplish school;,- college, or other training 
(Continued from Page 24) school newspaper. College Q.P.A. or barbaric policies that we1·e tern-
opportunity. We need also to 
0 1't\l.nately, additional data was 3.5. Interested in a strong and ef- porarily accepted by sile
nt major- gre_atly expand the public se1-vice 
,t received in sufficient time for fective graduate student associa- ities I find silence a q
uestionable activities for the young. The na-
clusion in this issue. tion, virt�e in the presence of in
justice, .tion's_ social goals should envision 
Lewis A. Bergman. Grad 4. Robert Soifer. Grad 4. Graduate 
hypocrisy and neglect. doubh�g our efforts to en� crime 
"ho's Who in Colleges and Uni- of Syracuse University, BS. Grad-
Frankly, I reject the notion that �nd disorder, not only by improv-
·rsities, 1968. Teacher to emotion- uate assistant at Baruch. there is a
 silent majority of Amer- mg l�w enforcement, but ;;ilso by 
Jy disturbed elementary school' George Stockinaer. Marketing icans sat
isfied with, the present _cle�nmg up th� ghetto squal_or 
·1 
" state of our society. As a middle- which bre.eds dE,lm�uency a�d d1s-tpt s. Analyst in America's Largest direct class, middle-aged man from middle order. Every Amel"lcan who 1s able 
Page. lf."'.enty-three 
been insulated from the grass-. 
roots, too unresponsive to the or­
dinary citizen,. and too indulgent 
to special interests. The procedures 
and practices of the national Jlar­
ties and the Congress are not dem­
ocratic. Only drastic reformation 
from top to bottom will make 
them again effective instruments 
of grassroots America. As far as 
our political parties are concerned, 
the recommendations of the Com­
mission on Party Structure and 
Delegate Selection, which I have 
been honored to head, are impor.­
tant steps in the right direction. 
The Commission has urged an 
open nomination process that will 
insure rank-and-We party mem­
bers the opportunity to freely and 
fairly influence the choice of the 
197� Democratic Convention. De­
vices which concentrate the effec­
tive decision in the hands of a few 
self-perpetu�ted p a r t y  leaders 
have no place in either pa1ty. 
Delegates to tfie 1972 conven­
tions should be openly and fairly 
selected by' rank-and-file · party 
members, and they should be chos­
en in 1972 - not two or three 
years ahead of the convention.· I 
hope that party ·members who seek 
office in 1970 and 1971 will pledge 
themselves to' support the guide­
lines my Commission has recom­
mended, with special awareness 
that we must never again have a 
Chicago-type convention. 
Similarly, Congress needs a 
thorough-going overhaul if it is 
to become a truly effective and 
respected political body. 
Laws on lobbying neeci to be 
tightened up. Seniority should be 
abolished in committee assign­
ments and positions. Congressmen 
should make full disclosure of 
their assets, income and profes­
sional associations. The inefficien­
cy and Jog1rolling which dominate 
the Appropriations Committee pro­
cess should ge ended by upgrading 
the staffs of the authorizing com­
mittees and then abolishing the 
Appropriations Committees. 
I believe the American people 
are prepared to follow a leader­
ship 'that challenges them with 
such an agenda for the 1970's. In 
short, they would respond to a 
leadership that called upon them to 
turn away from n,ilitary adventur­
ism to the reconstruction of Amer­
ican society. That is a leadership 
of i·econciliation which could unite 
the coalition of silence and the co­
alition of conscience for the com­
mon good. Thomas P. Cullison, Jr. Grad 8. mail company for professionals; America, I find my neighbors and to _work . should have the 0PJ?0r­
�e 28. Graduate of Fordham. Em- also teach Public Relations at State constituents dissatisfied with the tumty, with the government serv- I,------------,,oyed as 1a 1·egional mutual funds University at Farmingdale. quality of life in. 1970_ Theii: taxe� ing as "the employ"er of last re­
anager for a brokerage firm. Michael Strong, Grad 9. Has a are also being squandered on sort.'_' Those unable to work who 
iinied, with one child. F.nrolled masters' research assistantship; 45 wasterful military spending. Their a'.·e _1� need should be assured a 
the Finance program. graduate credits in political sci- sons are also going off to Viet- d_1gmf1ed method '.?f adequate as-
Marvin Finkerstein. Age 31. Mar- ence towards Ph.D. nam. They are also paying the sIStance. 
( 5) The Council of Advisers on 
.6, VI, Six 
!d. BA in Economics from Brook- Judy De Voe. Majoring in Com- heavy price of inflation, high in­
n College. Enrolied in the Com- puter Methodology. Employed as a terest, shoddy merchandise and a 
,ter Methodology program of the data processing manager. BBA disorderly society. 
the Environment, created by the I============='
atistics Department (18 credits from Pace College in Accounting All Americans are victimized by 
�pleted). Employed in systems and EDP. Single. Active at Pace the present policies and priorities 
I ·ogramming. as president of Singles Club, sec- of the nation. Millions of Ameri-
�lifford L. Hamburger. Grad 8. retary of Evening Student Council, cans who may be silent ·.are never­
;aduated in 195.9 from Hunter Associate Editor of evening news- theless 1"eady for a leadership that 
.�h a BA in Mathematics. Started paper, and other activities. would unite them with their dis-
1965 at Baruch. Majoring in E. Volpe. Grad 8. Sales repre- senting follow Americans in. a com-
J_eration� Research. Work for sentative for Xerox. Matriculating mon effort to face up to the na-
, er Bros. as an OR analyst. for M.B.A. major in marketing. tion's needs. 
Alan Lipman. Grad 8. BA from A. Waily. Grad 8. Salesman for What would be the agenda of 
1eens College, 1968. Past Presi- United Merchants. Graduated from such a leadership? I suggested the 
, 'r!i of Q.C. Psychology Club. Past Hofstra Univ. follov1ing: 
,!liness secretary and treasurer of Michael Wilbur. Grad 4. BB from (1) An end to our involvement 
G. Chemistry Society. Presently CCNY Baruch School. in the Vietnam war, beginning with 
1 l elementary school teacher in Glenda C. Wilson. Grad 4. Grad- an immediate ceasefire, including 
\:"C. Industrial Psychology major. uated from Pasadena City College. the cessation of bombardment that 
!];lliot Nadel Graduated CCNY, Studied business administration at is now destroying the Vietnamese 
.ne 1.969. Finance and Investment :l]CLA. Atending CUNY for M.B.A. countryside. Our forces should be 
��or, Working for a bank in man- in Marketipg. Activities include deployed entirely in maximum de­
�ment training program. Vice-Pres. of Associated w·omen fensive arrangements with their 
Joseph J. Penbera, Jr. Grad 6. Students at Pasadena; Editor of withdrawal taking place as soon as 
;;:.sident of Rutgers College's Yearbook at same; V.P. Society for we arrange for the release of pris­
!SS of 1969. ·President and' tr.ea-· Advancement of Management and oners and asylum in friendly coun­
rer of Betl)c Theta Pi, Rutgers. member of Pru .Chi Theta at UCLA. tries for those Vietnamese who 
;1dent Council member at' Rutgers. Currently member of AA UW, Pres- qught feel threatened by our with­
,rsity baseball (All-District, 3 ident of New York Alumnae chap- drawal. 
·rsity letters}. ter of Phi Chi Theta, and volunteer "Vietnamization" - The Admin-
Richard R. Pergolis. Presently worker at United Nations. 
istration's current policy - is sim-
gaged in the real estate field as :=============; 
ply a new slogan for an old dis-
real estate appraiser and mortage 
credited policy. It iilvolves keeping 
:nker with Sackman-Gilliland ME-ET G.S.A. 
American forces in Vietnam until 
>rporation. 
. �aul Rogoff. Grad 8. Baruch un­
e �duate (6/68) with a major 
� l\ccounting. 
CANDIDATES 
THURSDAY 6 P .iM. 
Oak Lounge 
i,:Jacob Z. Schuster. Grad 8. Grad­
t.e with BS from Johns Hopkins 
-�v..ersity in September of 1969. _,_ __________ __, 
the Thieu-Ky regime is ready to 
assume the military burden. That 
regime has never had the respect 
of its own people. It will not come 
to terms either with the rebels who 
resist it or unify its own silent but 
hostile majority until we cease our 
support and begin a definite, sys-
Con<tress in 1969; should be fully 
staffed and strongly backed by 
the President. It is imperative that 
we •halt the contamination which 
now threatens to destroy the thin 
layer of soil, water and air that 
sustains life around our planet. 
This is a central concern for the 
1970's which can be the most uni­
fying goal of all: 
(6) We need to establish a pow­
erful, well-backed consumer pro­
tection agency. That agency should 
have the power to set high stan­
dards for consumer goods. It 
should be empowered to press con­
sumer cases before the regulatory 
agencies. Consumers should be able 
to bring actions in the federal 
courts for consumer abuses, just 
as do the victims of anti-trust vi­
olations. It is preposterous that 
one brilliant, dedicated young man, 
Ralph Nader, is now trying to car­
ry the burden for American con­
sumers that the U.S. Government 
should carry. 
(7) Finally, I urge needed re­
forms of our increasingly archaic 
political institutions, notably our 
political parties and . the .Congress. 
As these institutions must help to 
translate popular will into public 
action, the elimination of their de­
fects and shortcomings is essen­
tian to a vital and healthy democ­
racy. 
For too long, the national poli­
tical parties and the Congress have 
·�, � ' : . 1970 
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GRADUATE STUDENTS VOTE NEXT WEEK 
Carnpaign Procedures Revealed: 40 lo Run 
An election to fill the nine seats on the Board 
of Governors of the Graduate Student Association 
will be conducted during the·second. week of Feb­
ruary (9th thru 12th). 
the commencement of the semester, $2.00 is ear­
marked for this purse. The GSA treasury cur­
rently contains about $20,000. 
A description of this year's election procedure 
was delivered to the nominees attending an orien­
tation meeting in the Oak Lounge o.f the Student 
Center last Wednesday evening. They were in­
formed that in order to furnish the voting stu­
dents with an opportunity to personally meet and 
question· candidates, ·arrangements have been 
made to assemble them in the Oak Lounge this 
Thursday at 6 :OO: This forum will be free form 
and was conceived in order to eliminate a major 
source of voter complaint following' last year's 
election, viz. individuals on ballots were totally 
unknown to the electorate, as were their policies. 
it was decided to establish voting facilities in the 
lobby of the main building during those hours 
when students are most apt to be on the premises. 
Accordingly, during the hours between -5 and 9 
p.m. (i)n Monday thru Thursday of the second week 
of this month, students may cast their ballots 
for those they consider most qualified to fill the 
nine seats on the GSA's Board of Governors. 
The Graduate Students Association (GSA) rep­
resents Baruch College's _3300 member graduate 
co:mmunity before various committees and func­
tions having far-ranging impact on the affairs.,,of 
its constituency, e.g. in areas like consideration 
of new curriculum, the up-coming discussion re­
garding the possibility of offering an alternative 
to the current thesis requirement, student fees 
Every student should make an attempt to 
familiarize himself with the position of the candi­
dates. As indicated above, one method of satis­
fying this objective would be to attend Wednes­
day's acquaintance forum. Information sheets will 
also be available at the voting tables during elec­
tion week. In addition, nominees were asked to 
submit a brief description of themselves and their 
plans for publication in this issue of the Reporter. 
Their replies follow, in alphabetical.order: 
_ and tuition, faculty qualifications, student appeals, 
and other. matters relevant to student interests. 
Moreover, the GSA has authority to make use 
of funds ·provided out of the student activity fees. 
Of the $27:50 collected from each registrant at In order to conduct a fair and efficient election 
.Val Cavalier 
M.B.A. program, emphasis on 
International Business. A student 
at Baruch since fall of '68. Be­
came .a member of the GSA Board 
of Gonrnors in fall of '69. Board 
delegate to the faculty committee 
on graduate studies. Columnist for 
the Reporter. Captain in the Army's 
Military Intelligence branch; dis­
charged in '68. A New Orleanian 
and graduate of Louisiana State 
Univ. (in N.O.), 19£3. Also attend­
ed Clark Univ. and the New School. 
Much of my position·has already 
been described in the Reporter col­
,umn entitled "The Graduate Tem­
per." I am particularly concerned 
over the quality of ·education at 
Baruch, especially in the, 8100 
coui·ses. · I have recommended to 
the 'BoMd that students finance a 
review and evaluation of the gen­
eral curriculum. I find that much 
of the valuable class time is wasted 
in favor of the so-called conference 
hour. I have discussed the matter 
with Dean Coh3n and suggested 
that the conference either be elims 
inated or be made more responsive, 
namely, that portions of the class 
be assigned appointments on, say, 
a tri-weekly basis. I am opposed to 
the thesis requirement and would 
favor an alternative seminar pro­
gram. I do not feel that the basis 
for the open-admissions plan is ap­
plicable to tho graduate school. I 
would work toward the establish­
ment of a scholarly journal at the 
College. It is essential that the 
full-time enrollment be expanded 
at the graduate bvel; graduate 
classes should be scheduled during 
the day on an experimental basis. 
Of course, I am opposed to any 
unwarranted hikes in tuition - I 
authored the petition statement 
signed by many students last 
semester. I h-ave endeavored to 
promote a speaker program and 
will continue with task if elected. 
If not, I'll sti!J work for the above. 
Michael Delaney 
I graduated from Cathedral Col­
lege of the Immaculate Conception, 
Brooklyn, in 1963, nceiving a B.A. 
degree with a major in philosophy. 
In 1967, I obtained a bachelor's 
degree in theology. This semester 
I expect to complete my course 
r�quirements for the M.P.A. pro­
gram. I am now working for the 
City of New York in the Mayor's 
office. I have served as a member 
of the Board of Governors since 
its inception last spring. 
My overriding concern with the 
effectivanes·s of the Board is its 
tenuous contact with the graduate 
student body, due mostly to the 
peculiar nature of the students' 
contacts with the school and with 
one anotlier. Most students, there­
fore, have only ·limited access to 
an adequate knowledge of the prob­
lems of the College, much less -an 
effective means of dealing with 
them. This lack of widespread stu­
dent suppo1t for its own represen­
tatives has, frankly, cramped its 
style. I hope we can arouse such 
support l,y financially supporting 
student programs and providing 
improvem3nts ·regarding com- M.B.A. program (ol' rather for an the most out of our investments. try to change them·. I am a person 
plaints and suggestions th-at we option to write thesis), meaning- This is what I would work for. of action and my fellow Baruch-
have already taken up. ful curriculums to meet the stu- What can be accomplished depends ians who knew me as an under-
Janet Epstein dents' ne.�ds, bringing the graduate upon the intel'est and ·support of graduate and who know me as a 
Graduated from Queens College and evening student into the the graduate student body. graduate can vouch to that. Some 
with a B.A. in Economics in 1967. stream of stud=nt life thl'ough Stephen Kurzel' changes that I consider: 
-
Enrolled in M.B.A. program in seminars, meetings, discussion ses- I have been a graduate student . 1) Student and faculty review of 
Operations Research at Baruch Col- sions and parties, simplification of at Baruch College since January, course contents. It has been inade­
Jeg� since Septembel', 1967 ( 18 the regiSfration proces's-e.g. m-ail 1969, working towards an MBA De- quate; each faculty member con­
credits completed). Employed as _ a registration, and Sfodent evalua- gree in Business Administration ducts it as he pleases. 
computer program111er for the At- tion of inStructors - a formal pro- and Policy. At present, I am em- 2) Indifference on part of the 
)antic Richfield Company. gram to give inStructors feedback ployed with Graphical Technology instructors. 









���e-a of the Corp. in New York City, J'espon- 3) Teachers should do ·construc-
of Governors of the GSA and serv- sible - for the equipment used in a tive work in class.-
ing as the Board's R3cording Sec- Walter Green'span Pattern Grading process. Previous- 4) Conduct ·open seminars led 
retary. Current GSA activities in- Attended the Baruch School of Jy I was a Member of the Technical by company presidents. 
elude the following: the City College as an undergl'ad- Staff of Bell Telephone Labora- 5) No thesis - would substitute 
1) GSA alternate delegate uate, majoring in Statistics. Un- tories. two courses (3 c1·edits each) in-
to the ·Graduate Studies committee, derg1·aduat= i,xtra-curricular activi- I received my Bachelor's Degree 
stead, or a comprehensive exam. 
2) GSA representative to the ties was limited to membership in from Coi:nell University in 1965 6) Get a better computer depart-


































e, married, and load. Thsey registe1· last and usual-the Faculty Committee. initiated w�ile an undergraduate My platform will be: ly are closed out of many courses. One of the m�st important is- through the Statistics Department's 1 _ As a student who must pay Twelve credits is more than one 
sues concerning graduate students .Job Ti:aining Program. Upon en- tuition from my own resources, T third of their prog1·am - too much 
is th-at of having greater partici- tering the Baruch School Gradu-ate would like to .see the City Univer- is at stake. 
pation in college administrative Division in the summer of 1967 sity cease using the graduate- stu- St('Jl\ien M .Storman 
activities. There is a great need to was drafted by the Army and as- dent tuition to help &ubsidize their Received a BA- from Brooklyn 
investigate and evaluate the grad- signed to their Science and En- undergraduates. .- College in Mathematics Education. 
uate cuniculum at Baruch. There gineering Pl'ogram. I was stationed 2 - I will do my best to have I am cun-ently in Baruch fo1· an 
should be committees established, at Fort Benning, Ga., and worked Baruch adopt a similar graduate M.B.A. in Compute1· Methodology. 
based on the different degrees giv- at the US Army Infantry School 1,equirement as Rutgel'S whiah al- I was the Vice-President of 
en at the school, that would deal assisting in the evaluation of test lows their students to choose be- House Plan Association of Brook­
with curriculum and other related results and the test processing sys, tweeri a thesis and a comprehensive lyn College and have spent many 
matters: There should also be tern. Upon honorable discharge examination. years working with pi·oblems ex­
greater student representation on from the Army this past summer 3 - I would like to see a pub- isting in the GSA. I feel that many 
college administrative and faculty I returned to the Baruch' College. Iished account of just how our stu- problems· exist in, the graduaJ;e 
committees. My work so far in l,n conjunction with my attend�nce dent activities fees are being spent. division Just to name a few that 
these areas has included attendance I am also working for Bache & Co., 4 - I would also like to see reg- I wish to fight to eliminate: 
at various colleg= committees, Inc., a brokerage house, as a ,com- istration handled as Cornell and , 1) We must moderni,z� an archaic 
where I represented the GSA, in modity analyst. Rutgers handled it, e.g. most of the l'egistration system. 
the aforei:nentioned capacities. Having attended this institution registration and course preferences 2) We must press to stop the 
Th�i:e 1s also a_ gr�at need for for a number of years I would like are sent through the mail and reg- piraling cost of course fees. 
act1v1ti�s that will mcrease the to get more involved with the istration would only be to confirm 3) We must modernize our course 
professio�al kn�wledge o� gra�uate prob_lems associated with it. Having anti pay for those courses signed cuniculum to fit the world as it 
students m _then- . respective fields. suffered .through 'the ii:iefficient for. really exists., To accomplish this I feel t�at_de- elevator operations and registra- Stephen B. Quinr 4) We must demand an intel-partmental clubs _and orgamzatwns tion system I would like to do Age 28. Received a Bachelor of J"igent program for the summer ses-
should be established and a pro- something abo,ut ··them. I feel that Civil Engineering degree from City sion, with more than 8100 courses. gram of speakers to appear before my election to the Board of Gov- College in 1963. Expect to be Alan Ziperstein the Baruch College GSA set up. ernors will enable me to have a awarded an fyl.B.A. in June; major While working full time for CPA Richard Mark Feldman · better understanding of the prob- in management for engineei1s. Pro- firms, I attended Long Island Uni-
Age 23. Manied. Attended Far- !ems facing the Baruch College fessional engineering license. Pre- versity and NYC Community Col­
leigh Dickinson University 1964- Graduate Division and put myself sently employed as resident en- Jege. I staited at Baruch as a grad-
68; student npresentative. Baruch in a better- position to try and as- gineer on portion of Bruckner uate student in September 1969, graduate student, full time since sist in solving them. Expressway, Bronx, for Howa1·d, focusing on tax studies. I am 26 


























� . I end�rs: a system of registra- ��: C��
d�·:;t
. 
Recently, I sat for. 
Instrumental in the dismissal of time graduate student working tion _by _mail, bettel' means <?f com- During my previous college work 
a business lecturer du= to undem- toward an M.B.A. in Statistics. I mumcation between p'.·ofessors an� I served on various committees 
ocratic, unequitable teaching pro- am working with Dr Arkin, Chair- stud:nts, and changmg_ maSters formed by the student government 
cedures in 1969. I favor teacher man of the Statisti�s department requneme?ts from the�is to one to help student participation. I feel 
review ever semester, voluntary a a i esearch assistant ' year semmars on buSmess tech- that the most important aspect of 
conference time, and curriculum 
s 
The. men and wome� attending niq�es in the student's major field a student government is the service 
appraisal and adjustments period- the Baruch Graduate School are of mter:st and would work for the it performs for its student body. If 
ically. investing their time and money in accomplishment of these goals. I am elected my prime concern 
Doug Forde . an effoit to advance their educa- Morris Setton would be to help the graduate even-
Graduate student in M.B.A. pro- tion. Are they getting 'what they I am interested in your problems, ing student in any and all ways 
gram, Accounting major. Graduate deserve from Baruch? Is the cur- and surely I'll convey them to the possible. Since being a night stu­
of College of Virgin Islands (1966) riculum designed to be useful or right parties. dent for over six years, I have a 
and University of Illinois (1968) merely easy to administer? Where I am enrolled in the Business Ad- great feeling for the problems that 
with an Accounting major. Worked can we voice our complaints about ministration and Policy program, arise and would like a chance to 
on following student committees at our instructors? What can we do which is one of the multi-colored correct them. One of the most dif­
University of Illinois : Business about registration? These are just programs, but it is taught poorly. ficult problems is unification of the 
Club, Association of International some of the questions which must I finished 30 credits in that pro- evening school students and I would 
Students, accounting club, Latin be considered in the near future: gram. like to concentrate on this. 
American Students Organization, The purpose of the Board of Gov- I have been a student at Baruch The following information is of-
and resident counsellor. ernors is both to keep the graduate since February 1965 and completed fered regarding other students who 
If elected, I would work for students informed about what is my undergraduate work in January indicated a willingness to serve on 
holding fees at present rates, aboli- going on in their school and to 1969. I have seen all kinds of dis-
I 
thP (}SA Board of Governors. Un-
tion of thesis requirement in initiate actions so that we may get crepancies since that time and I'll (Continued on Page 23) 
